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6YAA1
Name: Prakashkumar Hasmukhbhai Patel
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Commerce and Business Management
College / University (with complete address): The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda Pratapgunj, Vadodara, Gujarat India, Pin - 390002

6YAA2
Name: Mrs. ELIMA HUSSAIN
Qualification: MTECH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Designation : SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW
Department: CENTRAL COMPUTATIONAL AND NUMERICAL STUDIES DIVISION
Institute name : INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED STUDY IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
College address : IASST PASCHIM BORAGAON GUWAHATI 781035

6YAA3
Name: Mr. Prashantkumar Satishbhai Arya
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D. (Pursuing)
Designation : Research Scholar
Department: Department of Microbiology and Biotechnology
Institute name : University School of Science, Gujarat University, Ahmedabad
College address : Department of Microbiology & Biotechnology
University School of Sciences,
Gujarat University, Ahmedabad-380 009,
Gujarat, INDIA.

6YAA4
Name: Mr. Sourav Das
Qualification: Masters of Pharmacy
Designation : Asst. Bio analyst
Department: CRO
Institute name : TAAB BIOSTUDY SERVICES
College address : 69, IBRAHIMPUR ROAD, JADAVPUR, KOLKATA-700032

6YAA5
Name: Dhiman Halder.M.Sc.( Ph.D Scholar)
Date of Birth: July 23rd 1981
Designation: Bioanalytical Head (LCMS/MS) TAAB Biostudy Services, 76/D, Ibrahimpur Road, Kolkata – 700032
Mailing Address: 15, Nibedita Road, Haltu P.O.-Haltu Kolkata-700078

6YAA6
Name: Dr. Prasenjit Dey
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Institute name: National Institute of Technology Sikkim
College address: EEE department,
NIT Sikkim
Barfung Block, Ravangla
Sikkim-737139

6YAA7
Name: Somenath Dutta
Designation: Student
Qualification: Bachelor of Science (Final Semester Student)
Department: Biotechnology
Institution name: Panskura Banamali College

6YAA8
Name: Dr. Amit T. Adsul
Designation: Senior Research Fellow
Qualification: M.Sc. Agril. Ph.D. NET
Department: Genetics and Plant Breeding
Institution: ICAR-NIASM, Malegaon kh. Baramati, Pune

6YAA9
Name: Mr. MANOJKUMAR SURESHPRASAD SHUKLA
Qualification: MA B.ED
Designation: TEACHER
Department: GOVERNMENT
Institute name: MAHARAJA AGRASEN PRATHAMIK SCHOOL NO 160
College address: CITYLIGHT SURAT

6YAA10
Name: Dr. Deeplina Das
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Bio-Engineering
Institute name: National Institute of Technology Agartala
College address: NB-302, Department of Bio Engineering, NIT Agartala, Jirania,
Agartala, Tripura-799046

6YAA11
Name: Himani Hedaoo
Designation: Student
Qualification: MSc
Department: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Institution name: Pondicherry University

6YAA12
Name: Mr. Mahanti Naveen Kumar  
Qualification: Ph.D. (Going to submit thesis)  
Designation: Research Scholar  
Department: Agriculture Processing and Structures  
institute name: ICAR-Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering (Outreach Program of IARI-New Delhi)  
College address: Central Institute of agricultural engineering; Navibag, Bhopal-462038

6YAA13  
Name: Dr. GURPREET KAUR  
Qualification: Ph.D  
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
Department: ECE  
institute name: CHANDIGARH ENGINEERING COLLEGE, LADNRAIN  
College address: Chandigarh Engineering College  
Kharar-Banur Highway, Sector-112 Greater Mohali, Punjab – 140307 (INDIA)

6YAA14  
Name: POOJA VASANTBHAI KANOJIYA  
Designation: PHD RESEARCH SCHOLAR  
Qualification: PHD(pursuing),MBA (in finance), BCOM (in accountancy)  
Department: Research and development department  
Institution name: Rai university, Ahmedabad

6YAA15  
Name: Dr. Mohd. Shadab  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Natural and Applied Sciences  
institute name: Glocal University  
College address: Mirzapurpore, Saharanpur-247121 (U.P.), India.

6YAA16  
Name: Ms. aparupa naik  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation: RESEARCH SCHOLAR  
Department: DEPARTMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY AND BIOINFORMATICS  
institute name: SAMBALPUR UNIVERSITY  
College address: SAMBALPUR UNIVERSITY  
JYOTI VIHAR  
BURLA-768019

6YAA17  
Name: Mr. BIKASH DEBNATH  
Qualification: M.Pharm  
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Pharmacy
institute name : Tripura University (A Central University)
College address : Suryamaninagar, Agartala, Tripura (West), Pin: 799022

6YAA18
Name: Dr. DR.SAHIL N.SHAH
Qualification: M.D.RADIOLOGY
Designation : CONSULTANT RADIOLOGIST
Department: DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
institute name : APOLLO CVHF HOSPITAL,AHMEDABAD AND SMT.N.H.L MEDICAL COLLEGE AND S.V.P HOSPITAL, AHMEDABAD
College address : 41,NETRA BUNGALOWS NEAR SEEMA SOCIETY,OPPOSITE GUJARAT UNIVERSITY GROUND, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD 380009,GUJARAT

6YAA19
Name: Dr. Anulekha Saha
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Electrical and Electronics Engineering
institute name : NIT Sikkim
College address : National Institute of Technology Sikkim
Barfung Block Ravangla Sub-Division
South Sikkim - 737 139

6YAA20
Name: Ms. Hunjan Mandeepkaur
Qualification: Ph.D. (pursuing), M.Tech.(Pharm), B.Pharm
Designation: Ph.D. Scholar (3rd year)
Department: Department of Pharmaceutical Technology (Process Chemistry)
Institute name and address: National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research (NIPER), S. A. S. Nagar, Sector 67, Punjab-160062, India.

6YAA21
Name: Mr. HANUMESH B M
Qualification: M.Tech (Ph.D)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Civil Engineering
institute name : GM Institute of Technology, Davanagere
College address : GM Institute of Technology,
P.O. Box 4,
PB Road,
Davangere 577006
Karnataka,
India
6YAA22
Name: Ms. Rinky Ghosh
Qualification: MSc in Polymer Science
Designation : Senior Project Associate
Department: Department of Materials, Science and Engineering
Institute name : Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India.
College address : Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, Western lab-206, gate number-3, IIT campus, 208016, India.

6YAA24
Name: Ms. JUHI NAMDEV
Qualification: B.Pharm
Designation : Student researcher
Department: Pharmacy
Institute name : Lakshmi Narain College of Pharmacy, Bhopal (M.P.)
College address : Kalchuri Nagar, Raisen road, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh 462022

6YAA25
Name: Dr. Luqman Jameel Rather
Designation: Postdoctoral Student
Qualification: Ph.D. (Postdoc).
Department: College of Textile and Garments
Institution name: Southwest University

6YAA26
Name: Dr. Kannamani Ramasamy
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Senior Manager
Department: IT Infrastructure
Institute name : Atos IT services
College address : Atos IT services, RMZ Centennial, whitefield, Bangalore

6YAA27
Name: Dr. Keshavamurthy K
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Physics
Institute name : Sapthagiri College of Engineering
College address : Dr. Keshavamurthy K
Assistant Professor
Department of Physics,
#14/5, Chikkasandra, Hesaraghatta Main Road,
Bengaluru-560057

6YAA28
Name : Kalpeshbhai Lahnubhai Mahla
Designation : Ph.D student  
Qualification : M.Sc. (Microbiology)  
Department : Department of Microbiology and Biotechnology  
Institution name : School of sciences

6YAA29  
Name: Ms. GOHIL RINKAL BABUBHAI  
Qualification: Ph.D. IN MICROBIOLOGY (PURSUING), M.Sc MICROBIOLOGY  
Designation : RESEARCH SCHOLAR  
Department: DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY  
institute name : SCHOOL OF SCIENCES, GUJARAT UNIVERSITY, AHMEDABAD,380009  
College address : DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY, SCHOOL OF SCIENCES, GUJARAT UNIVERSITY, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD,380009

6YAA30  
Name: Mrs. Priyadarshini C Patil  
Qualification: M.Tech  
Designation : Asst. Prof  
Department: Computer Science & Engg.  
institute name : PDA College of Engineering  
College address : PDA COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AIWAN-E-SHAHI AREA, KALABURGI - 585102. KARNATAKA.

6YAA31  
Name: Dr. M RAVIKUMAR  
Qualification: Ph.D (Doctor of Philosophy)  
Designation : ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
Department: MECHANICAL ENGINEERING  
institute name : R L JALAPPA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY  
College address : Dr. M RAVIKUMAR, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, DEPT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, R L JALAPPA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, KODIGEHALLI, DODDABALLAPUR, BANGALORE RURAL - 561203.

6YAA32  
Name: Dr. Praveen Dhar T  
Qualification: MSc.( Botany) MPhil (Botany)MEd., M.Phil (Education) MA (English)MA (History)  
Designation : Assistant Professor in Botany  
Department: Botany
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institute name: St. Stephen's College Pathnapuram Kollam
College address: St. Stephen's College Pathnapuram Kollam

6YAA33
Name: Mrs. Neenu Ann Sunny
Qualification: MCA
Designation: Assistant Teacher
Department: Department of Computer Applications
College address: Saintgits College of Applied Sciences Pathamuttom
Kottukulam Hills
Pathamuttom P.O
Kottayam
Kerala
686532

6YAA34
Name: Kanika Sharma
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Department of Basic Sciences
College/University (with complete address): Microbiology Laboratory,
Department of Basic Sciences, Dr Y S Parmar University of Horticulture
& Forestry, Nauni, Solan (HP)- India

6YAA35
Name: Mr. Bishnu Nand Yadav
Qualification: B. Tech.
Designation: Senior Research Fellow
Department: Light weight materials
College address: RM NO. 45 AcSIR CSIR AMPRI

6YAA36
Name: Prof. Soumya B Peddi w/o Mallinath Anakal
Qualification: Mtech(phd)
Designation: Asst. Professor
Department: Computer Science and Engineering
College address: Poojya Doddappa Appa College of Engineering
Soutmya B Peddi.(Soumya M Anakal)
Dept. of CSE
PDACEK
Aiwan-E-Shahi road Kalburgi
585-102

6YAA37
Name: Mr. SARAVANAN B
Qualification: M.E., (Ph.D.,)
Designation : ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: DEPARTMENT OF AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING
Institute name : BANNARI AMMAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
College address : SATHY-ATHANI ROAD,
ALATHICOMBAI POST,
SATHYAMANGALAM.
ERODE DISTRICT.
TAMILNADU - 638401.

6YAA38
Name : Arpita Rani Khamrai
Designation : Research Scholar
Qualification : M.Sc in Human Physiology
Department : Physiology (UG&PG)
Institution name : Raja Narendra Lal Khan Women's College Autonomous
Area : Paschim Medinipur

6YAA39
Name: Mr. TINKU Gupta
Qualification: Ph.D. Persuing
Designation : Research Scholar
Department: School of Pharmaceutical Education and Research (SPER)
Institute name : JAMIA HAMDARD
College address : Department of Pharmacognosy & Phytochemistry, School of Pharmaceutical Education and Research, Jamia Hamdard (Deemed University), M. B. Road New Delhi 110062, India.

6YAA40
Name: Ms. Hina Bhatu
Qualification: M.Tech(Agricultural Engineering)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Department of Agricultural Engineering
Institute name : RK University
College address : Department of Agricultural Engineering, School of Engineering, RK University, Rajkot-Bhavnagar Highway, Near Tramba, Rajkot-360020.

6YAA41
Name : R.K. Kumawat
Designation : Senior Scientific Officer
Qualification : M.Sc. (persuing Ph.D)
Department : DNA division
Institution name : State forensic Science Laboratory, Rajasthan, Jaipur, India, 302016

6YAA42
Name: Mrs. AMARESHWARI PATIL  
Qualification: M.TECH(PhD)  
Designation: ASST PROF  
Department: COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING  
institute name: HKE PDA  
College address: PDA COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING  
AIWAN-E-SHAI  
KALABURGI  
KARANATAKA

6YAA43  
Name: Dr. Anshu singh  
Qualification: MBBS, MS (Otorhinolaryngology)  
Designation: Senior Resident  
Department: Department of Otorhinolaryngology (ENT Head and Neck Surgery)  
College address: Mahatama Gandhi memorial medical College and MYH HOSPITAL, opposite to jaora compound, shivaji vatika, Indore, madhya Pradesh 452001

6YAA44  
Name: Nirmal T  
Designation: Teaching Assistant  
Qualification: M. F. Sc  
Department: Fisheries Resource Management  
Institution name: Tamil Nadu Dr. J. Jayalalithaa Fisheries University

6YAA45  
Name: Ms. Samreen Fatima  
Qualification: PhD  
Designation: Research Scholar  
Department: Special Centre for Molecular Medicine  
institute name: Jawaharlal Nehru University  
College address: Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Mehrauli Road, New Delhi 110067

6YAA46  
Name: Dr. N. MOHAMED RILWAN  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D.,  
Department: Mathematics  
Institution name: Sadakathullah Appa College

6YAA47  
Name: DR. ABHISHEK JINDAL  
Qualification: Ph.D., M. Tech., B.Tech. (Civil Engineering)  
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
Department: CIVIL ENGINEERING
6YAA48
Name: Dr. Wahied Khawar Balwan
Qualification: Ph.D. Zoology
Designation: Sr. Assistant Professor
Department: Zoology
College address: Govt. Degree (Postgraduate) College Bhaderwah, J and K

6YAA49
Name: Namrata Pachauri
DOB: 03/08/1996
Designation: Student
Qualification: Pursuing PhD
Department: MSP
Institution name: IIT Kanpur

6YAA50
Name: Pankaj Prashant kulkarni
Qualification: M.TECH Heat & Power
Designation: Student, Teacher Associate
Department: Mechanical engineering
College address: Dehu phata, Alandi (D) Pune 412105

6YAA51
Name: Mr. LALBIAKZUALA
Qualification: M.Phil
Designation: Ph.D student
Department: Department of Zoology
Institute name: Mizoram University
College address: Department of Zoology, Mizoram University, Tanhril, Mizoram, India-796004

6YAA52
Name: Mr. Debidutta Pattnaik
Qualification: PhD (On going)
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Management Studies
Institute name: Malaviya National Institute of Technology Jaipur
College address: MNIT Malaviya Nagar Jaipur Rajasthan - 302017

6YAA53
Name: Mr. G. Saravanan
Qualification: M.A. Economics, DDTP
Designation: Computer Lab Technician
Department: MCA
College address: The Standard Fireworks Rajaratnam College for Women (Autonomous), Sivakasi.

6YAA54
Name: Ms. Shifu Aggarwal
Qualification: M.Tech Biotechnology
Designation: SRF (PhD)
Department: Infectious Disease Biology Lab
Institute name:
College address: Institute of Life Sciences, Nalco Square, Bhubaneshwar, Odisha-751023

6YAA55
Name: Ms. SONAL MISHRA
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D.
Designation: Junior Research Fellow
Department: Botany
Institute name: Institute of Science, Banaras Hindu University
College address: C/O of Prof. R. P. Sinha, Department of Botany, Institute of Science, BHU, Varanasi-221005, Uttar Pradesh, India

6YAA56
Name: Dr. Praveen Dhar T
Qualification: MSc.(Botany) MPhil (Botany) MEd., M.Phil (Education) MA (English) MA (History)
Designation: Assistant Professor in Botany
Department: Botany
Institute name: St. Stephen's College Pathnapuram Kollam
College address: St. Stephen's College Pathnapuram Kollam 689695

6YAA57
Name: Dr. Ram Kishun Lodhi
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Applied Science
Institute name: Symbiosis Institute of Technology Pune
College address: Symbiosis Institute of Technology, Symbiosis International (Deemed University), Near Lupin Research Park, Gram: Lavale, Tal;: Mulshi, Dist: Pune, Maharashtra -412 115

6YAA58
Name: Sreekeshava K.S  
Qualification: Mtech (PhD submitted)  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Civil Engineering  
College address: Jyothy Institute of Technology, Tataguni off kanakapura road, Bangalore-560082

6YAA59  
Name : Vandana  
Designation : Member Senior Research Staff  
Qualification : MTech (Computer Science & Engineering)  
Department : Central Research Laboratory Bharat Electronics Limited Ghaziabad  
Institution name : Central Research Laboratory Bharat Electronics Limited Ghaziabad

6REA60  
Name: Mr. BODDU RAMESH  
Qualification: B.Tech., M.Tech (Ph.D)  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Electronics and Communication Engineering  
institute name : Raghu Engineering College  
College address : Department of ECE  
Raghu Engineering College  
Dakamarri  
Bheemunipatnam  
Visakhapatnam  
Andhrapradesh  
Pin:531162

6YAA61  
Name: Ms. Pinaki Bakshi  
Qualification: MA in English Literature, B. Ed, Basic course in French  
Designation : Lecturer  
Department: English  
institute name : Bhaskar Degree College Udhampur  
College address : Dhar Road Udhampur

6YAA62  
Name: Mr. N. RAMAR  
Qualification: MBA , MPhil , PGDED , Ph.D  
Designation: Ph. D scholar  
Department: Management  
institute name : Alagappa Institute of Management  
College address : Alagappa Institute of Management , Alagappa University , Karaikudi , Tamilnadu , India , Pin code: 630004

6YAA63
Name: Mr. Prosanjeet Jyotirmay Sarkar
Qualification: PhD*
Designation: Electro Technical Officer
Department: Engineering
Institute name: Merchant Navy
College address: BIT BALLARPUR
Post: BAMNI
THL- BALLARPUR
DIST- CHANDRAPUR,
MAHARASHTRA 442701

6YAA64
Name: Dr. Sadhana Motiram Nanaware
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Institute name: Poona College of Pharmacy, Pune
College address: Poona College of Pharmacy, Bharati Vidyapeeth (Deemed To Be) University, Erandwane, Pune-411038

6YAA65
Name: Mr. SANJOY DAS
Qualification: M. Pharm, B. Pharm
Designation: Ph.D. Research Scholar
Department: Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences
Institute name: Dibrugarh University
College address: Dibrugarh University, Dibrugarh, Assam 786004, India

6YAA66
Name: Ms. Lubaina kaba
Qualification: Msc microbiology
Designation: Andrologist
Department: Clinical and lab operation
Institute name: Indira ivf / Softvision college
College address: Softvision college Scheme 54 vijay nagar indore

6YAA67
Name: Mr. Lokesh Singh Panwar
Qualification: M.Tech in VLSI Design
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Electronics and Communication Engineering
Institute name: Graphic Era Deemed to be University
College address: 566/6, Bell Road, Society Area,
Clement Town, Dehradun,
Uttarakhand 248002
6YAA68
Name: Dr. Priyanka Munjal
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Chemistry and Toxicology Division
Institute name: LNJN-National Institute of Criminology and Forensic Science, MHA
College address: LNJN National Institute of Criminology and Forensic Science, Ministry of Home Affairs
Sec-3, Rohini, New Delhi-110085

6YAA69
Name: Mahesh Prabhakar More
Designation: Assistant Professor
Qualification: Master of Pharmacy
Department: Pharmaceutics
Institution Name: Shri Vile Parle Kelavani Mandal's Institute of Pharmacy

6YAA70
Name: Ms. sneha s
Qualification: M.Sc
Designation: Tutor
Department: Microbiology
Institute name: BKL Walawalkar rural medical college
College address: BKL Walawalkar Rural Medical College, Dervan, Taluk-chiplun, sawarde, Maharashtra 415606

6YAA71
Name: Mr. Nishant Vaidya
Qualification: Pre-Ph.D. Geography
Designation: Ph.D. Scholar
Department: Department of Geography
Institute name: Kumaun University Nainital, Uttarakhand
College address: Postmaster, Post Office KUMAON UNIVERSITY NAINITAL (SUB OFFICE), NAINITAL, UTTARAKHAND (UK), India (IN), Pin Code:- 263002

6YAA72
Name- Mr. Indranil Vivekanand Suryawanshi
Qualification: M.Sc.
Designation: Student
Department- Government Institute of Forensic Science, Aurangabad (Maharashtra)
Department of Forensic Chemistry and Toxicology
Institute Address- Nipat Niranjan Nagar, Caves Road, Aurangabad- 431004 (MS) India

6YAA73
Name: Ms. Firasath Nabi
Qualification: MPhil
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: COMPUTER SCIENCE
Institute name: BABA GHULAM SHAH BADSHAUNIVERSITY
College address: Rajouri

6YAA74
Name: Kalpeshbhai Lahnubhai Mahla
Designation: Ph.D student
Qualification: M.Sc. (Microbiology)
Department: Department of Microbiology and Biotechnology
Institution name: School of sciences

6YAA75
Name: Harshit Srivastava
Qualification: B.Tech
City: New Delhi
State: Delhi
Pin code: 110046

6YAA76
Name: GowharAfzal
Designation: Research scholar
Qualification: MTech. Structural Engineering (pursuing PhD)
Department: Department of Chemical Engineering
Institution name: National Institute of Technology Srinagar

6YAA77
Name: Dr. Mohsin Ali Gazi
Qualification: M.V.Sc Veterinary Surgery and Radiology
Designation: Veterinary Officer
Department: Health and medical education
College address: Govt medical college Srinagar

6YAA78
Name: Dr. Ajay Kumar Chaturvedani
Qualification: Ph.D., M.V.Sc (Veterinary Extension)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Department of Veterinary & Animal Husbandry Extension Education
Institute name: Faculty of Veterinary and Animal Sciences, Rajiv Gandhi South Campus, Banaras Hindu University Barkachha, Mirzapur, Uttar Pradesh
College address: Department of Veterinary & Animal Husbandry Extension Education, Faculty of Veterinary and Animal Sciences, Rajiv Gandhi South Campus, Banaras Hindu University Barkachha, Mirzapur, Uttar Pradesh

6YAA79
Name: GOHIL RINKAL BABUBHAI  
Qualification: M.Sc. (MICROBIOLOGY)  
Designation: P.h.D. (RESEARCH SCHOLAR)  
Department: DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY, GUJARAT UNIVERSITY, AHMEDABAD  
College address: DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY, SCHOOL OF SCIENCES, GUJARAT UNIVERSITY, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD, 380009.

6YAA80  
Name: ARYA PRASHANTKUMAR SATISHBHAI  
Qualification: M.Sc. (MICROBIOLOGY)  
Designation: P.h.D. (RESEARCH SCHOLAR)  
Department: DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY, GUJARAT UNIVERSITY, AHMEDABAD  
College address: DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY, SCHOOL OF SCIENCES, GUJARAT UNIVERSITY, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD, 380009.

6YAA81  
Name: Mrs. Santwana Subhash Gudadhe  
Qualification: M.E. Computer Engineering  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Computer Engineering  
institute name : Pimpri Chinchwad College of Engineering,  
College address : Pimpri Chinchwad College of Engineering, ,Near, Akurdi Railway Station Road, Nigadi Rd, Sector No. 26, Pradhikaran, Nigdi, Pimpri-Chinchwad, Maharashtra 411044

6YAA82  
Name: Dr. Vinayaka B Shet  
Qualification: Ph.D  
Designation: Assistant professor Grade III  
Department: Biotechnology Engineering  
institute name : N.M.A.M.Institute of technology  
College address : Nitte-574110,  
Karkala Taluk  
Udupi district  
Karnataka

6YAA83  
Name: Dr. Taraprasanna Dash  
Qualification: Ph. D  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering  
institute name : ITER, SIlksha 'O' Anusandhan (Deemed to be University)
College address : Institute of Technical Education and Research (ITER),
Campus-I (SOA)
JagmohanNagar,
Jagamara
Khandagiri, Bhubaneswar, Odisha-751030

6YAA84
Name: Mr. SHASHI PAL
Qualification: M.Pharmacy (Pharmacognosy)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Pharmacy
institute name : Career Point University Hamirpur, H.P.
College address : Career Point University Hamirpur, Bhoranj (Tikker - Kharwarian),
Hamirpur, [H.P] - 176041, India
Website : www.cpuh.in

6YAA85
Name: Dr. SUBHASHREE
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation : Associate Professor
Department: Electrical and Electronics Engineering (EEE)
institute name : Institute of Technical Education & Research, Siksha ‘O’ Anusandhan
(Deemed to be University)
College address : Institute of Technical Education & Research
Siksha ‘O’ Anusandhan (Deemed to be University),
Jagamara, Khandagiri, Bhubaneswar, Odisha 751030

6YAA86
Name: Dr. M. Vijay Kumar
Qualification: B.Tech, M.Tech & Ph.D
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Mechanical
institute name : Malla Reddy Engineering College(A)
College address : Malla Reddy Engineering College (A)
Maisammaguda(H),
Gundlapochampally (V), Medchal (M),
Medchal - Malkajgiri District
Telangana - 500100
India.

6YAA87
Name: Ms. Rajdeep Kaur
Qualification: M.Pharmacy
Designation : Ex. Assistant professor
Department: Pharmacy
institute name :
College address : N.A.

6YAA88
Name: Mr. Nagarjun Rangaraj
Qualification: Masters of Pharmacy
Designation : Ph.D Research scholar
Department: Pharmaceutics
institute name : National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research
College address : NIPER, Balanagar, hyderabad.

6YAA89
Name: Dr. Kumar Abhishek
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Mechanical Engineering
institute name : Institute of Infrastructure, Technology, Research and Management (IITRAM),
College address : Kumar Abhishek
Assistant Professor
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Institute of Infrastructure, Technology, Research and Management (IITRAM),
Near Khokhara Circle, Maninagar (East),
Ahmedabad, Gujarat,
India - 380026

6YAA90
Name: Dr.Subhashree Choudhury
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: EEE
College address: ITER,Siksha 'O' Anusandhan Deemed to be University,Jagamara,Khandagiri-751030

6YAA91
Name: Dr. ISRAFIL HUSSAIN
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation : ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
institute name : ROYAL GLOBAL UNIVERSITY
College address : Royal Global University
Betkuchi Opp. Tirupati Balaji Temple NH 37
Guwahati 781035

6YAA92
Name:BIPIN KUMAR SINGH
Qualification:Phd in Mechanical Engineering
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute name: Goel Institute of Technology and Management
College / Institute Postal Address: GITM CAMPUS
Faizabad road, Lucknow, 226010, UP, India

6YAA93
Name: Dr. V. Varudharajan
Qualification: B.V.Sc & A.H
Designation: Veterinary Graduate
Department: Department of Veterinary Gynaecology and Obstetrics
College address: Veterinary College and Research Institute, Namakkal

6YAA94
Name: Dr. S. Prakash
Qualification: M.V.Sc
Designation: Graduate Assistant
Department: Department of Veterinary Gynaecology and Obstetrics
College address: Veterinary College and Research Institute, Namakkal

6YAA95
Name: Dr. Sapna Pandey Mishra
Qualification: Ph.D English
Designation: Head of the Department
Department: English
Institute name: Lokmanya Vidya Niketan School (C.B.S.E)
College address: Lokmanya Vidya Niketan School, Lokmanya Nagar Kesar Bagh Road

6YAA96
Name: Mr. ZIavuddeen
Qualification: M.com., M.phil., (P.h.D)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Commerce
Institute name: B.S. Abdur Rahman Crescent Institute of Science and Technology
College address: B.S. Abdur Rahman Crescent Institute of Science and Technology, Seethakathi Estate, GST Road, Vandalur Chennai-48

6YAA97
Name: Mr. Dhiren Pamar
Qualification: M.A. English, GSET, PhD Pursuing
Designation: Temporary Assistant Professor and Research Scholar
Department: Department of English
Institute name:
College address: K. R. Shah BBA Building, Donors Plaza, The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, Fatehganj, Vadodara- 390002
6YAA98
Name: Mr. Lalgoulen Khongsai
Qualification: M.Com
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Department of Commerce
Institute Name: Manipur University
College Address: Manipur University, Canchipur, Imphal 795003

6YAA99
Name: Dr. Nasir N. HURRAH
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Researcher
Department: Electronics and IT
Institute Name: University of Kashmir, Srinagar, J&K, India
College Address: University of Kashmir, Srinagar, 190006

6YAA100
Name: Dr. Sangamesh
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: School of Engineering
Institute Name: Central University of Karnataka Kalaburgi
College Address: Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
School of Engineering
Central University of Karnataka
Kadaganchi, Aland Road, Kalaburagi Dist. - 585 367.

6YAA101
Name: Mrs. LOUELLA CONCEPTA GOVEAS
Qualification: M TECH
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: BIOTECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING
Institute Name: NMAM INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
College Address: NMAM INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
NITTE - 574110
UDUPI DISTRICT

6YAA102
Name: Ms. Ms.Ankita Shukla
Qualification: MA. English Literature. MBA (Pursuing PhD)
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Management
Institute Name: Mangalayatan University
College Address: Mangalayatan University Extended NCR 33 Milestone Mathura Aligarh
Highway, Aligarh-202145

6YAA103
NAME: KADHARBASHA L
DESIGNATION: STUDENT
DEPARTMENT: ENGLISH
INSTITUTE NAME: JAMAL MOHAMED COLLEGE
COLLEGE ADDRESS: JAMAL MOHAMED COLLEGE - TRICHY - 20

6YAA104
Name: Mr. Soumik Chatterjee
Qualification: B.sc in hotel and hospitality administration, Masters in travel and tourism management
Designation: Asst. professor
Department: Food production
Institute name: School of hotel management and tourism, Lovely professional university
College address: Lovely professional university, Jalandhar-delhi GT road (NH-1), Phagwara, Punjab
Pin-144411

6YAA105
Name: Ankita Jayant Gaware
Designation: Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.Tech (CS)
Department: CSE
Institution name: Guru Nanak Institute of Engineering & Technology

6YAA106
Name: Mrs. Deepti Shukla
Qualification: MA, MPED, MPHIL, NET
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Physical Education
College address: Prayag Mahila Vidyapeeth
Degree College

6YAA107
Name: Mahesh Dinkar Bilaskar
Designation: Research Scholar
Qualification: M.Sc (Environmental Science)
Department: Department of Environmental Sciences
Institution name: Savitribai Phule Pune University

6YAA108
Name: Mr. Mahesh Dinkar Bilaskar
Qualification: M.Sc (Environmental Science)
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Department of Environmental Sciences
Institute Name: Savitribai Phule Pune University
College Address: Department of Environmental Sciences, Dr. Nanasheb Parulekar Bhavan, S P Pune University, Ganishkhind Road, Pune 411007, Maharashtra

6YAA109
Name: Dr. Vikas Kushwaha
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Post-Doc Fellow
Department: Biotechnology
Institute Name: Panjab University
College Address: Sector-25, South Campus, Vidya Path, Chandigarh, India (160014)

6YAA110
Name: Dr. Sunil Laxman Harer
Qualification: M. Pharmacy, PhD
Designation: Principal
Department: Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Institute Name: R. L. Tawde Foundation's, Sarojini College of Pharmacy
College Address: Rajendranagar, Near Water Tank, Dist-Kolhapur 416008 (MS)

6YAA111
Name: Dr. Siba Sankar Sahu
Qualification: PhD, JNU
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Applied Geography
Institute Name: Ravenshaw University
College Address: Applied Geography, Ravenshaw University, Cuttuck, Odisha
Pin-753003

6YAA112
Name: Ms. Rucha Ravindra Wani
Qualification: Ph.D in Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Designation: Senior Research Fellowship
Department: Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences and Technology
Institute Name: Institute of Chemical Technology, Matunga, Mumbai
College Address: Institute of Chemical Technology, Nathalal Parekh Marg, Matunga, Mumbai

6YAA113
Name: Dr. Aditya Kumar Das
Qualification: MBA., M.P.Ed., NIS Diploma in Athletics, NET., SET., PHD
Designation: Coordinator
Department: FACULTY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND YOGA
College address: ICFAI UNIVERSITY TRIPURA

6YAA114
Name: Dr. N. MOHAMED RILWAN
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D.,
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Mathematics
College Address: Sadakathullah Appa College, Rahmath Nagar, Tirunelveli - 627 011

6YAA115
Name- Mayukh Pandit
Qualification- BDS pursuing
Designation- UG RESEARCHER
Department- Anatomy
Institute name- T.I.D.S.H.R.C.
College / Institute Postal Address- Bilaspur, Chattisgarh

6YAA116
Name: Mrs. Sarita Mishra
Qualification: M.Sc
Designation: Director
Department: Research and development
Institute name: Vashundhara Udgar Agri-enviro T and C association
College address: 14B, Mahadevpuram, Near Subham Hospital, Gorakhpur, 273008, UP

6YAA117
Name: Dr. VASAN PRABHU
Qualification: PhD
Designation: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Department: EEE
Institute name: St. Joseph's College of Engineering
College address: OMR, Chennai, 600119

6YAA118
Name: Dr. ANOOP KUMAR SINGH
Qualification: M.B.B.S., M.S.(GENERAL SURGERY)
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: GENERAL SURGERY
Institute name: GAMC BANDA U.P.
College address: GOVT. MEDICAL COLLEGE
Naraini Road, Banda, Uttar Pradesh 210001

6YAA119
Name: Dr. Punitha Shanmugam
Qualification: Ph.D (Plant Physiology)
Designation : Assistant Professor and HOD  
Department: Department of Crop Management  
institute name : MIT College of Agriculture and Technology  
College address : MIT College of Agriculture and Technology, Vellalapatti (Po), Musiri Taluk, Trichy District, Tamil Nadu.  
PIN code-  621211

6YAA120  
Name= Dr. Syed Anayat Hussain  
Qualification= Ph.D in Physical Education  
Designation= Director, physical education  
Department= Physical Education & Sports  
College Address= Govt. Degree College, Ganderbal, Jammu and Kashmir UT

6YAA121  
Name: Dr. Ujval Gupta  
Qualification: PHD Physics  
Designation : Lecturer  
Department: Physics  
institute name : GDC Ramnagar  
College address : Village thaplal pincode 182122 tehsil ramnagar district Udhampur , Jammu

6YAA122  
Name- Dr Atul Kumar Singh  
Qualification- BHMS MD ( Homoeopathic Pharmacy)  
Designation- Assistant Professor  
Department- Homoeopathic Pharmacy  
institute name- Aarhant Homoeopathic Medical College and Research Institute  
College / Institute Postal Address- At Bhoyan Rathod Gandhinagar Gujarat 382721

6YAA123  
Name: Dr. Akash Kumar  
Qualification: Ph. D.  
Designation : Research Associate  
Department: Physics  
institute name : Indian Institute of Technology Delhi  
College address : Department of Physics, IIT Delhi  
Hauz Khas, New Delhi-110016

6YAA124  
Name: Dr. SMRITI DEWANGAN  
Qualification: PhD in chemistry  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Pharmacy  
institute name : Shri Rawatpura Sarkar Institute of Pharmacy, Kumhari, Chhattisgarh
College address: Shri Rawatpura Sarkar Institute of Pharmacy, Kumhari, Chhattisgarh, Dist- Durg, Near Power Grid Corporation Kumhari, Durg Chhattisgarh, 490042

6YAA125
Name: Dr. Dr. E. Angel Jemima
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Chief Executive Officer
Department: Biotechnology
Institute name: Trichy Research Institute of Biotechnology Pvt. Ltd
College address: No. 107 D, 2nd floor, 9th Cross (East), Thillai Nagar, Trichy - 620018,
Tamil Nadu

6YAA126
Name: Dr. ANIL GATTANI
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor-cum-Junior Scientist
Department: Veterinary Biochemistry
Institute name: Bihar Veterinary College
College address: Bihar Veterinary College
Patna (Bihar)- 800014

6YAA127
Name: Dr. G. Stephen
Qualification: MBA, MLIS, M.Phil, Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Librarian
Department: Library and Information Science
Institute name: NIELIT- ITANAGAR Centre
College address: NIELIT- ITANAGAR Centre, E-Sector, Near Shiv Mandir
Naharlagun, Arunachal Pradesh
791110

6YAA128
Name: Mr. ARGHYADEEP BHATTACHARJEE
Qualification: M.Sc
Designation: Junior Research Fellow
Department: Biotechnology
Institute name: National Institute of Technology Durgapur
College address: Mahatma Gandhi Rd, A-Zone, Durgapur, West Bengal 713209

6YAA129
Name: Mr. N. RAMAR
Qualification: MBA, M.Phil, PGDED, Ph.D
Designation: Ph.D Scholar
Department: Alagappa Institute of Management
institute name : Alagappa University  
College address : Alagappa Institute of Management, Alagappa University, Karaikudi, Tamilnadu, India. Pin code : 630004

6YAA130
Name: Dr. Narahari Rishitha
Qualification: M.Pharm, PhD
Designation: Research scholar
Department: Department of Pharmacology
institute name : JSS College of Pharmacy
College address : JSS College of Pharmacy

6YAA131
Name: Mr. Sujoy Chattaraj
Qualification: PhD Submitted (Chemical Engineering); B-Tech in Chemical Engineering
Designation: CSIR-Senior Research Fellow
Department: Nonconventional Gases Department
institute name : CSIR-Central Institute of Mining and Fuel Research
College address : Room No - 86, Main Building
CSIR-Central Institute of Mining & Fuel Research
Barwa Road, Dhanbad-826015, Jharkhand, India

6YAA132
Name: Dr. Mohamed Ahmed El-Esawi
Qualification: B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Botany Department
institute name : Faculty of Science, Tanta University, Egypt
College address : Botany Department, Faculty of Science, Tanta University, Tanta 31527, Egypt.

6YAA133
Name: Dr. Dr. Ayesha S
Qualification: M.B.B.S., DNB (OBSTETRICS and GYNAECOLOGY)
Designation: SENIOR RESIDENT
Department: OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY
institute name : SRI VENKATESWARA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
College address : SRI VENKATESWARA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
ALIPRI ROAD, TIRUPATI, CHITTOOR DISTRICT,
ANDHRAPRADESH, INDIA.

6YAA134
Name: SARITA TRIPATHI
Qualification: M.Sc.
Designation: Technical Officer
Department: MSB
6YAA135
Name: Dr. AYESHA S
Qualification: MBBS,DNB (OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY)
Designation: SENIOR RESIDENT
Department: OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY
Institute name: SRI VENKATESWARA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
College address: SRI VENKATESWARA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
ALIPIRI ROAD,TIRUPATI-517507 ,CHITTOOR DISTRICT,
ANDHRA PRADESH

6YAA136
Name: Ms. PREETI
Qualification: MASTER IN HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION
Designation: HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGER & ADMIN MANAGER
Department: ADMINISTRATION
Institute name: DR HARPREET SINGH ,LIVER & DIGESTIVE DISEASE CENTER
College address: DR HARPREET SINGH ,LIVER & DIGESTIVE DISEASE CENTER
AMRITSAR 143001

6YAA137
Name: Mr. MOHD MUDASIR DAR
Qualification: M.PHILL HISTORY
Designation: RESEARCH SCHOLAR
Department: REGIONAL STUDY CENTRE FOR CULTURE AND HERITAGE JIWAJI
UNIVERSITY GWALIOR.474011
Institute name: JIWAJI UNIVERSITY GWALIOR
College address: JIWAJI UNIVERSITY CAMPUS GWALIOR M.P-474011

6YAA138
Name: Mr. MOHSEEN HUSSAIN
Qualification: M Phil Economics (pursuing)
Designation: Research Fellow
Department: Department of Economics
Institute name: University of Jammu, Jammu
College address: Baba Sahib Ambedkar Road Jammu
Pin 180006

6YAA139
Name: Dr. Ravi.B
Qualification: M.com.,M.Phil.,DICB.,Ph.D.
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Commerce
Name: Dr. Mingma Thundu Sherpa  
Qualification: Ph.D  
Designation: Research Associate-1.  
Department: Department of Microbiology, Sikkim University.  
College address: Sikkim University

Name: Ms. Chhavi gupta  
Qualification: M.pharm  
Designation: Assistant professor  
Department: Pharmacy  
institute name: Shri Ram college of pharmacy  
College address: Parikarma marg, opposite bsnl office, Muzaffarnagar, U.P., 251001

Name: Mr. Manoj Kumar Shanmugam  
Qualification: M. Tech  
Designation: Research Scholar  
Department: Department of Biotechnology  
institute name: Indian Institute of Technology Madras  
College address: Indian Institute of Technology Madras  
Chennai 600036

Name: Mr. Manoj Kumar Shanmugam  
Qualification: M. Tech  
Designation: Research Scholar  
Department: Department of Biotechnology  
institute name: Indian Institute of Technology Madras  
College address: Indian Institute of Technology Madras  
Chennai 600036

Name: Mr. ABHIJIT SEAL  
Qualification: M.A.(English)  
Designation: Student  
Department: English  
institute name: Cotton University  
College address: Panbazar, Guwahati, Assam, India, Pin Code:781001
Name: Dr. Mohammad Iqbal yatoo  
Qualification: PhD  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Division of Veterinary Clinical Complex  
College address: Faculty of Veterinary Sciences and Animal Husbandry, Shuhama, Alusteng, Srinagar

6YAA146  
Name: Dr. Kanchi Ravi Padma  
Qualification: PHD  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Biotechnology  
institute name: Sri Padmavati mahila Visva Vidyalayam Women's University, Tirupati  
College address: Biotechnology, SPMVV, Tirupati

6YAA147  
Name: Mr. Raj Vardhan Patel  
Qualification: Master of Technology  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Mechanical Engineering  
institute name: Sherwood College of Engineering Research and Technology  
College address: Raj Vardhan Patel  
Department of Mechanical Engineering  
Sherwood College of Engineering Research and Technology  
Distt- Barabanki UP-225003, India

6YAA148  
Name: Dr. Gupteshwar Vijayrao Sonawane  
Qualification: BAMS MS  
Designation: Assistant professor  
Department: Surgery  
institute name: KVTR Ayurveda College, Boradi.  
College address: A/p - Boradi. Tal-Shirpur Dist-Dhule 425428

6YAA149  
Name: Mr. Shubham Sharma  
Qualification: M.Sc.  
Designation: Ph. D Scholar  
Department: Chemistry  
institute name: Govind Ballabh Pant University of Agriculture and Technology  
College address: Pantnagar, Udham Singh Nagar, Uttarakhand 263145.

6YAA150  
Name: Ms. Kalaiyarasi L  
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Research Scholar  
Department: Zoology  
institute name: Madras Christian College  
College address: Madras Christian College,  
Tambaram, Chennai-59, Tamilnadu.

6YAA151  
Name: Dr. Kunal Singha  
Qualification: PhD*  
Designation: Assistant Professor & Centre coordinator (HOD)  
Department: Textile Design  
institute name: National Institute of Fashion Technology, Patna  
College address: National Institute of Fashion Technology, Patna, Near CNLU law college, Mithapur, Bihar - 800001

6YAA152  
Name: Ms. Nadiyah Khushboo  
Qualification: Post graduation  
Designation: Phd research scholar  
Department: Department of english  
institute name: Sarvepalli Radakrishnan university Bhopal,M.P, India.  
College address: Sarvepalli Radakrishnan University NH-12 Hoshingabad road,,misrod,Bhopal-462026(M.P)

6YAA153  
Name: Dr. Vikas Pratap Singh  
Qualification: PhD  
Designation: Senior Engineer  
Department: Power System Technology  
institute name: Eaton Technologies (Eaton Indian Innovation Center)  
College address: EIIC, Kad Wasti, Magarpatta, Hadapsar, Pune, Maharashtra 411028

6YAA154  
Name: Mr. Mahanti Naveen Kumar  
Qualification: Ph.D. (Thesis going to submit)  
Designation: Research Scholar  
Department: Agriculture Processing and Structures  
institute name: ICAR-Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering  
College address: Central Institute of agricultural engineering; Navibag, Bhopal-462038

6YAA155  
Name: Mr. DHIMAN HALDER  
Qualification: Master in Science (Zoology)  
Designation: BIOANALYTICAL HEAD  
Department: CRO
institute name: TAAB BIOSTUDY SERVICES
College address: 69, IBRAHIMPUR ROAD, JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700032

6YAA156
Name: Mr. Mubasher Rashid Rather
Qualification: Masters in Mathematics
Designation: PhD Student
Department: Mathematics

institute name: Central University of Rajasthan
College address: NH-8, Bandarsindri - 305817, Kishangarh, Ajmer, Rajasthan

6YAA157
Name: Dr. KAILASH MOHAPATRA
Designation: PROFESSOR
Department: MECHANICAL
College / University (with complete address):
Plot No. 207/988, Jagannath Nagar
Road No. 8, Lane No. 4, GGP colony
Bhubaneswar, Odisha
Pin-751025

6YAA158
Name: Dr. KAILASAM SARAVANA MANI
Qualification: M.Phil. Ph.D
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: CHEMISTRY
institute name: KARPAGAM ACADEMY OF HIGHER EDUCATION
College address: DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
KARPAGAM ACADEMY OF HIGHER EDUCATION
EACHANARI POST, COIMBATORE - 641 021
TAMIL NADU, INDIA

6YAA159
Name: Ms. LAKHI SHARMA
Qualification: Pursuing Ph.D In Physical Sciences (4th Year)
Designation: DST Inspire SRF
Department: INDIAN STANDARD TIME METROLOGY DIVISION
Institute Name: CSIR - NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY (UNDER ACADEMY OF SCIENTIFIC AND INNOVATIVE RESEARCH)
College Address: CSIR - NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY,
DR. K. S. KRISHNAN MARG,
PUSA,
NEW DELHI,
110012
6YAA160
Name: Arindam Kumar Das
Designation: PhD
Department: Membrane Science and Separation Technology Division
College / University (with complete address):
CSIR- Central Salt and Marine Chemicals Research Institute
Bhavnagar-364002, Gujarat, India

6YAA161
Name: Ms. Pooja Soni
Qualification: MVA Painting
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Visual Arts
institute name : Poornima University
College address : Poornima University, Vidhani, Sitapura Industrial area, Jaipur.

6YAA162
Name: Dr. Chikkagoudara Kotresh Prasad
Qualification: M.V.Sc., Ph.D., PGDRD, PGDET, PGDAEM
Designation : Scientist (Animal Science)
Department: Animal Science
institute name : ICAR - Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Kawadimatti
College address : ICAR - Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Kawadimatti
Shorapur - 585 224
Yadgir (Karnataka)
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA163
Name : Bhaskor Kolita
Designation: Assistant Professor(temporary post)
Qualification : M.sc. in Bioinformatics
Department : Department of Botany
Institution name : Jorhat Kendriya Mahavidyalaya
Area : Kenduguri
City : Jorhat
State : Assam
Pincode :785010

6YAA164
Name: Dr. Vishal Janardan Suryavanshi
Qualification: MSc., Ph. D
Designation: Assistant Professor (AdHoc)
Department: Chemistry
College address: P.V.P. Institute of Technology, Budhgaon (Sangli) MS
Award for: Research Excellence Award/ Young Researcher Award 2020
6YAA165
Name: Dr. BAINAGARI AKHILA
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil., Ph.D in Biotechnology and M. Sc in Zoology
Designation: Recently Completed Ph.D
Department: Biotechnology
Institute name: Sri. Venkateswara University, Tirupati
College address: Department of Biotechnology
SV. University
Tirupati,-517502
Andhrapradesh
India
Postal address: Dr. B. AKHILA
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA166
Name: Prof. Abdul Salam Khan
Qualification: M.A,Mphil, PhD in Visual Arts
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: School of Design and Visual Arts
Institute name: Apeejay Stya University
College address: Palwal - Sohna Road, Silani, Haryana 122103
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA167
Name: Dr. Neelesh Kanasker
Qualification: MBBS, MD ANATOMY (GOLD MEDALIST)
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Anatomy
Institute name: Dr. D.Y Patil Medical College, Hospital and Research Center
College address: Dr. D.Y Patil Medical College, Hospital and Research Center, Sant Tukaram Nagar, Pimpri ,Pune- 411018
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA168
Name: Dr. Sankha Bhattacharya
Qualification: M.Pharm (Pharmaceutics), PGDCR,PGDIPR, Ph.D, PDF(IIT)
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Pharmaceutics
Institute name: ISF College of Pharmacy, Moga, Punjab, INDIA
College address: ISF College of Pharmacy, Moga, Punjab GT Road (NH-95), Ghal Kalan, Moga, Punjab 142001
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA169
Name: Mrs. Deepti Shukla
Qualification: MA. MPED, MPHIL, NET
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Physical Education
College address: Prayag Mahila Vidyapeeth Degree College
Award for: young achiever award

6YAA170
Name: Mr. DEVAREN JAN J
Qualification: Bachelor of Engineering
Designation: Student
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute name: St. Xavier's Catholic College of Engineering
College address: Chunkankadai, Kanyakumari District, Tamilnadu, India
629 003.
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA171
Name: Soumya B Peddi
Qualification: B.E, Mtech(Phd)
Designation: Asst Prof/Research Scholar
Department: Computer science and Engg
College address: Poojya Doddappa College of engineering
Award for: Young Achiever award

6YAA172
Name: Ms. Ruchi Prabhu
Qualification: MBA (Finance)
Designation: Associate
Department: Rating Operations
Institute name: Dr. V. N. Bedekar Institute of Management Studies
College address: Building No. 4, Jnanadweep, Chendani Bunder Road, Thane (W) - 400601, Maharashtra
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA173
Name: Mr. Moideen Musthafa
Qualification: M.Sc
Designation: Senior Research Fellow
Department: Chemistry
Institute name: National institute of technology - Trichy
College address: National institute of technology - Trichy, Thuwakudi, Trichy - 620015.
Tamil Nadu.
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA174
Name: Dr Mukesh Mishra
Designation: Assistant Professor
Qualification: D.Phil
Department: Physics
Institution name: Shri Ramswaroop Memorial University
Area: Lucknow-Deva road,
City: Barabanki
State: UP
Pincode:255003

6YAA175
Name: Dr. A. Muthamil Iniyan
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil., Ph.D.,
Designation: Scientist R&D
Department: York Bioscience Private Limited
Institute name: Manonmaniam Sundaranar University
College address: Centre for Marine Science and Technology,
Manonmaniam Sundaranar University,
Rajakkamangalam, Kanyakumari 629 502,
Tamil Nadu
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA176
Name: Sneha Rashmi
Designation: Researcher
Qualification: M.Sc. (Environmental Science)
Department: Dept. of Environmental Science
Institution name: A.N.College
Area: Boring Road
City: Patna
State: Bihar
Pincode:800001

6YAA177
Name: Mr. S. VINOTH
Qualification: M.Sc Chemistry
Designation: DST Inspire SRF - PhD Scholar
Department: Chemical Sciences
Institute name: CSIR-Central Electrochemical Research Institute, Karaikudi-630003
College address: CSIR-CECRI,
College Road,
Karaikudi - 630003
Sivagangai DT,
TamilNadu, 
India 
Award for : Young Achiever Award 

6YAA178 
Name: Ms. MANDIRA NANDI 
Qualification: Ph.D in Chemistry (Ph.D degree awaited) 
Designation : Senior Research Fellow 
Department: School of Chemical Sciences 
institute name : Indian Association For The Cultivation of Science 
College address : 2A & 2B Raja S.C.Mullick Road, Jadavpur, Kolkata-700032 
Award for : Young Achiever Award 

6YAA179 
Name: Mr. Vadivelraja V 
Qualification: B.E.,M.E., 
Designation : Degree complete level 
Department: Mechanical Engineering 
institute name : Selvam College of Technology 
College address : Selvam College of Technology 
Salem Road NH-7,Ponnusamy Nagar, 
Namakkal-637003 
Award for : Young Achiever Award 

6YAA180 
Name: Mr. S. VINOTH 
Designation: Research Scholar (DST-INSPIRE SRF) 
Qualification: M.Sc Chemistry 
Department: Chemical Sciences 
institution name: CSIR-CECRI 
Area: Karaikudi 
City: Sivagangai DT 
State: Tamilnadu 
Pincode: 630003 

6YAA181 
Name: Mr. SOMENATH DUTTA 
Qualification: B.Sc. 
Designation : Research Scholar 
Department: Biotechnology 
institute name : Panskura Banamali College 
College address : Panskura,East Medinipur, Pin-721152, West Bengal,India 
postal address : Village-Puncha, Post Office-Puncha, District-Purulia, Pin-723151,West Bengal,India 
Award for : Young Achiever Award
6YAA182
Name: Dr. TAWSEEF AHMAD BHAT
Qualification: M.Phil, Ph.D, NET
Designation: Lecturer in Political Science
Department: Political Science
Institute name: Government Degree College Pattan, Baramulla
College address: Government Degree College Pattan Baramulla, Jammu and Kashmir,
Pin 193121
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA183
Name: Mrs. MANDIRA DASGUPTA
Qualification: Pursuing PhD and completed MFA in History of Art from Visva Bharati University.
Designation: Research Scholar PhD
Department: Department of Fine Arts
Institute name: Tripura University
College address: Tripura University (Department of Fine Arts), Suryamaninagar, Tripura West, Pin-799022
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA184
Name: Saadatullah Hamkar
Qualification: M.tech Electrical Engineering student final year
Designation: Engineering
Department: M.tech Power system EE
College address: shogi bypass road shimla, Himachal Pradesh

6YAA185
Name: MANDIRA DASGUPTA
Designation: RESEARCH SCHOLAR(PhD)
Qualification: Pursuing PhD, Completed MFA in History of Art from Visva Bharati University
Department: Department of Fine Arts
Institution name: Tripura University
Area: Suryamaninagar, Agartala
City: Agartala
State: Tripura West
Pincode: 799022

6YAA186
Name: Ms. ASRA SHAKEEL
Qualification: M.Phil
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Centre for Women's Studies
Institute name: Aligarh Muslim University
College address: Centre for Women's Studies, Aligarh Muslim University 202002
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA187
Name: MANDIRA DASGUPTA
Designation: RESEARCH SCHOLAR (PhD)
Qualification: Pursuing PhD, Completed MFA in History of Art from Visva Bharati University
Department: Department of Fine Arts
Institution name: Tripura University
Area: Suryamaninagar, Agartala
City: Agartala
State: Tripura West
Pincode: 799022

6YAA188
Name: Dr. K. Senthilarasan
Qualification: Msc, Mphil, PhD
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Physics
Institute Name: Edayathangudy G.S Pillat Arts & Science College
College Address: Edayathangudy G.S Pillat Arts & Science College, Nagappattinam - 611002
Award For: Young Achiever Award

6YAA189
Name: Dr. NIBEDITA DAS
Qualification: PhD, M.TECH, BE
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Institute name: GLA UNIVERSITY MATHURA
College address: Dr. Nibedita DasDepartment of Electrical EngineeringGLA University 17 KM Stone, NH-2, Mathura- Delhi Road, Chaumuhan, Mathura, U.P., India-281406
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA190
Name: Mr. Tajamul Islam
Qualification: M.Sc CSIR-UGC NET JRF, DBT JRF GATE
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Botany
Institute name: University of Kashmir Hazratbal Srinagar
College address: Hazratbal Srinagar Jammu and Kashmir India
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA191
Name: Dr. Parvaiz Ahmad Bhat  
Qualification: M. Phil., Ph. D Chemistry  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Chemistry  
institute name : Government Degree College Pulwama, Kashmir  
College address : Government Degree College Pulwama, Kashmir  
Nawa Road Pulwama  
J and K, India-192301  
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA192  
Name: Mr. NAVEEN KUMAR MAHANTI  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation : Research Scholar  
Department: Agro produce Processing Division  
institute name : ICAR-Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering  
College address : Room No H-8; PG hostel; Gate No-3; Central institute of agricultural engineering; Navibag  
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA193  
Name: Mr. SUNEEL KUMAR  
Qualification: PG  
Designation : Student  
Department: Department of psychology  
institute name : J. R. H. University Chitrakoot UP  
College address : J. R. H. University Chitrakoot UP 210204  
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA194  
Name : Biplob Borah  
Designation: Research Scholar  
Qualification: M.Sc in Industrial Chemistry  
Department: School of Applied Material Science, Center for Applied Chemistry  
Institution name: Central University of Gujarat  
Area: Sector-30, Gandhinagar  
City: Gandhinagar  
State: Gujarat

6YAA195  
Name: Ms. shivani dixit  
Qualification: pursuing Phd  
Designation : Forensic professional  
Department: DNA Division, Central Forensic Science Laboratory, Chandigarh  
institute name :  
College address : Central Forensic Science Laboratory, Chandigarh (India) 160036
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA196
Name - Dr. Anjani Gupta
Qualification - PhD (Chemistry)
Designation - Research Scholar
Department - Department of Physical Sciences
Institute name - MGCGV, Chitrakoot, Satna (M.P.)
College/institute Postal Address - MGCGV, Chitrakoot, Satna (M.P.)
Award title - Young Researcher Award

6YAA197
Name: Mr. Saifoddin Amiroddin Inamdar
Qualification: B Tech (Food Technology)
Designation: HSEQ Executive cum Dietician
Department: Food Safety & SHE
Institute name: Comprehensive Support Services, Pvt., Ltd
College address: Aundh, Pune, Maharashtra
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA198
Name: Mrs. Deepti Shukla
Qualification: MA. MPED, MPHIL, NET
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Physical Education
College address: Prayag Mahila Vidyapeeth Degree College
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA199
Name: Dr. R. Thandaiah Prabu
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Electronics and Communication Engineering
College address: Jeppiaar Institute of Technology
Kunnam, Sunguvanchathiram, Sriperambudur,
Tamilnadu – 631604

6YAA200
Name: Ms. Ankeeta Ashok Amonkar
Qualification: M.Sc
Designation: Senior Research Fellow
Department: Geological Oceanography Division
Institute name: CSIR-National Institute of Oceanography
College address: CSIR-National Institute of Oceanography,
Geological Oceanography Division,
Dona-Paula
Goa  
403004  
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA201  
Name: Dr. ELLAIRAJA SUNDARAM  
Qualification: M.Sc. Ph.D  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Chemistry  
institute name: Madurai Kamaraj University  
College address: Vivekananda College, Tiruvedakam West, Madurai-625234  
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA202  
Name: Dr. Santeshwari  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation: Research Helper  
Department: Department of Entomology and Agriculture Zoology  
institute name: Institute of Agricultural Sciences, BHU  
College address: C/o Dr. M. Raghuraman, Department of Entomology and Agricultural Zoology, Institute of Agricultural Sciences, BHU, Varanasi 221 005  
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA203  
Name: Dr. MUDASIR HASSAN BHAT  
Qualification: Ph.D. Economics  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Economics  
institute name: Lalit Narayan Mithila University  
College address: Millat College, Laheriasarai, Darbhanga Bihar 846004  
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA204  
Name: Dr. Ujala sonia  
Qualification: Masters in sports psychology and bachelor in physiotherapy  
Designation: Psychologist and physiotherapist  
Department: Psychology  
institute name: Guru nanak dev university  
College address: Guru nanak dev university amritsar punjab  
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA205  
Name: Dr. N. Mohananthini  
Qualification: M.E. Ph.D.  
Designation: Associate Professor  
Department: Electrical and Electronics Engineering
institute name : Muthayammal Engineering College  
College address : Muthayammal Engineering College  
Rasipuram - 637 408  
Namakkal, Tamilnadu  
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA206
Name: Mr. Ananth C  
Qualification: M.C.A., M.Phil.  
Designation : Assistant Professor/Programmer  
Department: Computer and Information Science  
institute name : Annamalai University  
College address : Assistant Professor / Programmer  
Division of Computer and Information Science  
Annamalai University  
Annamalainagar - 608 002  
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA207
Name: Dr. Varucha Misra  
Qualification: Ph.D. (Biotechnology)  
Designation : Young Professional II  
Department: Division of Crop Improvement  
institute name : ICAR-Indian Institute of Sugarcane Research, Lucknow  
College address : ICAR-Indian Institute of Sugarcane Research  
Raibareli Road, Dilkusha Post Office, Lucknow- 226 002  
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA208
Name: Mr. Chinmay suhas jadhav  
Qualification: Student of computer engineering currently in 1st year  
Designation : Student  
Department: Computer engineering  
institute name : Shivajirao s jondhle college of engineering and technology  
College address : Shivajirao s jondhle college of engineering and technology , near Mumbai  
-agra national highway , asangaon  
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA209
Name: Ms. Allampalli Sirisha  
Qualification: MSc (Medical Physiology)  
Designation : PhD Scholar  
Department: Physiology  
institute name : Jawaharlal Institute of Postgraduate Medical Education and Research (JIPMER)  
College address : Jawaharlal Institute of Postgraduate Medical Education and Research
(JIPMER),
Dhanvantri Nagar,
Puducherry
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA210
Name: Mr. Jahnu Saikia
Qualification: PhD
Designation : PhD Student
Department: Biosciences and Bioengineering
institute name : Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati
College address : Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati
Guwahati 781039
Assam, India
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA211
Name: Mr. SHIVAKUAMR KANDEKAR
Qualification: MSc(Bio-Chemistery), M.Ed, UGCNET(Education), Ph.D(Education)
Designation : ICSSR Doctoral Fellow
Department: Department of Education
institute name : Osmania university
College address : Department of Education,
Osmania University,
Hyderabad
Telangana state
500007
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA212
Name: Dr. Joseph Peter
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Electrical Electronics Engineering
institute name : SRM Institute of Science & Technology ,Chennai
College address : SRMIST
Mahatma Gandhi Rd,
Potheri, SRM Nagar,
Kattankulathur,
Tamil Nadu 603203
pin 600127
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA213
Name: Dr. R PANDIYARAJAN
Qualification: DME.,BE., ME., Ph.D
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Institute name: KLN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
College address: KLN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING POTTAPALAYAM-630612
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA214
Name: Dr. MADAN KUMAR DAS
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Ph.D Student
Department: Electrical Engineering
Institute name: Indian Institute of Technology (Indian School of Mines), Dhanbad
College address: Indian Institute of Technology (Indian School of Mines), Dhanbad, Jharkhand Pin-826004
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA215
Name: Mr. Sawan Kumar
Qualification: M. Tech.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute name: Invertis University, Bareilly
College address: Invertis University, Rajau Paraspur, Lucknow Road, Bareilly, 243123
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA216
Name: Muddubhai Asif Hussain
Qualification: M.Tech
Designation: Student
Department: Mechanical Engineering
College address: SRM Institute of Science and Technology, Kattankulathur - 603203, Kancheepuram, Chennai, TamilNadu
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA217
Name: Dr. Auroprajna Pal
Qualification: MBBS
Designation: Intern
Department: Physiology
Institute name: JIPMER, Puducherry
College address: JIPMER, Dhanvantri Nagar, Puducherry, 605006
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA218
Name: Dr. Saranya Kuppusamy  
Qualification: MBBS, MD (Physiology)  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Physiology  
institute name: JIPMER, Puducherry  
College address: JIPMER, Dhanvantri Nagar, Puducherry, 605006  
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA219  
Name: Dr. SHAREEFA HABEEBA  
Qualification: PharmD  
Designation: Student  
Department: Clinical Pharmacy  
institute name: MRM College of Pharmacy  
College address: Ibrahimpatnam, R.R. District, Andhra Pradesh, 501510  
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA220  
Name: Dr. Dankan Gowda V  
Qualification: Ph.D  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Electronics and Communication Engineering  
institute name: B.M.S Institute of Technology & Management  
College address: Address: Doddaballapur Main Road, Avalahalli, Yelahanka, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560064  
Phone: 080 2856 1576  
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA221  
Name: Dr. Gaurav Saini  
Qualification: PhD  
Designation: Research Associate  
Department: Department of Hydro and Renewable Energy  
institute name: Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee  
College address: Department of Hydro and Renewable Energy, Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee, Roorkee, Uttarakhand, India 247667  
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA222  
Name: Ms. Kirti  
Qualification: Masters in Engineering  
Designation: Research Scholar  
Department: computer science and engineering  
institute name: Chitkara University Institute of Engineering and Technology, Chitkara University
College address : Chitkara University Institute of Engineering and Technology, Chitkara University
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA223
Name: Dr. D S N B K Prasanth
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Pharmacognosy
Institute name: K L College of Pharmacy,
College address: K L College of Pharmacy, Koneru Lakshmaiah Education Foundation, Vaddeswaram - 522502, Guntur, Andhra Pradesh, INDIA.
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA224
Name: Mr. MOHD AAMIR KHAN
Qualification: PROFESSIONAL GRADUATE
Designation: CEO & Founder
Department: falcon innovations pvt ltd
Institute name: Agroo Devsar
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA225
Name: Dr. Khushboo mishra
Qualification: BDS/2nd year mds
Designation: Student
Department: Prosthodontics
Institute name: Bangalore institute of dental science
College address: No. 5/3, Hosur Main Road, Lakkasandra, adjacent to NIMHANS Convention Centre, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560027
Award for: YOUNG RESEARCHER AWARD

6YAA226
Name: Mr. H. MOHAMMED ASLAM
Qualification: M.A.,M.Phil (Eng.),M.Ed.,M.Phil (Edn.), Ph.D in Education - on going
Designation: Teacher Educator and Additionally holding the post - State Assistant Coordinator
Department: Department of School Education
Institute name: State Project Directorate, Samagra Shiksha
College address: Samagra Shiksha, State Project Directorate DPI Campus, College Road, Nungambakkam, Chennai - 600 006.
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA227
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Name: Dr. GAUTAMKUMAR RAMABHAI PARMAR  
Qualification: Ph.D, MBA,B.Tech  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: ABM  
institute name : ASPEE Agribusiness Management Institute  
College address : ASPEE Agribusiness Management Institute Navsari Agricultural University, Navsari - 396450  
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA228  
Name: Mr. SUBHAJIT CHATTERJEE  
Qualification: B.Tech/M.Tech Dual Degree  
Designation : Ph.D. Scholar (ICMR-Senior Research Fellow)  
Department: Biotechnology  
institute name : School of Biotechnology, KIIT, deemed to be University  
College address : Campus-11, Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology (KIIT), deemed to be University, Patia, Bhubaneswar-751024  
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA229  
Name: Dr. Nilutpal Sharma Bora  
Qualification: Ph.D. (Pharmaceutical Sciences)  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Pharmacognosy (Pharmaceutical Sciences)  
institute name : NETES Institute of Pharmaceutical Science  
College address : NETES Institute of Pharmaceutical Science, NEMCARE Group of Institutions, NH-37, Mirza, Kamrup, Assam. PIN - 781125  
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA230  
Name: Dr. NAVNEET SHARMA  
Qualification: PhD, M Pharma, PGDRA  
Designation : Young Scientist  
Department: Department of Textile and Fibre Engineering  
institute name : Indian Institute of Technology Delhi (IITD)  
College address : IIT Campus, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, Hauz Khas, New Delhi, Delhi 110016  
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA231  
Name: Mr. Deepak Singh Bisht  
Qualification: BPED,MPED,MBA(SPORTS MANAGEMENT)  
Designation : RESEARCH SCHOLAR  
Department: PHYSICAL EDUCATION  
institute name : BANASTHALI VIDYAPITH  
College address : BANASTHALI VIDYAPITH,
P.O. BANASTHALI VIDYAPITH,
RAJASTHAN - 304022
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA232
Name: Mr. Sarveeet Singh
Qualification: M.E
Designation : Student
Department: Mechanical Engineering
institute name : Thapar Institute of engineering and technology, Patiala
College address : Thapar Institute of engineering and technology, Patiala, Punjab, P.O. Box 32, Patiala, Pin -147004
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA233
Name: Dr. SMRUTI SMITA MOHAPATRA
Qualification: M.V.Sc
Designation : PhD Research Scholar
Department: Veterinary Physiology
institute name : Faculty of Veterinary and Animal Sciences
College address : West Bengal University of Animal & Fishery Sciences, KOLKATA - 700037
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA234
Name: Dr. A. Raj Shravanthi
Qualification: Ph.D. in Agribusiness
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: School of Agribusiness and Rural Management
institute name : Dr. Rajendra Prasad Central Agricultural University
College address : Dr. A. R. Shravanthi,
Assistant Professor,
School of Agribusiness and Rural Management (Lal Building),
Dr. Rajendra Prasad Central Agricultural University,
Pusa, Bihar- 848 125
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6YAA235
Name: Mr. Mohd bhat
Qualification: M.Phil and PhD
Designation : RESEARCH SCHOLAR
Department: SOCIOLOGY
institute name : JAMIA MILLIA ISLAMIA, NEW DELHI-110025
College address : Department of sociology, Jamia Millia Islamia, Jamia Nagar New Delhi-110025
Award for : Young Achiever Award
6YAA236
Name: Mr. WASEEM AKBER BABA
Qualification: MPhil
Designation: Research scholar
Department: Sociology
Institute name: University of Delhi
College address: University enclave north campus north Delhi 110007
Award for: Young Achiever Award

6YAA237
Name: Dr. Parijat Pallab Jana
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Research Associate
Department: Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Institute name: Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur
College address: Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur, Post: Kharagpur Technology,
City: Kharagpur, District: Paschim Medinipur, West Bengal, Indian, Pin: 721302
Award for: Young Achiever Award
Research Excellence Awardees
6REA1
Name: Prakashkumar Hasmukhbhai Patel
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Commerce and Business Management
College / University (with complete address): The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda Pratapgunj, Vadodara, Gujarat India, Pin - 390002

6REA2
Name: Mrs. Vishakha Tatyaasaheb Deokar
Qualification: M.Sc (PHM)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Horticulture
institute name: College of Agriculture, Loni
College address: College Of Agriculture, Loni Khurd, Tal: Rahata, Dist: Ahmednagar, State: Maharashtra, India 413713

6REA3
Name: Dr. Shweta Gupta
Qualification: PhD, M.Pharmacy (Pharmaceutical Technology)
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Pharmaceutical Technology
College address: Ideal College of Pharmacy and Research (Affiliated to University of Mumbai), Kalyan, Thane, Maharashtra, India.
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA4
Name: Dr. Saurabh R. Nagar
Qualification: BDS (Gold Medalist), MDS (Nair Hospital, Mumbai)
Designation: Ex- Assistant Professor, Reviewer (Elsevier Publications)
Department: Department of Oral Pathology & Microbiology
institute name: Government Dental College & Hospital, Mumbai
College address: PD'Mello Road, St.George Hospital Campus, Near Chatrapati Shivaji Terminus, Mumbai-400001, Maharashtra, INDIA.
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA5
Name: Dhiman Halder. M.Sc. (Ph.D Scholar)
Designation: Bioanalytical Head (LCMS/MS) TAAB Biostudy Services, 76/D, Ibrahimpur Road, Kolkata – 700032
Mailing Address: 15, Nibedita Road, Haltu P.O.-Haltu Kolkata-700078
Association: Serving TAAB Biostudy Services, since 2010
Research Areas: Pharmacokinetics/ Bioequivalence Study
Publications: Published 11 articles in national and international peer reviewed journal.
Attended and presented 4 papers in national and international seminar and conference.

6REA6
Name: Dr. Kavit S Mehta
Qualification: Ph.D Biotechnology, CSIR UGC NET LIFE SCIENCE and GSET and GATE BIOTECH
Designation: Assistant Professor Biotechnology
Department: Biotechnology
Institute Name: Mehsana Urban Institute of Sciences Ganpat University Mehsana Gujarat India
College Address: Mehsana-Gandhinagar Highway Ganpat Vidyanagar -384012
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA7
Name: Mr. KIRANA D V
Qualification: MSc in Chemistry
Designation: PhD Research Scholar (SRF)
Department: Department of Chemistry
Institute Name: Indian Institute of Technology Madras
College Address: Department of Chemistry, Indian Institute of Technology Madras Chennai-600 036, Tamilnadu, India.
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA8
Name: Mudassir Rashid
Designation: Guest Lecturer
Qualification: Ph.D.
Institute Name: NRLC, Punjabi University Patiala
Area: Urben state
City: Patiala
State: Punjab

6REA9
Name: Mr. PASHYA GOPIKRISHNA REDDY
Qualification: M.Sc. (Agri.)
Designation: TEACHING ASSOCIATE
Department: AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
Institute name: Pujyashri Madhavanji Agricultural Polytechnic
College Address: Pujyashri Madhavanji Agricultural Polytechnic, Awarepuram, Aswaraopet, Bhadradri kothagudem (Dist.), Telangana-507301
Landmark: opposite to agriculture college, Aswaraopet.
Award for: Research Excellence Award
Publication title: Journal

6REA10
Name: Dr. Prasenjit Dey
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Institute name: National Institute of Technology Sikkim
College address: EEE department, NIT Sikkim
Barfung Block, Ravangla
Sikkim-737139
Postal address: Panichowki Bazar
Kailashahar
Unakoti Tripura
Tripura-799277
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA11
Name: Dr. Amit T. Adsul
Designation: Senior Research Fellow
Qualification: M.Sc. Agril. Ph.D. NET
Department: Genetics and Plant Breeding
Institution: ICAR-NIASM, Malegaon kh. Baramati, Pune
Area: Agriculture
City: Pune
State: Maharashtra

6REA12
Name: Dr. Deeplina Das
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Bio-Engineering
Institute name: National Institute of Technology Agartala
College address: NB-302, Department of Bio Engineering, NIT Agartala, Jirania, Agartala, Tripura-799046
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA13
Name: Mr. Mahanti Naveen Kumar
Qualification: Ph.D. (Thesis going to submit)
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Agriculture Processing and Structures
Institute name: ICAR-Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering
College address: Central Institute of agricultural engineering; Navibag, Bhopal-462038
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA14
Name: Prof. Tushar Vilasrao Desale
Qualification: M.Tech (Agricultural Engineering)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Agricultural Engineering
institute name : Navalbhau College of Agriculture, Jalod Road, Amalner, Dist-Jalgaon
College address : Navalbhau College of Agriculture, Jalod Road, Amalner, Dist-Jalgaon (M.H.)-425401
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA15
Name: Mr. SHASHI PAL
Qualification: M.Pharmacy (Pharmacognosy)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Pharmacy
institute name : Career Point University Hamirpur, H.P.
College address : Career Point University Hamirpur, Bhoranj (Tikker - Kharwarian), Hamirpur, [H.P] - 176041, India
Website : www.cpuh.in
Award for : Young Achiever Award

6REA16
Name: Dr. Anulekha Saha
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Electrical and Electronics Engineering
institute name : National Institute of Technology Sikkim
College address : National Institute of Technology Sikkim Barfung Block Ravangla Sub-Division South Sikkim - 737 139
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA17
Name: Ms. Ashwini Ashok Aher
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil, SET, Ph.D, (appear)
Designation : Asst.Professor
Department: Post Graduate Dept. of Botany and Research Centre
institute name : Padmashree Vikhe Patil College of Arts, Science and Commerce
College address : Loni Kd. Tal-Rahata, Dist-Ahmednagar, Maharashtra-413713
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA18
Name: Dr. Kannamani Ramasamy  
Qualification: PhD  
Designation: Senior Manager  
Department: IT infrastructure  
institute name: Atos IT Services  
College address: Atos IT services, RMZ centennial, Whitefiled, Bangalore  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA19  
Name: Dr. MUNI KUMAR DOKKA  
Qualification: M.Sc, Ph.D IN BIOCHEMISTRY  
Designation: UGC - POST DOCTORAL RESEARCHER  
Department: BIOCHEMISTRY  
institute name: ANDHRA UNIVERSITY  
College address: DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
A.U. COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY  
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY  
VISAKHAPATNAM - 530 003  
ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA20  
Name: Prof. Hitendra S. Joshi  
Qualification: MSc., Ph.D.  
Designation: Professor and Head of the Department  
Department: Department of Chemistry  
institute name: Saurashtra University  
College address: Saurashtra University, University Road, Rajkot-360005  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA21  
Name: Dr. Muni Kumar Dokka  
Designation: UGC-Post Doctoral Researcher  
Qualification: M.Sc in Biochemistry, Ph. D in Biochemistry  
Department: Biochemistry  
Institution Name: Andhra University  
Area: Department of Biochemistry, A.U. College of Science & Technology  
Andhra University, Visakhapatnam - 530 003, Andhra Pradesh, India.

6REA22  
Name: Ms. Aditi  
Qualification: Masters  
Designation: Research Scholar  
Department: School of forensic science and risk Management  
institute name: Raksha Shakti University  
College address: Raksha shakti university
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA23
Name: Mr. DIPAYAN DAS
Qualification: Master of Science in Botany
Designation: Senior Research Scholar (CSIR UGC NET)
Department: Department of Botany
Institute name: University of North Bengal
College address: Raja Rammohanpur, Siliguri, Dist: Darjeeling, P.O: NBU, West Bengal, Pin: 734013, India
Department of Botany, Raja Rammohanpur, Siliguri, Dist: Darjeeling, P.O: NBU, West Bengal, Pin: 734013, India
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA24
Name: Mr. SARAVANAN B
Qualification: M.E., (Ph.D.,)
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: DEPARTMENT OF AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING
Institute name: BANNARI AMMAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
College address: SATHY-ATHANI ROAD,
ALATHICOMBAI POST,
SATHYAMANGALAM.
ERODE DISTRICT.
TAMILNADU - 638401.
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA25
Name: Dr. Maneesha Bhatt
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Human Development and Family Studies
Institute name: University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharwad, Karnataka- 580005
College address: Department of Human Development and Family Studies, College of Community Science, University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharwad, Karnataka - 580005.
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA26
Name: Mr. Shahzad chowdhary
Qualification: pursuing
Designation: Research scholar
Department: political Science
Institute name: Hemvati Nandan Bahuguna Garhwal University Srinagar, Uttarakhand
College address: Department of political science,Hemvati Nandan Bahuguna Garhwal University Srinagar, Uttarakhand
District Pouri Garhwal
InSc Awards 2020

pin code -246174
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA27
Name: Nimmi Singh
Qualification:
   1. MBA(International Business)
   2. Pursuing Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Management
College address: PM college of Education, Karsua Khair Road Aligarh(U.P.)
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA28
Name: Dr. Feroz A Shah
Qualification: MPhil, PhD
Designation : Associate Professor
Department: Aquatic Animal Health Management
institute name : Faculty of Fisheries, Sher-e-Kashmir University of Agricultural Sciences and Technology of Kashmir
College address : Division of Aquatic Animal Health Management, Faculty of Fisheries, SKUAST-K Rangil Nagabal-190006
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA29
Name: Ms. Hina Bhatu
Qualification: M.Tech(Agricultural Engineering)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Department of Agricultural Engineering
institute name : RK University
College address : Department of Agricultural Engineering, School of Engineering, RK University, Rajkot- Bhavnagar Highway, Near Tramba Village,Rajkot-360020
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA30
Name: Prof. AMARESHWARI PATIL
Qualification: M.TECH(PhD)
Designation : ASST PROF
Department: COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING
institute name : HKE PDACE KALABURGI,KARANATAKA
College address : PDA COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AIWAN-E-SHAI KALABURGI-584102 KARANATAKA INDIA
Award for : Research Excellence Award
6REA31
Name: Dr. Meghna R Adhvaryu
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Assistant Professor and Head
Department: Department of Botany
Institute name: Government Science College, Vankal, Surat
College address: Government Science College, Vankal
At.Po. Vankal, Ta. Mangrol
Dist Surat-394330
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA32
Name: Dr. ASHUTOSH KUMAR
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Lecturer
Department: Automobile Engineering
Institute name: New Government Polytechnic
College address: Patliputra Colony, Bihar
Patna-800013
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA33
Name: Dr. Ashutosh Kumar
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Lecturer
Department: Automobile Engineering
Institute name: New Government Polytechnic
College address: Patliputra Colony, Bihar, Patna- 800013
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA34
Name: Dr. MALAYA KUMAR SAHOO
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Research Associate
Department: Chemistry
Institute name: Indian Institute of Technology, Madras
College address: Depart of Chemistry, Room-152
IIT Madras, Chennai-600036
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA35
Name: Nirmal T
Designation: Teaching Assistant
Qualification: M. F. Sc
Department: Fisheries Resource Management
Institution Name : Tamil Nadu Dr. J. Jayalalithaa Fisheries University
Area : Parakkai
City : Kanyakumari
State : Tamil Nadu

6REA36
Name: Dr. ANILKUMAR
Qualification: MA, M.Phil, Ph.D, UGC-Post Doctoral fellow
Designation : Assistant Professor & HOD of Economics
Department: Economics
institute name : SJM First Grade College of Arts and Commerce, Tarikere
College address : SJM First Grade College of Arts and Commerce, Linghadahalli Road,
Tarikere
Dist-Chikkamagaluru
Pin-577 228
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA37
Name: Binith Raj
Qualification: M.Pharm Pharmacology 4th Sem
Designation: Student
Department: Pharmacy
College Address: Malhaur Railway Station Road, Gomti Nagar, Lucknow, Uttarpradesh,
Pin-226018Postal Address: House No – 7-6-9, K.V.K Quarters, Jammikunta, Dist-
Karimnagar
Award For: Young Researcher Award

6REA38
Name: Mr. Ramesh Sharma
Qualification: Ph.D enrolled
Designation : Assistant Professor (Senior)
Department: Language Studies
institute name : Assam Don Bosco University
College address : Assam
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA39
Name : Dr. Wahied Khawar Balwan
Qualification : Ph.D. Zoology
Designation : Sr. Assistant Professor
Department : Zoology
College address : Govt. Degree (Postgraduate) College Bhaderwah, J and K
Award for : Research Excellence Award / Young Achiever Award

6REA40
Name: Mr. LALBIAKZUALA  
Qualification: M.Phil  
Designation: Ph.D Student  
Department: Department of Zoology  
institute name: Mizoram University  
College address: Department of Zoology, Mizoram University, Tanhril, Mizoram, India-796004  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA41  
Name: Mr. Soumyabrata Patra  
Qualification: M.Tech  
Designation: Pursuing PhD  
Department: Engineering Sciences  
institute name: Homi Bhabha National Institute  
College address: 2nd floor, BARC Training School Complex, Anushaktinagar, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400094  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA42  
Name: Mr. Debidutta Pattnaik  
Qualification: PhD(Pursuing)  
Designation: Research Scholar  
Department: Management Studies  
institute name: Malaviya National Institute of Technology Jaipur  
College address: MNIT Malaviya Nagar Jaipur Rajasthan - 302017  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA43  
Name: Tapan Debnath  
Designation: Research Scholar  
Qualification: Masters in Geography & Masters in Population Study  
Department: Geography  
Institution Name: North Bengal University  
State: West Bengal  
Pin- 734013

6REA44  
Name: Dr. JAGADEESHA.S  
Qualification: M.E., Ph.D  
Designation: PROFESSOR  
Department: ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING  
institute name: SRI VENKATESWARA COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING &
InSc Awards 2020

TECHNOLOGY
College address: R.V.S Nagar, Chittur: 517127., Andrapradesh
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA45
Name: Pranav Tripathi
Designation: Senior Research Fellow
Qualification: M. Tech, Ph.D. (Pursuing)
Department: Biotechnology
Institution Name: Mnnit Allahabad
Area: Prayagraj
City: Prayagraj
State: U.P.

6REA46
Name: Dr. Ram Kishun Lodhi
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Applied Science
Institute Name: Symbiosis Institute of Technology Pune
College address: Symbiosis Institute of Technology, Symbiosis International (Deemed University),
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA47
Name: Vandana
Designation: Member Senior Research Staff
Qualification: MTech (Computer Science & Engineering)
Department: Central Research Laboratory Bharat Electronics Limited Ghaziabad
Institution Name: Central Research Laboratory Bharat Electronics Limited Ghaziabad
Area: Sahibabad Site IV, Opposite Indraprastha College
City: Ghaziabad
State: Uttar Pradesh

6REA48
Name: Ms. Shalini Sihe
Qualification: M.A English, Ph.D pre-submitted
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: English
Institute Name: Jaipur National University
College address: Jaipur National University
Near New R.T.O Office
Jagatpura, Jaipur.
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA49
Name SARITA TRIPATHI
Qualification M.Sc.
Designation Technical Officer
Department MSB
Institute name MSB
College / Institute Postal Address SESG3 Lab CSIR-CDRI Jankipuram Extension Sitapur Road Lucknow-226031 UP
Award title Young Achiever Award

6REA50
Name: Anjali Kushwaha
Qualification: Ph. D Persuing
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Pharmacy
College address: Kanpur Institute of Technology and Pharmacy
Award for: RESEARCH EXCELLENCE AWARD

6REA51
Name: Mr. BODDU RAMESH
Qualification: B.Tech., M.Tech (Ph.D)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Electronics and Communication Engineering
institute name : Raghu Engineering College
College address : Department of ECE
Raghu Engineering college
Dakamarri
Bheemunipatnam
Visakhapatnam
Andhra pradesh
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA52
Name: Gurpreet Bawa
Designation: Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.Pharm. (Pharmacology), Pursuing Ph.D In Pharmacology
Department: Pharmacology
Institution Name: Global Group Of Institutes
Area: Amritsar
City: Amritsar
State: Punjab

6REA53
Name: DR. NAZMUL HUSSAIN LASKAR
Qualification : MA(Double), B.Ed, NET, SET, Ph.D.
Designation : ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department : POLITICAL SCIENCE
Institute Name: DR. GOUR MOHAN ROY COLLEGE
College/Institute Postal Address: VIL & P.O.-MONTESWAR, PIN-713104
DIST-PURBA BARDHAMAN, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
Award title : RESEARCH EXCELLENCE AWARD

6REA54
Name: Mrs. EESHA MISHRA
Qualification: P.h.d cs
Designation : RESEARCH SCHOLAR
Department: CS
Institute name : MUIT LKO
College address : LUCKNOW
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA55
Name: Mr. Biswajit Dutta
Qualification: B. A, PTT
Designation : Head Teacher
Department: Education Department Govt. of West Bengal
Institute name : 30,Andiran Primary School
College address : Vill -Andiran, P. O-Hareknagar, P. S-Beldanga, District -Murshidabad
State -West Bengal, Pin -742133
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA56
Name: Dr. DEEPAK DALAL
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute name : Shri JJT University
College address : VPO-Churella , Distt-Jhunjhunu
Rajasthan,
Pin-333001
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA57
Name: Dr. MRIGANKA SHEKHAR SARKAR
Qualification: M.Sc., P.G.D.B.T., P.hD.
Designation : Scientist - B
Department: Centre for Biodiversity Conservation & Management (CBCM)
Institute name : G.B. Pant 'National Institute of Himalayan Environment'(NIHE)
College address : North East Regional Centre
G. B. Pant National Institute of Himalayan Environment and Sustainable Development
Chandranagar (Near Neni Hyundai Service),
Itanagar - 791 113, Arunachal Pradesh, India
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA58
Name: Namrata Pachauri
Qualification: Pursuing PhD
Designation: Student
Department: MSP, IIT Kanpur
College address: IIT Kanpur, Kalyanpur, Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh 208016
Postal address:
Institute: F-212, Girl Hostel-1, IIT Kanpur, Kalyanpur, Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh 208016
Award for: Young Researcher Award

6REA59
Name: Ms. S. KOUSALYA
Qualification: M.Sc.(Agriculture)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Plant Pathology
Institute name: Vanavarayar Institute of Agriculture
College address: Vanavarayar Institute of Agriculture, Manakadavu, Pollachi,
Tamilnadu- 642103
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA60
Name : S. KOUSALYA
Qualification : M.Sc. (Agriculture)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department : Plant Pathology
College address : Vanavarayar Institute of Agriculture,
Manakadavu, Pollachi,
Tamilnadu- 642103
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA61
Name: Mr. Mahesh Prabhakar More
Qualification: Master of Pharmacy
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Pharmaceutics
Institute name : Shri Vile Parle Kelavani Mandals Institute of Pharmacy
College address : Survey No. 499, Plot No 03, Mumbai - Agra National Hwy, behind Gurudwara · Near SVKM’s Institute of Pharmacy, Dhule Phone: 02562 297 802
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA62
Name: Dr. V. VASAN PRABHU
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Department: ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
Institute name: St.JOSEPH'S COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, OLD MAHABALIPURAM ROAD, CHENNAI-600119
College address: St.JOSEPH'S COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, OLD MAHABALIPURAM ROAD, KAMARAJ NAGAR, SEMMANCHERY, CHENNAI-600119
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA63
Name: Dr. Kumud Dubey
Designation: Scientist E
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D.
Department: Forest Research Centre For Eco-rehabilitation, Prayagaraj
Institution name: Forest Research Centre For Eco-rehabilitation, Prayagaraj
Area: Lajpat Rai Road Prayagraj
City: Prayagraj
State: Uttar Pradesh

6REA64
Name: Ms. Firasath Nabi
Qualification: MPhil
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: COMPUTER SCIENCE
Institute name: BABA GHULAM SHAH BADSHAH UNIVERSITY
College address: Rajouri
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA65
Name: Dr. PREM CHANDRA RAM BAHADUR THAKUR
Qualification: PhD
Designation: ASSISTANCE PROFESSOR
Department: History
Institute name: R.N.J.D.COLLEGE(UNIT:L.N.M.U.DARBHANGA)
College address: R.N.J.D.COLLEGE,MADHWAPUR,MADHUBANI, BIHAR.
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA66
Name: Dr. V. Veena
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Biotechnology
institute name : REVA University  
College address : Department of Biotechnology,  
School of Applied Sciences,  
REVA University,  
Rukmini knowledge park, Kattigenahalli,  
Yelahanka, Bengaluru – 5600 064. Karnataka State, India  
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA67  
Name: Dr. Jyoti Sharma  
Qualification: D.Phil {Organic Chemistry } ( Allahabad University ), M.Sc, B.Ed , B.Sc  
Designation: Professor  
Department: Basic and Applied Sciences  
College address: Shobhit Institute Of Engineering And Technology ( Deemed-to-be) University , NH-58 Modipuram , Meerut , Uttar Pradesh , India .  
Award for: Research excellence Award

6REA68  
Name : Jonnalagadda Surya Kiran  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Qualification : M.Tech (Ph.D.)  
Department : Computer Science and Engineering  
Institution name : K L Deemed to be University  
Area : Green Fields, Vaddeswaram  
City : Guntur  
State : Andhra Pradesh

6REA69  
Name: GowharAfzal  
Designation: Researchscholar  
Qualification: MTech.StructuralEngineering(pursuingPhD)  
Department: DepartmentofChemicalEngineering  
Institutionname:NationalInstituteofTechnologySrinagar  
Area: ConcretecompositesandChemicalanalysisofcement  
City: Srinagar  
State: JammuandKashmir

6REA70  
Name: Dr. Mohsin Ali Gazi  
Qualification: MVSc Veterinary Surgery and Radiology  
Designation: Veterinary Officer  
Department: Heath and medical education  
College address: Govt medical college Srinagar  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA71
Name: Dr. Muzamil Ahmad Bhat  
Qualification: Ph.D  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Physics  
institute name:  
College address: Govt. Degree College Baramulla, Jammu and Kashmir  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA72  
Name: Chiragkumar Hasmukhlal Jariwala  
Qualification: M.Com, LL.B, M.Phil, Perusing PH.D  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Accountancy  
Institute name: Shri I.V.Patel College Of Commerce, Nadiad-387001  
College / Institute Postal Address: College Campus, College Road, Nadiad-387001  
Award title: Research Excellence Award

6REA73  
Name: Dr. Nilesh  
Qualification: Ph.D  
Designation: Student  
Department: Dept Of fibres and Textile Processing Technology  
institute name: Institute of Chemical Technology  
College address: Nathalal Parekh Marg Matunga Mumbai 400019 Maharashtra India  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA74  
Name: ANUJA BHARGAVA  
Qualification: Ph. D (P)  
Designation: Research Scholar  
Department: Electronics and Communication  
College address: GLA University  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA75  
Name: Mr. ziavuddeen  
Qualification: M.com M.phil (P.h.D)  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Commerce  
institute name: B.S. Abdur Rahman Crescent Institute of Science & Technology  
College address: B.S. Abdur Rahman Crescent Institute of Science & Technology Seethakathi estate, GST Road, Vandalur- 600048.  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA76
Name: Mrs. Pooja
Qualification: M.Sc Nursing Paediatrics
Designation : Senior nurse educator
Department: Nursing training
Institute name : Asian institute of Medical sciences
College address : Sector 21A, near badkal flyover, faridabad, haryana
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA77
Name- Dr. Madhukar Hemamalini
Qualification- msc phd
Designation- assistant professor
Department- chemistry
Institute name- Mother teresa women's university
College / Institute Postal Address- Department of chemistry
Mother teresa women's university, attuvampatti campus, kodaikanal
Award title- Research excellence award

6REA78
Name: Dr. PARASHURAM L
Qualification: Ph. D.,
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Chemistry
Institute name : New Horizon College of Engineering
College address : PARASHURAM L #27/2 1ST FLOOR PALUVELIL MUDHALIYAR LAYOUT, NEAR KPC LAYOUT KASAVANAHALI
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA79
Name: Dr. V.VASAN PRABHU
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation : ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Department: ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
Institute name : St.JOSEPH'S COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING,OLD MAHABALIPURAM ROAD, SEMMANCHERY,CHENNAI-600119
College address : St.JOSEPH'S COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, OLD MAHABALIPURAM ROAD, KAMARAJ NAGAR SEMMANCHERY,
CHENNAI-600119
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA80
Name: Dr. P.Shenbagaraj
Qualification: M.A.,M.Phil.,PhD.
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Economics
InSc Awards 2020

institute name : The TamilNadu Dr.Ambedkar Law University
College address : TamilNadu Dr Ambedkar Law University ,"Perungudi Campus", M.G.R. Salai,
Near Taramani [ MRTS ] Railway Station,
Perungudi,
Chennai - 600 113.
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA81
Name: Prof. viswanatha v
Qualification: BE,M.E,Ph.D
Designation : Asst.Professor
Department: Electronics and Communication engg
institute name : Acharya Institute of Technology
College address : BANGALORE
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA82
Name: Dr. Ajeeta Anand
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Scholar
Department: Biochemistry
institute name : CSIR-CFTRI
College address : CSIR-CFTRI, Mysuru, Karnataka
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA83
Name: Mr. Janak poudel
Qualification: Bsc. Optometry
Designation : Internship student
Department: Optometry
institute name : Vittala International Institute Of Ophthalmology
College address : C.A. Site No. 1,2nd Main, 2nd cross, 7th Block, BSK 3rd stage,
Hosakerehalli, Bangalore-560085
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA84
Name:- Nisha Gupta
Qualification:- MCA
Designation:- Research Scholar
College address:- Bhagwant University, Ajmer, Rajasthan, India
Award For:- Research Excellence Award(REA)

6REA85
Name- Dr Madhuri Hooda
Qualification- M.Sc, M.Ed, Ph.D
Designation- Asstt Professor, Dept of Education, Dy. Director & Project Coordinator, FDC, M.D.U. Rohtak, Haryana
Department- Department of Education
Institute name- M.D.U. Rohtak
College / Institute Postal Address- M.D.U. Rohtak, Haryana, PIN- 124001
Award title – Young Researcher Award

6REA86
Name- Dr. Dinesh Chandra Naithani
Qualification- Ph.D. Horticulture
Designation- Senior Research Fellow
Department- Plant Pathology
Institute Name- V.C.S.G. Uttarakhand University of Horticulture and Forestry
College/Institute Postal Address- Plant Pathology Division, College of Forestry, Ranichauri, Tehri Garhwal, V.C.S.G. Uttarakhand University of Horticulture and Forestry, Uttarakhand, Pin- 249199
Award Title- Research Excellence Award

6REA87
Name: Dr. Pranesh V Yeotikar
Qualification: B.V.Sc & AH., MVSc, PhD
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Department of Veterinary Biochemistry
Institute Name: College of Veterinary & Animal Sciences, MAFSU, Parbhani
College/ Institute Address: College of Veterinary & Animal Sciences, VNMKV Campus, Parbhani (M.S.) -431402
Award Title: RESEARCH EXCELLENCE AWARD

6REA88
Name: Mrs. RAUSHAN KHAN
Qualification: M.Sc. (Foods, Nutrition and Dietitics)
Designation : Ph.D. (Research Scholar)
Department: Foods and Nutrition
Institute name : Govind Ballabh Pant University of Agriculture and Technology, Pantnagar
College address : GBPUAT, Pantnagar, District- Udham Singh Nagar, Uttarakhand- 263145
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA89
Name: Dr. Smruti Vaghela
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Dance
College address: Department of Dance, Faculty of Performing Arts, Opp: Sur Sagar Lake, Nyaymandir, Vadodara-390001
Award for: Research Excellence award

6REA90
Name: Khadangbam Mukta Singh
Qualification: Master of Physical Education
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Physical Education
Institute name: Department of Physical education and sports science, Manipur University.
College / Institute Postal Address: Manipur University, pin code: 795003
Award title: RESEARCH EXCELLENCE AWARD

6REA91
Name: Mr. DR PK TYAGI
Qualification: Msc, M.Phill, PHD
Designation: Associate Professor and Head
Department: Statistics
Institute name: DPBS(PG) COLLEGE, ANOOPSHAHR
College address: DPBS(PG) COLLEGE ANOOPSHAHR
DIST- BULANDSHAHR
UTTAR PRADESH (UP) 202390
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA92
Name: VIKAS KUSHWAHA
Designation: UGC-D. S. Kothari Post-Doctoral Fellow
Department: Biotechnology
College / University (with complete address): Panjab University,
Sector-25, South Campus, Vidhya Path, Chandigarh, India (160014)

6REA93
Name: Dr. Waseem Ahmad Wani
Qualification: NET, GATE, Ph.D., and PDF
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Chemistry
Institute name: Govt. Degree College Tral
College address: Govt. Degree College Tral, Kashmir, Jammu and Kashmir, India - 192123
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA94
Name: Dr. Muhammad Shuez Abdi
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Field Surveyor
Department: West Asian & North African Studies
Institute name: Aligarh Muslim University
College address: Department of West Asian & North African Studies Aligarh Muslim
University
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA95
Name: Dr. Chandra Sekhar Espenti
Qualification: Doctoral Degree
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Chemistry
institute name : Rajeev Gandhi Memorial College of Engineering and Technology (Autonomous)
College address : Dr Chandra Sekhar Espenti,
Assistant Professor,
Department of Chemistry,
Rajeev Gandhi Memorial College of Engineering and Technology (Autonomous),
Kurnool, Nandyal,
Andhra Pradesh India-518501.
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA96
Name: Dr. Tammineni Venkata Suresh
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Department of Chemistry
institute name : Rajeev Gandhi Memorial College of Engineering and Technology
College address : RGM CET, Nandyal
Kurnool
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA97
Name: Dr. SIBA SANKAR SAHU
Qualification: PhD, JNU
Designation : ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: APPLIED GEOGRAPHY, SCHOOL OF EARTH SCIENCES AND REGIONAL STUDIES
institute name : RAVENSHAW UNIVERSITY
College address : DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED GEOGRAPHY, RAVENSHAW UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE SQUARE, CUTTACK, ODISHA
PIN 753003
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA98
Name: Dr. D.LAKSHMI PRIYA
Qualification: M.Sc.,M.Phil., Ph.D.
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: MICROBIOLOGY
institute name : Dr.MGR JANAKI COLLEGE OF ARTS &SCIENCE FOR WOMEN
InSc Awards 2020

College address : No:11& 13, Dr.DURGABAI DESHMUKH ROAD
R.A.PURAM
CHENNAI-600 028
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA99
Name: Dr. Manjunatha A S
Qualification: M Sc., Ph D
Designation : Associate Professor and HOD
Department: Chemistry
Institute name : Don Bosco Institute of Technology
College address : Don Bosco Institute of Technology
Kumbalagodu, Mysore Road
Bangalore 560 074
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA100
Name: Mr. Gangeshwar Dixit
Qualification: Master Degree in Internal Combustion Engine and Automobile
Designation : Engineer
Department: Technical Department
Institute name : Atul Auto Limited
College address : Atul Auto Limited, Shapar, Rajkot
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA101
Name: Dr. Santosh.S.Bhujbal
Qualification: M.Pharm.Ph.D
Designation: Professor and Head
Department: Pharmacognosy
College address: Dr.D.Y.Patil Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences and Research,
Sant Tukaram nagar, Pimpri, Pune – 411018
Award for: Insc Research Excellence Award.

6REA102
Name: Mr. MOHD MUDASIR DAR
Qualification: M.PHILL HISTORY
Designation : RESEARCH SCHOLAR
Department: REGIONAL STUDY CENTRE FOR CULTURE AND HERITAGE JIWAJI
UNIVERSITY GWALIOR.474011
Institute name : JIWAJI UNIVERSITY GWALIOR
College address : JIWAJI UNIVERSITY CAMPUS GWALIOR M.P-474011
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA103
InSc Awards 2020

Name: Mrs. SARITA KUMARI
Qualification: M.Sc.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Agricultural Biotechnology & Molecular Biology
Institute name: Rajendra Prasad Central Agricultural University
College address: DEPARTMENT OF AB&MB, CBSH RCPAU - PUSA SAMASTIPUR-848125 BIHAR
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA104
NAME- VIPIN VERMA
QUALIFICATION- BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (BE),
BRANCH- ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (EE)
DESIGNATION- EMBEDDED ENGINEER (JOB)
COMPANY- MOONSHOTJR (HQ- SILICON VELLY USA)
DEPARTMENT- RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
AWARD TITLE- RESEARCH EXCELLENCE AWARD

6REA105
Name: Dr. SANDESH K
Qualification: M.Tech., Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Biotechnology Engineering
Institute name: NMAM Institute of Technology, Nitte
College address: NMAM Institute of Technology, Nitte, Karkala Taluk UDUPI
Karnataka-574110
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA106
Name: SARITA KUMARI
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR cum SCIENTIST
Department: AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
College / University (with complete address): COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES, RAJENDRA PRASAD CENTRAL
AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY, PUSA, SAMASTIPUR, BIHAR INDIA-848125

6REA107
Name: SUMEET KUMAR SINGH
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR cum SCIENTIST
Department: SEED SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
College / University (with complete address): TCA, DHOLI (RPCAU-PUSA), MUZAFFARPUR, BIHAR, INDIA-843121

6REA108
Name: Mr. Ajay Kumar Mishra
Qualification: M.Sc Tech (PhD perusing)
Designation : Associate Scientist
Department: SCW Cluster
Institute name : International Rice Research Institute
College address : 340 C Saheed Nagar Bhubaneswar Odisha 751010
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA109
Name : Dr. Satay Narain
Qualification : D.Lit
Designation : Lecturer
Department : Education
Institute name : GGHS Badopal
College / Institute Postal Address : VPO Badopal, Fatehabad
Award title : RESEARCH EXCELLENCE AWARD

6REA110
Name: Mr. Sajja. S. Chandrasekhar
Qualification: Pursuing Ph.D
Designation : Research Scholar
Department: Process Engineering and Technology Transfer
Institute name : CSIR-Indian Institute of Chemical Technology (CSIR-IICT)
College address : CSIR-IICT, Tarnaka, Uppal Road, Hyderabad-07
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA111
Name: Dr. Dileep Reddy Bolla
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation : Associate Professor
Department: Electronics & Communication Engineering
Institute name : Sri Venkateshwara College of Engineering
College address : Dr. Dileep Reddy Bolla, Associate professor, Electronics & Communication Engineering, Sri Venkateshwara College of Engineering, Kempegowda International Air-port Road, NH7 Vidyanagar, Bangalore-562 157.
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA112
Name: Dr. Vishal Pandya  
Qualified: MA, M.Phil, PhD (English), GSET  
Designation: Assistant Professor and Head  
Department: Department of English  
institute name: Government Arts College, Vallabhipur, Affiliated to MK Bhavnagar University  
College address: Government Arts College, Gambhirsinhji Highschool Campus, Vallabhipur-364310  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA113  
Name: Dr. M.Kalaivani  
Qualified: Ph.D  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Civil Engineering  
institute name: K.S.Rangasamy College of Technology  
College address: K.S.Rangasamy College of Technology, K.S.R Kalvi Nagar, Tiruchengode-637215, Namakkal (Dt)  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA114  
Name: Dr. DrAMRITHA MS  
Qualified: BAMS MD (Ayu)  
Designation: SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW  
Department: A-HMIS  
institute name: NATIONAL AYURVEDA RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR PANCHAKARMA  
College address: NATIONAL AYURVEDA RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR PANCHAKARMA  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA115  
Name: Mrs. MADHUSMITA SAMANTARAY  
Qualified: M. PHIL  
Designation: Ph. D RESEARCH SCHOLAR  
Department: STATISTICS  
institute name: UTKAL UNIVERSITY, BHUBANESWAR, ODISHA  
College address: DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS, UTKAL UNIVERSITY, BHUBANESWAR, ODISHA  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA116
Name: Ms. MADHU KUMARI  
Qualification: MAJMC  
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
Department: JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION  
institute name: BANASTHALI VIDYAPITH  
College address: Banasthali Vidyapith, Niwai, Tonk-304022, Rajasthan  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA117  
Name: Mr. ARGHYADEEP BHATTACHARJEE  
Qualification: M.Sc  
Designation: JUNIOR RESEARCH FELLOW  
Department: Biotechnology  
institute name: National Institute of Technology Durgapur  
College address: Mahatma Gandhi Rd, A-Zone, Durgapur, West Bengal 713209  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA118  
Name: Ankna garg  
Qualification: MPT Neuro  
Designation: Consultant physiotherapist  
Department: Physiotherapy  
College address: Punjabi university, Patiala. Punjab.  
Award for: Excellence in research

6REA119  
Name: Dr. Kavita Girish Adsule  
Qualification: Ph.D -Organizational management, MBA -HR  
Designation: Head of level 3 programm, Faculty cum assesor -UK university  
Department: Academics -Business Management  
College Name and address: Cromwell UK international Education, British Campus affiliated to Buckinghamshire university UK.  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA120  
Name: Dr. D.S.Vijayan  
Qualification: Ph.D.,  
Designation: Assistant Professor Grade II  
Department: Civil Engineering  
institute name: Aarupadai Veedu Institute of Technology (AVIT)  
College address: Vinayaka Nagar, Old Mahabalipuram Road, Paipanoor, Kancheepuram Dist, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 603104  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA121
Name: Dr. Tawseef Ahmad Bhat  
Qualification: M.Phil, Ph. D., NET  
Designation: Lecturer in Political Science (Academic Arrangement)  
Department: Department of Political Science  
institute name: Government Degree College Pattan, Baramulla  
College address: Government Degree College Pattan Baramulla Jammu and Kashmir, Pin 193121  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA122  
Name: Dr. Swayam Prabha Satpathy  
Qualification: M.A.PGDM in Mass Communication.Ph.D  
Designation: Associate Prof  
Department: Humanities  
College address: Institution of Technical Research and Education. Siksha O Anusandhan University, Jagamara, Bhubaneswar, Odisha  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA123  
Name: Dr. Gona Babu Rao  
Qualification: Ph.D  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Economics  
College address: Dr. Abdul Haq Urdu University  
Award for: Research Excellence

6REA124  
Name: Dr. Ashwani Kumar  
Qualification: PhD  
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
Department: Physical Education and Sports Sciences  
institute name: NNPG NAWABGANJ GONDA (U.P)-INDIA  
College address: NNPG NAWABGANJ GONDA, Dr. R L Avadh University Ayodhya (U.P)-INDIA  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA125  
Name: Dr. Dr. Mohd. Iqbal Yatoo  
Qualification: PhD  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Veterinary Clinical Complex  
institute name: Sher E Kashmir University of Agricultural Sciences and Technology of Kashmir Shalimar Srinagar  
College address: Faculty of Veterinary Sciences and Animal Husbandry, Shuhama, Alusteng, Srinagar 190006  
Jammu and Kashmir
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA126
Name: Dr. NIBEDITA DAS
Qualification: PhD(IIT ISM DHANBAD)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Electrical Engineering
institute name : GLA University
College address : GLA University 17km Stone, NH-2, Mathura-Delhi Road P.O. Chaumuhan, Mathura-281 406 (U.P.) India
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA127
Name: Dr. Surender Kumar
Qualification: M. Phil. , Ph.D , D.Sc*
Designation : assistant professor and Head of deptt.
Department: Deptt. of Zoology
institute name : sri Gurunanak girl's p.g. college, sri ganganagar
College address : P. O. Mohanpura Chak 1b first near teen pulli Sri ganganagar
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA128
Name: Ms. RUHHEE TABBUSSUM
Qualification: Ph. D. (pursuing)
Designation : Research Scholar
Department: Civil Engineering
institute name : National Institute of Technology Srinagar
College address : National Institute of Technology Srinagar Hazratbal Srinagar Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir 190006
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA129
Name: Dr. MANOJ KUMAR BANJARE
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: MATS School of Sciences
institute name : MATS University, Pandri Camps, Raipur, Chhattisgarh, India
College address : MATS University, Pandri Camps, Raipur, Chhattisgarh, 492009, India
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA130
Name: Dr. BALAJI KANDELLI
Qualification: M.Tech., Ph.D
Designation: Professor & Vice Principal  
Department: Mechanical Engineering  
institute name: V S M COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING  
College address: V S M COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING  
MAID ROAD  
RAMACHANDRAPURAM  
EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT  
ANDHRA PRADESH  
INDIA-533255  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA131  
Name: Dr. Mohammad Iqbal yatoo  
Qualification: PhD  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Division of Veterinary Clinical Complex  
College address: Faculty of Veterinary Sciences and Animal Husbandry, Shuhama, Alusteng, Srinagar  
Award for: Best Teacher/Best Researcher/Research Excellence/Young Scientist

6REA132  
Name: Dr. Krishna swamy G  
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D.  
Designation: Faculty  
Department: Organic Chemistry  
institute name: Tumkur University  
College address: BH Road, Tumkur University, Tumakuru  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA133  
Name: Mr. SUPRATIM CHOWDHURY, CMT.  
Qualification: MBA, PGDRM, ALCQFS, CFHSWP, CBT, REBT  
Designation: Manager, Human Resources Development  
Department: Human Resources Development  
institute name: KHIRAGPUR METAL REFORMING INDUSTRIES (P) Ltd.  
College address: Andul Road, Howrah -711109  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA134  
Name: Dr. Kanchi Ravi Padma  
Qualification: PhD  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Biotechnology  
institute name: Sri Padmavati Mahila Visva Vidyalayam Women's University  
College address: Biotechnology, SPMVV,Tirupati
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA135
Name: Dr. Venkataramana Veeramsetty
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Institute name: S R University (Formerly S R Engineering College)
College address: S R University
Anathasagar (Village)
Hasanparthy (Mandal)
Warangal
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA136
Name: Dr. Gupteshwar Vijayrao Sonawane
Qualification: BAMS MS
Designation: Assistant professor
Department: Surgery
Institute name: KVTR Ayurveda College, Boradi.
College address: A/p - Boradi. Tal-Shirpur Dist-Dhule 425428
Award for: Research Excellence Award/ Young Achiever award

6REA137
Name: Mr. Swapnil Sambhajirao Desai
Qualification: M Tech, MIE, SMISME, MIFERP
Designation: SE (Mechanical)
Department: City Engineer
Institute name: Navi Mumbai Municipal Corporation
College address: Plot No 01, Palm beach Junction, Sector 15 A CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra - 400614
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA138
Name: Gowhar Afzal
Designation: Research scholar
Qualification: MTech. Structural Engineering (pursuing PhD)
Department: Department of Chemical Engineering
Institution name: National Institute of Technology Srinagar
Area: Concrete composites and Chemical analysis of cement
City: Srinagar
State: Jammu and Kashmir

6REA139
Name: Dr. Kailasam Saravana Mani
Qualification: M.Phil. Ph.D
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Chemistry
Institute Name : Karpagam Academy Of Higher Education
College Address : Department Of Chemistry,
Karpagam Academy Of Higher Education,
Eachanari Post, Coimbatore - 641 021
Tamil Nadu, India
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA140
Name: Dr. Awkash Kumar
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Former PhD student
Department: Environmental Science and Engineering Department
Institute name : IIT Bombay
College address : Powai, Mumbai - 400076
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA141
Name: Ms. Pooja Soni
Qualification: MVA Painting
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Visual arts
Institute name : Poornima University
College address : Poornima University, Vidhani, Sitapura, Jaipur.
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA142
Name: Dr. Vishal Janardan Suryavanshi
Qualification: MSc., Ph. D
Designation: Assistant Professor (AdHoc)
Department: Chemistry
College address: P.V.P. Institute of Technology, Budhgaon (Sangli) MS
Award for: Research Excellence Award/ Young Researcher Award 2020

6REA143
Name: Dr. Bhabesh Deka
Qualification: Ph.D., PGDBI
Designation : Scientist
Department: Entomology
Institute name : North Bengal Regional R&D Centre
College address : Tea Research Association, North Bengal Regional R&D Centre,
Nagarkata, Jalpaiguri, West Bengal, pin: 735225
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA144
Name: Mr. JERIN JOHNKUTTY  
Qualification: M.TECH  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Mechanical Engineering  
institute name: Thejus Engineering College, Kerala  
College address: Thejus Engineering College  
Vellarakkad P.O, Thrissur, Kerala  
Pin: 680504  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA145  
Name: Dr. BHAGWAT KARBHARI UPHADE  
Qualification: M.Sc, SET, M.Phil, Ph.D  
Designation: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR  
Department: CHEMISTRY  
institute name: Loknete Dr. Balasaheb Vikhe Patil (Padma Bhushan Awardee) Pravara Rural Education Society's Padmashri Vikhe Patil College of Arts, Science and Commerce, Pravaranagar  
College address: Padmashri Vikhe Patil College of Arts, Science and Commerce, Pravaranagar  
A/P-Loni (Kd), Tal-Rahata, Dist-Ahmednagar  
Maharashtra, Pincode-413713  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA146  
Name: Dr. Sankha Bhattacharya  
Qualification: M.Pharm(Pharmaceutics), PGDCR,PGDIPR, Ph.D., PDF(IIT)  
Designation: Associate Professor  
Department: Pharmaceutics  
institute name: ISF College of Pharmacy, Moga  
College address: ISF College of Pharmacy, Moga GT Road (NH-95), Ghal Kalan, Moga, Punjab 142001  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA147  
Name: Dr. P.Selvam  
Qualification: B.E., M.S., PH.D  
Designation: Professor  
Department: Electronics and Communication Engineering  
institute name: Vinayaka Mission's Kirupananda Vairiyar Engineering College  
College address: Vinayaka Mission's Kirupananda Vairiyar Engineering College, NH-47, Sankari Main Road, Periyaseeragapadi, Salem-636308  
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA148
Name: Gaurav Gopal Naik  
Designation: PhD Research Scholar  
Qualification: M.S. (Pharm.)  
Department: Department of Pharmaceutical Engineering and Technology  
Institution name: Indian Institute of Technology (BHU) Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh, India  
221005  
Area: Varanasi  
City: Varanasi  
State: Uttar Pradesh  
Pincode: 221005  

6REA149  
Name: Dr. B.E. Kumara Swamy  
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D. Post Doc (USA)  
Designation: Chairman  
Department: Post Graduate Studies in Teaching and Research in INDSUTRAIL CHMISTRY  
Institute name: KUVEMPUNIVERSITY  
Prof. B.E. Kumara Swamy  
Chairman, Dept of Industrial Chemistry  
Kuvempu University, Shankaraghatta -577451, Shimoga, KARNATAKA  
Award title: RESEARCH HEXCELLENCE AWARD  

6REA150  
Name: Prof. Tushar Vilasrao Desale  
Qualification: M.Tech (Agricultural Engineering)  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Agriculture Engineering  
institute name: Navalbhaun College of Agriculture, Amalner, Dist. Jalgaon  
College address: Navalbhaun College of Agriculture, Jalod Road, Near railway Crossing, Amalner, Dist.-Jalgaon (M.H.)-425401  
Award for: Research Excellence Award  

6REA151  
Name: Mr. Moideen Musthafa  
Qualification: M.Sc  
Designation: Senior Research Fellow  
Department: Chemistry  
institute name: National institute of technology - trichy  
College address: National institute of technology - trichy  
Trichy - 620015  
Tamil nadu  
Award for: Research Excellence Award  

6REA152  
Name: Fawale Clement Olajide (Ambassadorfco)
Qualification: PhD in World Affairs
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Department of Civics & Politics
College address: Mumbai University department of Civics and Politics Kalina Campus
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA153
Name: Dr. ANIL GORAKSHNATH GADHAVE
Qualification: M.Sc (Org.Chem.), SET, Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Chemistry
A/P-Loni Kd, Tal-Rahata, Dist-Ahmednagar-413713
Maharashtra
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA154
Name: Dr. Deepa Khare
Designation: Assistant Professor
Qualification: PhD and Post-Doc
Department: Biotechnology
Institution name: Bennett University
Area: Plant Molecular Biology
City: Greater Noida
State: Uttar Pradesh
Pincode: 201310

6REA155
Name: Ms. MANDIRA NANDI
Qualification: Ph.D in Chemistry (Ph.D degree awaited)
Designation: Senior Research Fellow
Department: School of Chemical Sciences
institute name: Indian Association For The Cultivation of Science
College address: 2A & 2B Raja S.C. Mullick Road, Jadavpur, kolkata-700032
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA156
Name: Mr. Swarnajit Chowdhary
Qualification: BE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND MBA IN MARKETING
Designation: REGIONAL SALES MANAGER
Department: SALES
InSc Awards 2020

institute name : EXENTURE LIFE SAFETY INDIA PVT LTD
College address : PUNIT INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, TURBHE
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA157
Name: Dr. Brij M Upreti
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Botany

institute name : Uttaranchal College of Science and Technology
College address : Uttaranchal College of Science and Technology, nagal hatnala. Po: kulhan. 248001, sahastradhara road Dehradun Uttarakhand
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA158
Name: Dr. M.R. MEERA
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Ed., M.Phil(Phy.), M.Phil(Edn.), P.hD
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Physics

institute name : Sree Ayyappa College for Women
College address : Sree Ayyappa College for Women, Chunkankadai-629003, Nagercoil, Kanyakumari District, Tamilnadu
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA159
Name: Mr. Lakshya Arora
Qualification: Master of Hospital Administration
Designation: Student, Master of Hospital Administration
Department: School of Health Systems Studies

institute name : Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Mumbai
College address : Tata Institute of Social Sciences, VN Purav Marg, Deonar, Mumbai-88
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA160
Name: Sourav Mohanto
Designation: M.Pharm (Research Scholar)
Qualification: M.Pharm, DPPM
Department: Pharmaceutics

Institution name: Himalayan Pharmacy Institute
Area: Majhitar
City: Rangpo
State: Sikkim

6REA161
Name: Dr. Manjunath R. N
Qualification: PhD
Desination : Scientist-B  
Department: Post Cocoon Technology  
institute name : Central Muga Eri Research & Training Institute, Jorhat, Assam  
College address : Central Muga Eri Research & Training Institute, Central Silk Board, Lahdoigarh, Jorhat, Assam - 785700  
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA162  
Name: Mr. NAVEEN KUMAR MAHANTI  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation : Research Scholar  
Department: Agro produce Processing Division  
institute name : ICAR-Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering  
College address : Room No H-8; PG hostel; Gate No-3; Central institute of agricultural engineering; Navibag  
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA163  
Name: Dr. Parvaiz Ahmad Bhat  
Qualification: M. Phil., Ph. D Chemistry  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Chemistry  
institute name : Government Degree College Pulwama, Kashmir  
College address : Department of Chemistry  
Government Degree College, Pulwama  
J and K India-192301  
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA164  
Name: Dr. Mohd Shadab  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Natural and Applied Sciences  
institute name : Glocal University  
College address : Mirzapurpule, Saharanpur-247121 (U.P.)  
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA165  
Name: Dr. Babu Rao Gudipudi  
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil.,Ph.D.  
Designation : Associate Professor  
Department: Civil Engineering  
institute name : Narasaraopeta Engineering College  
College address : Narasaraopeta Engineering College (Autonomous), Kotappakonda Road, Yellamanda Post, Narasaraopet - 522601, Guntur, Andhra Pradesh  
Award for : Research Excellence Award
6REA166
Name: Dr. Mohammad Ashraf Malik
Qualification: PH. D, MPHIL (PSYCHOLOGY)
Designation : Lecturer (Contractual)
Department: Psychology
Institute name : Govt Higher Education Department, J&K, India
College address : Govt Degree College for Women Sopore, J&K. India 193201
Award for : Research Excellence Award

3REA167
Name: Dr. Shreyansh Hosure
Qualification: MVSc
Designation : PhD Scholar
Department: Veterinary and Animal Husbandry Extension
Institute name :
College address : College of Veterinary and Animal Sciences, Mannuthy, Kerala-680651
Award for : Research Excellence Award

3REA168
Name: Dr. Varun Naik
Qualification: Master of Physiotherapy
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Department of CVTS Physiotherapy
Institute name : KLE Institute of Physiotherapy
College address : KLE Institute of Physiotherapy
2nd Floor
Nehru Nagar
Belagavi 590010
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA169
Name : Biplob Borah
Designation: Research Scholar
Qualification: M.Sc in Industrial Chemistry
Department: School of Applied Material Science, Center for Applied Chemistry
Institution name: Central University of Gujarat
Area: Sector-30, Gandhinagar
City: Gandhinagar
State: Gujarat

6REA170
Name : Sneha Rashmi
Designation : Researcher
Qualification : M.Sc. (Environmental Science)
Department : Dept. of Environmental Science
Institution name : A.N. College
Area : Boring Road
City : Patna
State : Bihar
Pincode : 800001

6REA171
Name: Dr. Manoj AS
Qualification: MBA, PGDHRM, MSc, PhD
Designation : Senior Knowledge Officer (SKO)
Department: Management
Institute name : ICT Academy of Kerala
College address : ICT Academy of Kerala,
(A Govt. of India Supported, Govt. of Kerala Partnered Social Enterprise)
L-9, Thejaswini, Technopark,
Thiruvananthapuram
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA172
Name: Dr. ANJU MATHEW
Qualification: Masters in Dental Surgery
Designation : Senior lecturer
Department: Oral Medicine and Radiology
Institute name : Pushpagiri College of Dental Sciences
College address : Pushpagiri College of Dental Sciences, Thiruvalla, Kerala, India 689107
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA173
Name: Sajad Ahmad Sofi
Qualification: Ph.D in pursing
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Urdu
University Name: University of Hyderabad
Award for : Research Excellence

6REA174
Name: Dr. P. Supraja
Qualification: Ph.D, Post Doc (UK)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Information Technology, School of Computing
Institute name : SRM Institute of Science and Technology
College address : SRM Nagar,
Kattankulathur
Chengalpattu district
Tamilnadu
India 603203
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA175
Name: Dr. PRIYADARSHINI MISHRA
Qualification: MPT (ORTHO)
Designation : ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Department: DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOTHERAPY
institute name : INSTITUTE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
College address : CHANDAKA VILLAGE,BHUBANESWAR,ODISHA-754005
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA176
Name: Mr. Gattu Sampath
Qualification: MSc Biochemistry
Designation : Research Scholar
Department: Zoology
institute name : PERIYAR UNIVERSITY
College address : Periyar University, Science block 3, Department of zoology,
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA177
Name: Dr. P.Mahalakshmi
Qualification: Ph.D in Plant Pathology
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Plant Pathology
institute name : Institute of Agriculture, Tamil Nadu Agricultural University, Kumulur
College address : Institute of Agriculture, Tamil Nadu Agricultural University, Kumulur Trichy -621712
Tamil Nadu
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA178
Name: Mr. Sandeep B. Somvanshi
Qualification: M.Sc, Ph.D. (Appeared)
Designation : DST-INSPIRE Fellow
Department: Physics
institute name : Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathwada University
College address : University Campus, Near Soneri Mahal, Aurangabad - 431004, Maharashtra, India
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA179
Name: Dr. G.DAMODHAR
Qualification: M.Com, MBA,Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor (Academic Basis)
Department: Commerce
Institute name: `SV University
College address: Dept of commerce, SVU College of CM &CS, SV University Tirupathi 517502.
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA180
Name: Mrs. SREENA V NAIR
Qualification: MASTERS DEGREE IN LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
Designation: LIBRARIAN
Department: GENERAL LIBRARY
Institute name: NSS COLLEGE PANDALAM PATHANAMTHITTA
College address: NSS COLLEGE PANDALAM PATHANAMTHITTA
KERALA, INDIA - 689501
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA181
Name: Mr. VINODHKUMAR. T
Designation: PGT
Department: BIOLOGY
Institute name: SENTHIL PUBLIC SCHOOL
College address: JAGIRAMMAPALAYAM, NEAR VENAGUDIMUNIYAPPAN TEMPLE, SALEM- 636002.
TAMIL NADU, INDIA
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA182
Name: Dr. Dr Pooja Malhotra
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Commerce
Institute name: Dyal Singh College, Karnal
College address: Dyal Singh College, Karnal, Haryana - 132001
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA183
Name: Dr Naseem Ahmad khan
Email: nasimalig@yahoo.com
Phone number: 7746921762
Qualification: BUMS MD PGDHM
Designation: Assistant Professor
Institute: HSHZ GOVT UNANI MEDICAL COLLEGE
College address: AYUSH PARISAR KOLAR BYPAS BHOPAL MADHYA PRADESH
Award Title - Research Excellence Award

6REA184
Name: Dr. Ashutosh Kumar Mall
Qualification: Ph.D. (Ag)
Designation: Senior Scientist
Department: Division of Crop Improvement
Institute Name: ICAR-Indian Institute of Sugarcane Research, Lucknow
College Address: ICAR-Indian Institute of Sugarcane Research
Raibareli Road, Dilkusha Post Office, Lucknow-226 002 (U.P.)
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA185
Name: Mr. Ved Prakash Giri
Qualification: PhD (Thesis submitted)
Designation: PhD Scholar
Department: Division of Microbial Technology
Institute Name: CSIR-National Botanical Research Institute Lucknow
College Address: Lab no. 303, Garden Block, Division of Microbial Technology, CSIR-National Botanical Research Institute, Rana Pratap Marg, Lucknow 226001
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA186
Name: Mr. Kuldeep Kumar
Qualification: PhD-Pursuing, MBA-Marketing & Retail Management, B.Tech-ECE
Designation: PhD Scholar, Sr. Branding Executive-Vivo Mobile India Pvt Ltd
Department: School of Management | VM & Branding Department in Vivo Mobile India Pvt Ltd
Institute Name: GD Goenka University, Gurgaon, Haryana India
College Address: College: GD Goenka University, Gurgaon, Haryana-India
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA187
Name: Mr. SANJOY DAS
Qualification: B. Pharm, M.Pharm
Designation: Ph.D. Research Scholar
Department: Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences
Institute Name: Dibrugarh University
College Address: Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Dibrugarh University, Dibrugarh, Assam 786004, India
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA188
Name: Ms. Shivani Dixit
Qualification: Pursuing PhD
Designation: Forensic Expert
Department: DNA Division, Central Forensic Science Laboratory, Chandigarh (India)
institute name: Central Forensic Science Laboratory, Chandigarh (India)
College address: DNA Division, Central Forensic Science Laboratory, Chandigarh (India)
160036
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA189
Name: Dr. Dr. Bhavin Dhaduk
Qualification: Ph.D in Analytical Chemistry
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Chemistry
institute name: School of Science, RK University, Rajkot
College address: RK University, Bhavnagar Highway, Kasturbadham, Rajkot, Gujarat, India 360020
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA190
Name: Mr. Dipayan Das
Qualification: M. Sc
Designation: Research Scholar (CSIR UGC NET)
Department: Department of Botany
institute name: University of North Bengal
College address: Raja Rammohunpur, Shiv Mandir, Siliguri, West Bengal, Pin: 734013, India
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA191
Name: Mr. Sawan Kumar
Qualification: M. Tech.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Mechanical Engineering
institute name: Invertis University
College address: Invertis university, Rajau paraspur, Lucknow road Bareilly, 243123
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA192
Name: Ms. Niharika M K
Qualification: M.Sc (Speech-Language Pathology)
Designation: Lecturer
Department: Speech and Hearing
institute name: JSS Institute of Speech and Hearing
College address: MG road, Ramanuja Agrahara, Mysuru-04
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA193
InSc Awards 2020

Name: Ms. Sindhu P
Qualification: M.Sc( Audiology)
Designation : Lecturer
Department: Department of Speech and Hearing
Institute name : J.S.S Institute of Speech and Hearing
College address : J.S.S Institute of Speech and Hearing
M.G. Road, Ramachandra Agrahara, Mysuru- 570004
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA194
Name - SHARMA PANKAJ VINODKUMAR
Designation - STUDENT
QUALIFICATION - MASTER OF SCIENCE
Department - ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Institution name - GOVERNMENT SCIENCE COLLEGE
AREA- KHOKHARA MANINAGAR
City - AHMEDABAD
State - GUJARAT

6REA195
Name: Dr. Nazreen Hassan
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Agricultural Extension
Institute name : Tamil Nadu Agricultural University
College address : KVK, Thirupathisaram 629901
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA196
Name: Dr. Hemant Joshi
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Chemistry
Institute name : Central University of Rajasthan Ajmer
College address : CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF RAJASTHAN
NH-8, Bandar Sindri,
Dist-Ajmer-305817, Rajasthan [INDIA]
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA197
Name: Mrs. Jyoti Suraj Harchekar
Qualification: MMS, Pursuing PhD in Commerce
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Management Department
Institute name : Tialk Maharashtra Vidyapeeth
College address : Mukung Nagar, Gultekdi Pune 411037
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA198
Name: Preeti Nilesh Surkutwar
Qualification: Ph.D(HR), MBA(HR), B.Sc(Agri)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department : Management
Institute name : MIT, College of Management
College address : Rajbaug Campus, Lonikalbhhor, Pune.
Award title: RESEARCH EXCELLENCE AWARD

6REA199
Name: Dr. Jaya Sharma
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: HOD
Department: Faculty of Agriculture Science and Technology
College address: Madhyaanchal Professional University, Bhad Bhada Rode, Ratibad, Bhopal

6REA200
Name: Dr. Gaurav Saini
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Research Associate
Department: Department of Hydro and Renewable Energy
Institute name : Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee
College address : Department of Hydro and Renewable Energy, Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee, Roorkee, Uttarakhand, India 247667
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA201
Name: Mr. Sanjeevkumar Angadi
Qualification: M.TECH (Ph.D PURSUING)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Institute name : MIT COLLEGE OF RAILWAY ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH
College address : MAEER’s MIT College of Railway Engineering and Research At Post Jamgaon, Tal. Barshi, Dist. Solapur, Maharashtra-413401
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA202
Name: Mr. Katuri Ravi Babu
Qualification: M.Sc. Medical Physiology, (Pursuing Ph.D. in medical Physiology)
Designation : Senior Research Fellow
Department: Physiology
Institute name : Jawaharlal Institute of Post-graduate Medical Education and Research (JIPMER), Puducherry
College address : Jawaharlal Institute of Post-graduate Medical Education and Research (JIPMER), Dhanwanthari Nagar, Gorimedu, Puducherry - 605006.
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA203
Name: Dr. Ms. Asmita dilipsingh khambre
Qualification: Ph. D
Designation : Asst. Prof.
Department: Chemistry
Institute name : Mpasc. Patur
College address : Mahatma phule arts & science college patur, balapur road, dist. --akola, pin-444501, maharashtra
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA204
Name: Dr. S. Usha Kiruthika
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Computer Science and Engineering
Institute name : SRM Institute of Science and Technology
College address : SRM Nagar, Kattankulathur - 603 203 Chengalpattu District, Tamil Nadu.
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA205
Name: Dr. NAVNEET SHARMA
Qualification: PhD,M Pharma, PGDRA
Designation : Young Scientist
Department: Department of Textile and Fibre Engineering
Institute name : Indian Institute of Technology Delhi
College address : IIT Campus, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, Hauz Khas, New Delhi, Delhi 110016
Award for : Research Excellence Award

6REA206
Name: Dr. Tania Bose
Qualification: Ph.D. in Mathematics
Designation : Associate Professor
Department: Applied Sciences
Institute name : Chitkara University, Punjab
College address : CHITKARA UNIVERSITY (PUNJAB) Chandigarh-Patiala National Highway Punjab 140 401
Award for : Research Excellence Award
6REA207
Name: Dr. B. KUMARA RAJA
Qualification: M.D.S
Designation: Senior lecturer
Department: Department of public health dentistry
Institute name: Tagore dental college and Hospital
College address: Tagore dental college and hospital
Rathinamangalam 600 127
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA208
Name: Mr. WASEEM AKBER BABA
Qualification: MPhil
Designation: Research scholar
Department: Sociology
Institute name: University of Delhi
College address: university enclave north campus North Delhi-110007
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA209
Name: Mr. Mohd ishaq bhat
Qualification: M.Phil and PhD
Designation: RESEARCH SCHOLAR
Department: DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
Institute name: JAMIA MILLIA ISLAMIA, NEW DELHI-110025
College address: DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY, JAMIA MILLIA ISLAMIA, JAMIA NAGAR NEW DELHI-110025
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA210
Name: Mrs. PENNEY M A
Qualification: M.Com,B.Ed
Designation: HSST Commerce
Department: Education
Institute name: ST.JOSEPHS HSS PAVARATTY
College address: ST.JOSEPHS HSS PAVARATTY
THRISSUR
KERALA
Award for: Research Excellence Award

6REA211
Name: Dr. Sanjeev Kumar
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Professor and Head
Department: Civil Engineering Department
Institute name: Graphic Era Deemed to be University
College address: 566/6, Bell Road, Clement Town, Dehradun, Uttrakhand, Pin-248002

6REA212
Name: Eijaz Ahmed Bhat
Qualification: PhD in Biochemistry
Designation: Post doctoral fellow
Department: Life sciences Institute
College address: Kenihama, Nowgam near main bus stop, Tehsil: B.K. Pora, District: Budgam, Jammu and Kashmir, 190015
Award for: Young researcher Award

6REA213
Name- Jay Prakash Kant
Designation- Senior Lecturer
Institute- Chandigarh Institute of Hotel Management & Catering Technology( Under Ministry of Tourism Govt. of India & Chandigarh Administration)
Institute Address- C.I.H.M. Sector-42D, Chandigarh- 160036
Best Teacher Awardees

(Higher Education Category)
6BTA1
Name: Mudassir Hassan Mirchal
Designation: Teacher
Qualification: MSc Zoology
Department: Bioscience
School name: SRM Welkin Higher Secondary School Sopore
Area: Sopore
City: Baramullah
Union territory of Jammu and Kashmir
Pincode: 193201
Experience in Years: 6 plus

6BTA2
Name: Mr. Prashant Chaturvedi
Qualification: M.Tech
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Department of Electronics & Communication Engineering
Institute name: Lakshmi Narain College of Technology, Bhopal
College address: S-2, B-Block, L.N.C.T Campus, Raisen Road, Bhopal (M.P) - 462022
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 10 Years 7 Months

6BTA3
Name: Syama U S
Designation: Assistant Professor
Qualification: Pg In Econometrics
Department: Applied Economics
Institution Name: Marian College Kuttikkanam (Autonomous)
Area: Kuttikkanam
City: Perumedu
State: Kerala State
Pincode: 685531

6BTA4
Name: Mr. Ramesh A
Qualification: M.Com(Ca)., Dca., M.Phil.,(Ph.D).,
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Commerce
Institute Name: Morappur Kongu College Of Arts And Science
College Address: Morappur Kongu College Of Arts And Science, Morappur, Harur, Dharmapuri(Dt), Tamilnadu-635305.
Award Title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 6 Years 9 Months
6BTA5
Name - Rashid Khan
Designation- Assistant Prof.
Qualification- B.E. In Civil Engineering
Department - Civil Engineering
Institution Name- Babulal Tarabai Institute Of Research And Technology Sagar M.P.
Area- Nh 26, Narshingpur Road, Sironja, Sagar (M.P.)
City- Sagar
State M.P.
Pin Code-470002

6BTA6
Name : Dr. Satyender Kumar
Designation : Assistant Professor
Qualification : PhD (NIPER-A)
Department : Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences
Institution name : Indira Gandhi University, Meerpur, Rewari, Haryana
Area : Meerpur
City : Rewari
State : Haryana
Country : India
Pincode : 122502

6BTA7
Name: Ms. Syama u s
Qualification: Post graduation in Econometrics
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department : Applied Economics
institute name : Marian College Kuttikanam(Autonomous)
College address : Marian College Kuttikanam(Autonomous)
Kuttikanam P O, Peerumedu
Idukki, Kerala, India pin: 685531
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 2

6BTA8
Name: Mr. Ameya Sunildatta Bal
Qualification: M. A. Communication and Journalism, M. A. Marathi, SET
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department : Mass Media
institute name : K. J. Somaiya College of Arts and Commerce Vidyavihar Mumbai
Maharashtra India
College address : 2/202 Gulmarg CHS old Mumbai Pune Road, B/H Drishti Diagnosis center, Kalwa Thane 400605, Maharashtra India
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 10 Years Total, Current institution 5 years
6BTA9
Name: Dr. Manjul Mishra
Designation: Associate Professor
*Former Founder Dean (Basic & applied Science) in Career Point University, Kota*
Qualification: M.Sc., B.Ed., Ph.D.
Department: Chemistry
Institution name: Apex University
Area: City Campus, Maansarovar
City: Jaipur
State: Rajasthan
Pin code: 302020

6BTA10
Name: Dr. Awadhesh Kumar Pal
Designation: Assistant Professor
Qualification: Ph.D.
Department: Plant Physiology and Biochemistry
Institution name: Bihar Agricultural University
Area: Eastern India
City: Bhagalpur
State: Bihar
Pin code: 813210

6BTA11
Name: Ridhi Kapoor
Designation: Assistant Professor
Qualification: Ph.D Pursuing, M.Tech(Cse), B.Tech(Cse)
Department: Computer Science And Engineering
Institution Name: Dav University, Jalandhar
Area: Sarmastpur
City: Jalandhar
State: Punjab
Pincode: 144012

6BTA12
Name: Dr. Amarjeet Singh
Designation: Associate Professor & H.O.D
Qualification: Phd. M.pharm( Pharmacology)
Department: Pharmacy
Institution name: Innovative College of Pharmacy
Area: Plot no. 6, Knowledge Park –II,Greater Noida
City: Gautam Budh Nagar.(U.P.)
State: Uttar Pradesh
Pin code
6BTA13
Name: Dr. Prajwalit Shikha
Qualification: M.Sc., B.Ed., MCA, PhD
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Physics
Institute name: Maitreyi College, University of Delhi
College address: Maitreyi College, South Campus, Bapudham Complex, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi, Pin-110021
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 9

6BTA14
Name: Dr. Susmita Shome
Qualification: Phd in Bengali
Designation: Associate Professor & HOD of Bengali
Department: Bengali
Institute name: Gour Mahavidyalaya
College address: Post. Mangalbari, Dist. Maldah, West Bengal, Maldah
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 35 years

6BTA15
Name: Dr. Javaid Ahmad Shah
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Lecturer
Department: Zoology
Institute name: Govt. Degree College (Boys) Pulwama
College address: Govt. Degree College (Boys) Pulwama Newa Road
Pin Code: 192301
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 4 plus

6BTA16
Name: Mr. Shiv Shankar Yadav
Qualification: Net-Education, M.Phil -Education, M.Ed, B.Ed, M.A.-Geography
Designation: Asst Professor
Department: B.Ed/M.Ed Department
Institute Name: Banshidhar Mahavidyalay Orai. Affiliated By Bundelkhand University Jhansi.Up
College Address: Banshidhar Mahavidyalay Orai, Jhansi Road Orai, City - Orai, District - Jaloun, Utter Pradsh .Pin Code - 285001
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 9 Year

6BTA17
Name: Dr. Biman Hazarika  
Qualification: M.A. Phd.(Pgjd)  
Designation: Associate Professor And Hod,  
Department: History (Education)  
Institute Name: Dhing College  
College Address: Dhing Town P.O. Dhing Dt. Nagon (Assam) Pin : 782123  
Award Title:  
Experience: 23 Years

6BTA18  
Dr. U. Kanagavalli,  
Assistant Professor,  
Department of Biochemistry,  
Adhiparasakthi College Of Arts and Science,  
G.B.Nagar, Kalavai – 632506

6BTA19  
Name: Dr. CHITRA RATHORE  
Qualification: M.Com.Ph.D.MBA  
Designation: Associate Professor, HOD, BBA  
Department: Commerce  
institute name: S.S.Jain Subodh PG (Autonomous) College, Jaipur  
College address: Associate Professor, Department of EAFM, S.S.Jain Subodh PG (Autonomous) College, Jaipur  
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 19

6BTA20  
Name: Dr Bk Verma  
Designation: Professor  
Department: Computer Science And Engineering  
Institute Name: Chandigarh Engineering Colleges  
Area: Big Data, Cloud Computing And Data Warehousing Etl (If Asking Technical Area) And Otherwise Banur-Kharar Road Area  
City: Landran  
State: Punjab

6BTA21  
Name: Dr. Awadhesh Kumar  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation: Assistant Professor-cum-Scientist  
Department: Department of Biochemistry and Crop Physiology  
institute name: Bihar Agricultural University  
College address: Department of Biochemistry and Crop Physiology  
Bihar Agricultural College, B.A.U., Sabour  
Bhagalpur-813210, Bihar, India
award title: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 7 years

6BTA22  
Name: Jonnalagadda Surya Kiran  
Qualification: M.Tech. (Ph.D.)  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Computer Science and Engineering  
institute name: K L Deemed to be University  
College address: Green Fields, Vaddeswaram, Guntur, Andhra Pradesh, India  
award title: Academic Excellence Award / Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 6 Years 1 month (Teaching Experience - 5 Years 7 months & Industrial Experience - 4 months)

6BTA23  
Name: Dr. Yagandla Suresh  
Qualification: M.A, Ph.D in Sanskrit, M.Sc in Yoga, M.A Telugu  
Designation: Assistant Professor in Sanskrit  
Department: Languages  
institute name: Bhavan's Vivekananda College, Autonomous  
College address: Defence Colony-Sainikpuri-Secunderabad  
award title: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 10

6BTA24  
Name: Yogesh Vitthalrao Lolge  
Designation: Assistant Manager Lab Operation  
Department: Quality control  
institute name: Shodh Advantech  
College address: MIDC Chikalthana, Aurangabad MH  
award title: Best teacher award  
Experience: 15 yrs of experience in Lab and 3 years in teaching

6BTA25  
Name: Dr. P. Shenbagaraj  
Qualification: M.A., M.Phil., PhD.  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Economics  
institute name: The TamilNadu Dr. Ambedkar Law University  
College address: TamilNadu Dr Ambedkar Law University MGR Salai, Taramani-113  
award title: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 8

6BTA26
Name: Dr Divya Tandon  
Qualification: Ph.D  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Microbiology  
institute name: Shoolini Institute of life Science and business Management  
College address: SILB. near Mall road Solan, HP  
award title: Best teacher Award  
Experience: 3 years

6BTA27  
Name: Mr. Shyam kr. Saikia  
Qualification: Post graduate in cooperative business management from VEMNICOM, Pune  
Designation: Asstt. Cooperative Education Officer  
Department: Cooperative  
institute name: Assam State Cooperative Union  
College address: Assam State Cooperative Union  
A.S.C.U. Bhawan, 5th floor  
Dr. B. Booruah Road,  
In front of B. Booruah College,  
Ulubari, Guwahati-7  
award title: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 8 years

6BTA28  
Name: N. Ramalakshmi  
Designation: Assistant professor  
Qualification: M. Com., M.Phil.  
Department: Commerce  
Institution Name: Prince shri Venkateshwara arts and Science college.  
Area: Gowrivakkam  
City: Chennai  
State: Tamilnadu  
Pincode: 600073

6BTA29  
Name: Dr Nilima Sonawane  
Qualification: PhD Nursing  
Designation: Principal  
Department: Community Health Nursing  
institute name: Institute Of Nursing Education, Mumbai  
College address: Institute Of Nursing Education, Mumbai sir J J Hospital campus Byculla, Mumbai -400008  
award title: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 15 years
6BTA30
Name: Dr. Laishram Santosh Singh
Qualification: 1. BPE (Bachelor of Physical Education)
   2. MPEd (Master of Physical Education)
   3. PhD (Philosophy of Doctorate in Physical Education)
   4. NIS (Diploma in Sports Coaching in Football)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Department of Physical Education and Sports Science
Institute name: Manipur University
College address:
Manipur University, Department of Physical Education and Sports Science, Manipur University, Canchipur, Imphal. Manipur-India.
Pin – 795003
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: Research Experience: Above 15 years

6BTA31
Name: Dr. Basavaraj M. Kubakaddi
Qualification: LL.M., Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Law
Institute name: Central University of Karnataka Kalaburagi
Address: Aland Road, Kadaganchi, Kalaburagi
Award Title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 12 years

6BTA32
Name: Dr. Debnirmalya Gangopadhyay
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Department of Sericulture
Institute name: Raiganj University
College address: Department of Sericulture, Raiganj University
Raiganj - 733134
Dist. North Dinajpur, West Bengal
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 12

6BTA33
Name: CHIKKUDU RAJU
Qualification: MA M.ED PGDCA
Designation: Lecturer
Department: Education
Institute name: Deccan college of education Gajwel.
College / Institute Postal Address: gouraram village
Pamulaparthu road  gajwel
Award title
Experience in years: 3 years

6BTA34
Name: Dr. Snigdha Pattnaik
Qualification: M.Pharm, Ph.D, FIC, FICS, FIJPER
Designation: Professor
Department: Parmaceutics
Institute name: School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Siksha 'O' Anusandhan Deemed to be University.
College address: Kalinga Nagar, Ghatikia, Bhubaneswar - 751003, Odisha, India
Award title: InSc Best Teacher Award
Experience: Academic Experience 16 yrs + Industrial Experience 1 yr

6BTA35
Name: P.S.Sujatha
Designation: Assistant Professor
Qualification: MSc, MPhil, PhD
Department: Department of Zoology
Institution name: Government Arts College
Area: Race Course
City: Coimbatore
State: Tamil Nadu
Pin code: 641018

6BTA36
Name: Mrs. Deepa Patil
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation : Research Scholar
Department : computer science
institute name : Karnataka State Akkamahadevi Women's University,Vijayapur.
College address : Deepa patil,c/o shri N.B.Patil,Behind BLDE engg colg ,Vijayapur
awardtitle:Best Teacher Award
Experience: 5

6BTA37
Name : N. Ramalakshmi
Designation : Assistant professor
Qualification : M.Com., M. Phil., PhD registered
Department : Commerce
Institution Name : Prince shri Venkateshwara Arts and Science College
Area : Gowrivakkam
City : Chennai
State : Tamilnadu
Pincode : 600073

6BTA38
Name: Dr. GIRISH K
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D.
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department : Postgraduate Department of Microbiology
institute name : Maharani's Science College for Women
College address : JLB Road, Mysuru- 570 005
award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: More than 12 years

6BTA39
Name: Dr. Mohammad Iqbal yatoo
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Division of Veterinary Clinical Complex
College address: Faculty of Veterinary Sciences and Animal Husbandry, Shuhama, Alusteng, Srinagar
Award for: Best Teacher

6BTA40
Name- Vijay Kumar L Patil Kulkarni
Qualification- M. SC. MBA B. Ed
Designation- Center head. Coordinator
Department- Science. Admin
Institute name- IBMR and schools
College / Institute Postal Address- Ibmr Group Of Institutions
Shirur Park. Akshaya Colony Vidya Nagar. Hubballi
Award Title- Best Teacher Award
Experience in years- 20 years

6BTA41
Name: Mr. Jai Kishon Goswami
Qualification: MA-J&MC, MA-English Literature, Ph.D (Final Year)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department : Amity School of Communication
institute name : Amity University Chhattisgarh
College address : Vill-Manth (Kharora)
NH-9, Opp. - ITBP 32Bn
Dt-Raipur, Chhattisgar (493225)
award title:Best Teacher Award
Experience: 6

6BTA42
Name: Dr. Babu Rao Gudipudi
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil, Ph.D.
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Civil Engineering
Institute name: Narasaraopeta Engineering College
College address: Narasaraopeta Engineering College (Autonomous)
Kotappakonda Road, Yellamanda Post, Narasaraopet-522610, Guntur, Andhra Pradesh
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 9

6BTA43
Name: Dr. Maheshkumar Nanalal Thakar
Qualification: B.Sc. (Chemistry)
Designation: Principal
Department: Education
Institute name: Narayan Vidyavihar
College address: Narayan Vidyavihar, Nr. Alaknanda Park, PB No. 9, PO. Narmadanagar, Bholav, Bharuch - 392015
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 21

6BTA44
Name: Dr. Mohd Afsahul Klam
Qualification: M.D (Pharmacology Unani)
Designation: Lecturer
Department: Ilmul Advia (Pharmacology Unani)
Institute name: Regional Research Institute of Unani Medicine, Kashmir University, Srinagar
College address: Dr. Mohd Afsahul Kalam, R.O (U) & Lecturer, Department of Ilmul Advia (Pharmacology Unani), Regional Research Institute of Unani Medicine, Kashmir University, Srinagar, J&K 190006
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 7 years

6BTA45
Name: Dr. P.Supraja
Qualification: Ph.D, Post Doc(UK), Indo-US WISTEMM Research Fellow (USA)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Information Technology
Institute name: SRM Institute of Science and Technology
College address: SRM Nagar, Kattankulathur, Chengalpattu district, Tamilnadu
India 603203
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 8

6BTA46
Name-Mrs.Mohite G.J.
Designation-Head Of Department
Qualification-M.A.Med.
Department-General Science & Humanities
Institute Name-Shree Jaywantrao Bhosale Polytechnic
A/P-K.M.Gad
Tal-Walwa
Dist-Sangali

6BTA47
Name: Dr. Gavishiddappa A Hadimani
Qualification: MSc (Medical) Anatomy, PhD
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Anatomy
Institute name: Shri B M Patil Medical College Hospital & Research Centre
College address: DEPT OF ANATOMY SHRI B M PATIL MEDICAL COLLEGE HOSPITAL & RESEARCH CENTRE
BLDE University
awardtitle:Best Teacher Award
Experience: 10

6BTA48
Name: Mr. AMIRTHA GOKUL GANAPATHI
Qualification: MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: CIVIL ENGINEERING
Institute name: STELLA MARY’S COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
College address: Aruthenganvilai, Kalluketti Junction, Azhikal, Kanyakumari, Tamil Nadu 629202
awardtitle:Best Teacher Award
Experience: 2

6BTA49
Name PRIYANKA
Designation TGT SCIENCE
Qualification BSc. Zoology hons.
Department TGT
Institution name Kasturi Ram international School A-10 Narela Delhi
Area Rani Bagh pitampura
City Delhi
State Delhi
Pincode 110034
6BTA50
Name: Dr. J.Venkatesu Naik
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation : Asst.Prof.
Department : Mechanical Engineering
Institute name : School of Engineering & Technology.
College address : Dr.J.Venkatesu Naik
Asst.Prof.
Dept.Of Mechanical Engineering
School of Engineering & Technology,
Sri Padmavati Mahila Visvavidyalayam
Tirupati-515702
Chittoot dist
A.P.
Award Title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 10 Year

6BTA51
Name: Dr. B. HARI BABU
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph. D, MBA
Designation : ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Department : CHEMISTRY
Institute name : ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY
College address : DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY, TECHNOLOGY BHAVAN,
ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY, NAGARJUNA NAGAR, GUNTUR, ANDHRA
PRADESH, INDIA-522 510
Award Title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 19 YEARS

6BTA52
Name: Mr. R H RAMESH
Qualification: M.COM,M.PHIL
Designation : ASSISTANT PROFESSOR / INCHARGE PRINCIPAL
Department : COMMERCE
Institute name : GOVERMENT FIRST GRADE COLLEGE.TELSANG,ATHANI
Tq.BELAGAVI Dist
College address : GOVERMENT FIRST GRADE COLLEGE.TELSANG,ATHANI
Tq.BELAGAVI Dist
Award Title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 12 YEARS

6BTA53
Name: Dr. Rajaram Nagoji Salunke
Qualification: M.Sc, Ph.D.
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department : Chemistry
Institute name : R.B.Madkholkar Mahav. Chandgad
College address : A/P- Chandgad, Tal- Chandgad, Dist-Kolhapur
Maharashtra
pin -416509
award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 20 years
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no
Are you the existing reviewer/Advisory Committee member of InSc? = no

6BTA54
Name : Dr. PRASUN KUMAR NAYAK
Designation : ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR & HOD
Qualification : M.Sc.(Applied Mathematics), Ph.D.
Department : Mathematics(UG & PG)
Institution name : MIDNAPORE COLLEGE(AUTONOMOUS), MIDNAPORE, WEST BENGAL, 721101

6BTA55
Name: Dr. Reena Patel
Qualification: PhD(Management), MBA(Marketing), BE(EC)
Designation : Associate Professor
Department : School of Management
Institute name: RK University
College address: Kasturbadham, Rajkot-Bhavnagar Highway
Rajkot- 360020
award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 14

6BTA56
Name: DR.K. ABDUL RASHEED
Qualification: Msc, Mphil, PhD, CND, BEd, DEE, CHC
Designation: Asst Professor Zoology
Department: Zoology
Institute name: Govt Victoria College, Palakkad
College / Institute Postal Address:
Victoria College (P0) Palakkad-1-kerala
Award title: BEST TEACHER AWARD
Experience in years- 12 years in college 7 years in school

6BTA57
Name: Mr. NAZRUL ISLAM
Qualification: PG
Designation: LECTURER
Department: Higher EDUCATION
Institute name: GOVERNMENT DEGREE COLLEGE SOPORE
College address: GOVERNMENT DEGREE COLLEGE SOPORE
DISTRICT: BARAMULLA
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 05
Academic Excellence Awardees
6AEA1
Name: Mr. Satish Kumar Maurya Satish
Qualification: MSc
Designation: Student
Department: Department of agriculture chemistry and soil science
Institute name: Udaipur pratap college
College address: Village and post Bhopapur
Award title: Academic Excellence Award

6AEA2
Name: Dr. Saurabh R. Nagar
Qualification: BDS (Gold Medalist), MDS (Nair Hospital, Mumbai)
Designation: Ex- Assistant Professor, Reviewer (Elsevier Publications)
Department: Department of Oral Pathology & Microbiology
Institute name: Government Dental College & Hospital, Mumbai
College address: PD'Mello Road, St.George Hospital Campus,
Near Chatrapati Shivaji Terminus,
Mumbai-400001,
Maharashtra,
INDIA.
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 3 years- postgraduation, 1 year- Assistant Professor

6AEA3
Name: Dr. Pradyuti Dash
Qualification: MSc, Mphil, PhD
Designation: Lecturer
Department: Botany
Institute name: Puri Women's College, Puri
College address: Puri Women's College, Narendra Jina, Puri
Odisha
752002
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 10

6AEA4
Name: Dr. Anshu Shukla
Qualification: M.Sc. PhD NET
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: HDFS (Home Science)
Institute name: Vasant Kanya Mahavidyalaya, BHU
College address: Vasant Kanya Mahavidyalaya, Kamachha, Varanasi 221010, UP India
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 15

6AEA5
Name: Dr. Ranjan Kumar Singhal  
Qualification: Ph.D. Botany, Agra University, M.Sc. Botany(Aligarh Muslim University)  
Designation: Associate Professor  
Department: Botany  
iнститут name: Meerut College, Meerut  
College address: Meerut College, Western Kutchery Rd, near Commissioner Office, Lalkurti Bazaar, Meerut Cantt, Meerut, Uttar Pradesh 250003  
award title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 40

6AEA6
Name: Dr. Jithender Ladal  
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D.,  
Designation: Asst. Professor  
Department: Physics  
Institute Name: University Arts And Science College Ku  
College Address: University Arts And Science College Ku Subedari, Warangal Urban, Telangana State- 506001 India  
award title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 20

6AEA7
Name: Dr. Sudhir Kumar Pundir  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation: Associate Professor and Head  
Department: Mathematics  
iнститут name: S.D.P.G College, Muzaffarnagar  
College address: S.D.P.G College, Bhopa Road, Muzaffarnagar, UP-251001  
award title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 20 years

6AEA8
Name: Dr. Sudhir Kumar Pundir  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation: Associate Professor and Head  
Department: Mathematics  
iнститут name: S.D.P.G College, Muzaffarnagar  
College / Institute Postal Address: S.D.P.G College, Bhopa Road, Muzaffarnagar, UP:251001  
Award title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience in years: 20 years

6AEA9
Name: Dr. Radha Rani Srivastava  
Qualification: PhD in Sanskrit  
Designation: Assistant professor
Department : Sanskrit
institute name : Kalpi College, Kalpi (Affiliated to Bundelkhand University, Jhansi)
College address : Kalpi College, Kalpi (Affiliated to Bundelkhand University, Jhansi)
District Jalaun, U.P.
awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 15 years and 9 months

6AEA10
Name: Dr. Jyoti Sharma
Qualification: D.Phil {Organic Chemistry } (Allahabad University ), M.Sc, B.Ed, B.Sc
Designation: Professor
Department: Basic and Applied Sciences
Institute Name: Institute of Engineering and Technology (Deemed-to-be University), Meerut
College Address: Shobhit Institute Of Engineering And Technology (Deemed-to-be) University, NH-58 Modipuram, Meerut - 250110, Uttar Pradesh, India.
Award Title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 15 years

6AEA11
Name: Dr. Biman Hazarika
Qualification: M.A. Phd.(Pgjd)
Designation: Associate Professor And Hod,
Department: History (Education)
Institute Name: Dhing College
College Address: Dhing Town P.O. Dhing Dt. Nagon (Assam) Pin : 782123
Award Title:
Experience: 23 Years

6AEA12
Name: Dr. Laishram Santosh Singh
Qualification: 1. BPE (Bachelor of Physical Education)
  2. MPEd (Master of Physical Education)
  3. PhD (Philosophy of Doctorate in Physical Education)
  4. NIS (Diploma in Sports Coaching in Football)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Department of Physical Education and Sports Science
institute name : Manipur University
College address:
Manipur University, Department of Physical Education and Sports Science, Manipur University, Canchipur, Imphal. Manipur-India.
Pin – 795003
award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: Research Experience : Above 15 years

6AEA13
Name: Dr. Sandeep Ganpatrao Rathod  
Qualification: M.Sc., MBA, M.Com., PGDIBO, NET, Ph.D.  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: BBA Department  
institute name: MES Garware College of Commerce, Pune  
College address: MES Garware College of Commerce, Karve Road, Pune, Maharashtra 411004  
awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 6+  

6AEA14  
Name: Dr. Sandeep Ganpatrao Rathod  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Qualification: M.Sc., MBA, M.Com., PGDIBO, NET, Ph.D.  
Department: BBA Department  
Institute Name: MES Garware College of Commerce, Pune  
Area: Karve Road  
City: Pune  
State: Maharashtra  
Pin Code: 4110040  

6AEA15  
Name: Dr. George T Haokip  
Qualification: MA, PhD  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Political Science & Human Rights  
institute name: Indira Gandhi National Tribal University, Regional Campus, Manipur  
College address: Makhan, PO Awang Sekmai 795136, Manipur  
awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 8 years  

6AEA16  
Name: Dr. Shivashankar  
Qualification: Ph.D  
Designation: Professor & Head of the Department  
Department: Electronics & Communication Engineering  
institute name: Sri Venkateshwara College of Engineering  
College address: Kempegowda International Air-port Road, NH7, Vidyanagar, Bangalore-562 157, Karnataka.  
awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 19  

6AEA17  
Name: Ms. Sujata Ashok Pardeshi  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Qualification: M. E. Computer Science and Engineering
Department: Computer Science and Engineering
Institution name: S.S. D. G. T's Sanjay Ghodawat Institute which is - Sanjay Ghodawat University, Kolhapur
Area: Section: 583 to 585, Atigre – 416 118, Kolhapur – Sangali Highway
City: Kolhapur
State: Maharashtra
Pincode: 416 118

6AEA18
Name: Dr. V.D. Bhabad
Designation: Asst. Professor
Qualification: Msc, Mphil, PhD
Department: Chemistry
Institution name: PES BN ASC College, Pen-Raigad, Maharashtra
Area: D-10, Tarangan soc., Deo Ali, Pen-Raigad, Pen-402107, Maharashtra
City: Pen
State: Maharashtra
Pincode: 402107

6AEA19
Name: Dr. Kunal Singha
Qualification: PhD*
Designation: Assistant Professor & Centre Coordinator (HOD)
Department: Textile Design
Institute name: National Institute of Fashion Technology, Patna, Bihar
College address: Textile Design department, National Institute of Fashion Technology, Patna, Near CNLU law college, Bihar - 800001
Min. Of Textile, Govt. of India.
Awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 9

6AEA20
Name: Mr. Brijesh Agnihotri Kumar
Qualification: Ll.B
Designation: Proprietorship
Department: Educational Institute
Institute Name: Rawat Institute Of Commerce
College Address: #61 Vishal Nagar Near Gmt School Kakowal Road Ludhana 141007
Awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 8

6AEA21
Name: Mr. Gulshan Farooq Bhat
Qualification: Master Of Philosophy
Designation: 10+2 Lecturer
Department: J And K School Education Department
InSc Awards 2020

Institute Name : Govt. Girld Higher Secondary School, Uri - Baramulla
College Address : Vizer Wagoora Baramulla
Awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 2.5

6AEA22
Name: Dr. Kasibatla S R Murthy
Qualification: M.Sc(AU, Visakhapatnam) M.S (Scotland, UK) PhD (JNTUH, Hyderabad
Designation : Associate Professor of Chemistry
Department : Department of Chemistry, School of Engineering
institute name : University of Petroleum and Energy Studies
College address : Energy Acrea, Bidholi, Premnagar, Dehradun, Uttarakhand
award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 21 years

6AEA23
Name: Fawale Clement Olajide (Ambassadofco)
Qualification: World Affairs
Designation : Research Scholar
Department : Department of Civics & Politics
institute name : Mumbai University department of Civics & Politics
College address : Satancruz Kalina Campus Mumbai
award title: Academic Excellent Award.
Experience: Knowledge Power and Divine Change
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = No

6AEA24
Name: Mr. SHAFIULLA BASHA SHAIK
Qualification: M.Tech
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department : Electronics and Communication Engineering
institute name : Y.S.R. Engineering College of Yogi Vemana University
College address : Korrapadu Road, Proddatur.
Y.S.R Kadapa (Dist), Andhra Pradesh, India - 516360
award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 15

6AEA25
Name : Dr. Prashant A. Punde.
Designation: Reader (Associate Professor)
Qualification: MDS (Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery), FIFO (Fellowship in Forensic Odontology)
Department: Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
Institution name: School of Dental Sciences Krishna institute of medical sciences deemed to be university, Karad Area: Karad, Maharashtra

6AEA26
Name: Mr. Shubham Rohilla
Qualification: M.Sc, Pursuing Ph.D
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Food Engineering and Technology
Institute name: Tezpur University
College address: Tezpur University, Tezpur, Assam 784028
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 3

6AEA27
Name: Dr. R. Giri Prasad
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Electronics and Communication Engineering
Institute name: Prakasam Engineering College
College address: O. V. road, Kandukur, Prakasam District, Andhra Pradesh - 523105
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 16

6AEA28
Name: Dr. Praveen Kumar Mathur
Qualification: Ph. D.
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Applied Science (Maths)
Institute name: B. N. College of Engineering & Technology, Lucknow
College address: Sitapur Road Baksí ka talab, Lucknow 226201
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 20

6AEA29
Name: Dr. Prasun Kumar Nayak
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D.
Designation: Associate Professor & HOD
Department: Mathematics (UG & PG)
Institute name: Midnapore College (Autonomous), Midnapore, West Bengal, India, 721 101
College address: Department of Mathematics, Midnapore College (Autonomous),
Midnapore, West Bengal, India, 721 101
awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 20 years+

6AEA30
Name: Dr. Paras Nath Singh
Qualification: Ph.D (Information Technology)
Designation: Professor
Department: CSE
Institute name: CMR Institute of Technology
College address: AECS Layout, Kundalahally, Bangalore-560037
award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 34

6AEA31
Name: Dr. S.KANAGA SUBA RAJA
Qualification: B.E., M.E., Ph.D
Designation: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Department: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Institute name: EASWARI ENGINEERING COLLEGE
College address: BHARATHI SALAI,
RAMAPURAM,
CHENNAI-600 089
TAMILNADU
INDIA
awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 16
Best Teacher Awardees

(School Level)
6STA1
Name: Mr. B.HANUMA
Qualification: M.Sc, B.Ed, TSSET
Designation: SCHOOL ASST. PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Teaching Level: 8th To 10th
School Name: ZPSS DUGINEPALLI
School Address: ZPSS DUGINEPALLI, PINAPAKA MDL, BHADRADRI
KOTHAGUDEM DIST, TELANGANA, PIN-507117
Experience: 10 YEARS

6STA2
Name: Mr. Nena Ram
Qualification: Ma (English Literature & History) B.Ed
Designation: Senior Teacher (English)
Teaching Level: 9-12
School Name: Govt Senior Secondary School Bagoriya
School Address: Village & Post-Siyara, Via-Pipar Road, Tehsil-Bhopal Garh, Dist-Jodhpur,
Rajasthan 342603
Experience: 21yrs

6STA3
Name: Manjula Chawla
Designation: Pgt English
Qualification: Ma, B.Ed, Pgdca
Department: English
School Name: Khalsa Public School
Area: Gill Colony
City: Saharanpur
State: Uttar Pradesh
Pincode: 247001
Experience: 11years

6STA4
Name: Ms. Manju Chaudhary
Designation: Vice Principal
Qualification: M.A B.ed
Department: Educational
School Name: British Public School
Area: Rural
City: Karnal
State: Haryana
Pincode: 132040
Experience in Years: 10 years

6STA5
Name: Kailas D. Adkine.
Designation: Teacher.
Subject: Biology.
Qualification: M.Sc. B.Ed.
Experience: 22 years
Date of birth: 15/09/1969.
Pin: 431712.

6STA6
Name: Mrs. RAGINI
Qualification: M.A.B.Ed.M.Phil.,
Designation: Vice Principal
Teaching Level: Grade 9 And 10
School Name: Krishna International School
School Address: RAGINI, ECR., Devipattinam, Ramanathapuram, Tamilnadu.623 514.
Experience: 20 Years

6STA7
Name: Mrs. Sneh Malik
Qualification: B.SC And B.Ed
Designation: PRT
Teaching Level: Grade 4-6
School Name: Mata Jai Kaur Public School
School Address: Mata Jai Kaur Public School
Ashok Vihar, Phase 3, New Delhi-110052
Experience: 35 Years And 11 Months

6STA8
Name: Smt. Diya Neeraj Paryani
Designation: Principal
Qualification: D.Ed.
Department: Management
School name: Hello Kids Study Point
Area: Ring Road
City: GONDIA
State: Maharashtra
Pin code: 441614
Experience in Years: 1) Teaching 2 Years in Crescent English Convent, Gondia
2) Counselling 1 Year in Era Kids School, Gondia
3) 2 Years Principal Experience in Hello Kids Study Point, Gondia

6STA9
Name: Sunita Pandagre
Designation: Prathmik Teacher
Teaching Level==6 To 8
School Name== M S Khedicourt
School Postal Address== M S Khedicourt, District Betul, Block Multai, M.P., Dise Code-23350812203
Experience In Years== 22

6STA10
Name: Mrs. Akhila .L . R
Qualification: Bsc, Bed
Designation: ASST Science Teacher
Teaching Level: 8 To 10
School Name: St. Joseph's CBSE School, Jayalakshmipuram
School Address: St. Joseph's CBSE School, Jayalakshmipuram
Mysore 570012
Experience: 2 Years

6STA11
Name: Mr. SANJEEV KUMAR PUNDIR
Qualification: MSC, CHEMSITRY, B.ED, M.PHIL
Designation: PGT CHEMISTRY
Teaching Level: 9 TO 12
School Name: GOVT SR SEC SCHOOL
School Address: V.P.O. MUANA, SAFIDON (JIND) HARYANA 126112
Experience: 11

6STA12
Name: Brajesh Kumar
Designation: Post Graduate Teacher(Biology)
Qualification: Msc, M.Ed, MBA(Em), Pgd(Guidance And Counselling)
Department: Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangattan
School Name: Kendriya Vidyalaya Embassy Of India School Tehran, Iran
Area: Yellanalli
City: The Nilgiris
State: Tamilnadu
Pincode: 643243
Experience In Years: 31 Years 9 Months

6STA13
Name: Mr. Dhrubajyoti Ghosh
Qualification: BA, BVA, MFA, PGDET
Designation: Assistant Teacher
Teaching Level: 1 To 12
School Name: Techno India Group Public School
School Address: C/O-GURU-UDYAN, G1 CHAITALI, South Gurupally, DIST.Birbhum, Po. SHANTINIKETAN, WEST BENGAL - 731235
Experience: 10

6STA14
Name: Mr. PARTAP SINGH
Qualification: M.A, B.ED(PGDRD, PGDJMC)
Designation : Teacher
Teaching Level : 1to 7
School Name : Bhartiya Vidya Mandir High School Udhampur
School Address : Punjab National Bank Ward No. 10 Udhampur
Experience: 6 Years

6STA15
Name : Devak Jariwala
Designation : Vice Principal
Qualification : M.Com , B.Ed
Department : Administrative And Management
School Name : Gajera International School
Area : Utran
City : Surat
State : Gujarat
Pincode :394105
Experience In Years :5 Years

6STA16
Name : Raja M
Designation: Headmaster
Department : Education
School Name : P. U. M. School, Vilandai-Andimadam
City :Ariyalur District
State :Tamilnadu
Pincode:621801
Experience In Year: 15 Years

6STA17
Name: Pankaj Rathore
Qualification:Msc ,B.Ed +
International Diploma In Special Needs Education
Designation: Head Master
Department :Science
Institute Name :Seth Anandram Jaipuria School Lucknow
College Address : Sector-D ,Pocket -3 ,Ansal Sushant Golf City Shaheed Path ,Lucknow
Award Title: Best Teacher Award
Experience :11 Years
6STA18
Name: Mr. Shivakumara J
Qualification: Msc Bed
Designation: Assistant Teacher
Teaching Level: 8 To 10
School Name: Arvind International School
School Address: #14 Kalikanagar, Opp Sowmyakali Temple, Andrahalli Main Road
Bangalore -560058
Experience: 5 Years

6STA19
Name: Dr. Omprakash H. Trivedi
Qualification: Diploma In Pharmacy, M.A. (Political Sc.), L.L.B, Ph.D. (Labour Law), M.Phil (Management)
Designation: Teacher
Teaching Level: 1 To 7
School Name: Bhaibandh Ni Nishal
School Address: Bhaibandh
Rukhadadev Temple, Pillgardan
Bhavnagar-364001
Gujarat
India
Experience: 26

6STA20
Name: Mr. Chhtrpal Parashar
Qualification: B.A. & D El Ed
Designation: Teacher
Teaching Level: 6 To 10th
School Name: MSG Academy English Medium High School Samnapur
School Address: Barga
Experience: 10

6STA21
Name: D. MANOHAR
Qualification: Msc., Bed
Designation: SCHOOL ASSISTANT (MATHS)
Department: EDUCATION
Institute Name: ZPHS REDDYPET
College Address: MANDAL. RAMAREDDY DIST. KAMAREDDY 503111
Award Title: NATIONAL AWARD FOR SCHOOL TEACHER
Experience: 25 Years

6STA22
Name: Ms Snehal Narvekar  
Qualification: M.A, M.Ed  
Designation: Principal (Cbse / Caie)  
Teaching Level: Secondary Education  
School Name: Vibgyor High Kolhapur  
School Address: Vibgyor High Kolhapur Rs 301, Mudshingi Road, Uchgaon, Near On Sai Petrol Pump, Kolhapur, 416005  
Experience: 17 Years  

6STA23  
Name: Raghvendra Singh Kushwah  
Designation: Principal  
Qualification: M.A., B.Ed  
Department: Management  
School Name: Excellence Valley International School  
Bhind M.P.  
City: Bhind  
State: M.P.  
Pin Code: 477001  
Experience: 10 Yrs  

6STA24  
Name: Yamun Zafar  
Qualification: M.Sc (B.Ed)  
Designation: Assistant Teacher  
Teaching Level: Primary And Secondary Level  
School Name: St. Augustine's Day School, Budge Budge  
School Address: Shyampur, Chanditala, Budge Budge, 24 Parganas (South), West Bengal-700137.  
Experience: 1+  

6STA25  
Name: Mr. Manojkumar Sureshprasad Shukla  
Qualification: Ptc, Ma,B.Ed, PgdsIbm  
Designation: Assistant Teacher  
Teaching Level: Grade 1 To 8  
School Name: Maharaja Agrasen Prathamik School No 160  
School Address: Citylight Surat  
Experience: 18  

6STA26  
Name: DR. TANWEER AHMAD  
Designation: DIRECTOR  
Department: SCHOOL
School Name : M.M.K. HIGH SCHOOL
Area : BARIATU BASTI
City : RANCHI
State : JHARKHAND
Pincode : 834009
Experience in Years : 25 years

6STA27
Name: Mrs. Reetu Chopra
Qualification: B.Com, B.Ed, MA (Education)
Designation : Pre-Primary Teacher
Teaching Level : Pre-Primary
School Name : Gobindgarh Public School
School Address : GT Road, Mandi Gobindgarh, District: Fatehgarh Sahib.
Experience: 10 Years

6STA28
Name: Mr. Durgesh Khobragade
Qualification: M.Sc.(Botany), PGDCA,
Designation : Science Teacher
Department : Department Of Science
Institute Name : Vidhya Sanjivni Public High School Mohgaon( Dhapera ), Th. Lalburra
Dist. Balaghat M. P.
College Address : Vidhya Sanjivni Public High School Mohgaon( Dhapera ), Th. Lalburra
Dist. Balaghat M. P. 481001
Award Title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 7

6STA29
Name: SHRI. YOGESH GOKUL PARDESHI
Qualification: D.ED, MA. B.ED
Designation : ASSISTANT TEACHER
Department : ZILLA PARISHAD PALGHAR (EDUCATION)
Institute Name : ZILLA PARISHAD PRIMARY SCHOOL WAKI AMBATPADA,
CLUSTER-KANKRADI, TALUKA-DAHANU, DISTRICT- PALGHAR 401602
College Address : AS ABOVE
Award Title: BEST SCHOOL TEACHER
Experience: 15 YEARS

6STA30
Name: Mr. Malyala Shyam
Qualification: Diploma In Education (D.Ed), Graduation BSC, B.Ed Pursuing
Designation : Teacher
Teaching Level : 1 To 7
School Name : Krishnaveni Talent School.
School Address : Krishnaveni Talent School,
Teacher's Colony,  
Behind Janardan Reddy Garden,  
Adilabad (Mandal)(District)  
Telangana State  
Pin Code 504001  
Experience: 5 years

6STA31  
Name: Mr. Sunil Sudam Pardeshi  
Qualification: MABED  
Designation: Headmaster  
Teaching Level: 8 To 10  
School Name: Nemsushil Madhyamik Vidyamandir, Taloda  
School Address: Taloda, Tal Taloda, Dist Nandurbar, Maharashtra  
Experience: 12

6STA32  
Name: Malyala Shyam  
Qualifications: D.Ed, BSC, Pursuing B.Ed  
Designation: Teacher  
Teaching Level: 1 To 7  
School Name: Krishnaveni Talent School.  
School Postal Address: Krishnaveni Talent School,  
Teacher's Colony, Adilabad (M)(Dist)  
Pincode: 504001  
State: Telangana  
Experience In Years: 5 Years In Various Schools

6STA33  
Name: Mrs. K. Divya  
Qualification: M.A. B Ed  
Designation: Teacher  
Teaching Level: 1 To 8  
School Name: St.Marys Matriculation Higher Secondary School Kanchipuram  
School Address: St.Marys Matriculation Higher Secondary School  
Opposite Brahma Kumaris Bangalore High Road  
Sriperumbudur Kanchipuram District  
Experience: 12

6STA34  
Name: Mrs. Susmita Ghosh Mandal  
Qualification: B.Sc.Physics Hons,.B.Ed  
Designation: Teacher In Charge  
Department: Education Dept. (Primary)
Institute Name : Asoke Vidyapith Junior Basic School
College Address : Ashok Vidyapith Junior Basic School
At--Balaramdihi
P.O+Dt--JHARGRAM
721507
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 24yrs

6STA35
Name: Ms. Monika Gupta
Qualification: Msc Botany, Ma English, Mba Education Management
Designation : Teacher
Teaching Level : Middle School (6-8)
School Name : Welham Boys’ School
School Address : 5, Circular Road, Dehradun 248001.
Experience: 22 years

6STA36
Name: Mr. Saurabh
Qualification: Msc Bed
Designation : Assistant Teacher (Science)
Teaching Level : 6 To 8
School Name : Upper Primary School, Village - Sandi, Chatara Block, Sonbhadra.
School Address : Upper Primary School Village-Sandi Post - Sandi
Chatara Block, Sonbhadra
Experience: 5 Years

6STA37
Name: Mr. Tanmay Batabyal
Qualification: B.Sc, M.A, B.Ed
Designation : Geography Teacher
Teaching Level : 8-10
School Name : Ramakrishna Vivekananda International English School
School Address : Barsole, Baharagora East Singhbhum Jharkhand India 832101
Experience: 2

6STA38
Name-MUKUND VISHNU MEDANE
Qualification-M.A B.Ed
Designation- Primary Graduate Teacher
Teaching Level -1 To 7
School Name - Zilla Parishad Primary School Golegaon TQ.Washi Dist.Osmanabad State-Maharashtra -413503
School Postal Address- AT.Golegaon Post -Pardi TQ.Washi Dist.Osmanabad
Experience In Years -14 Years.

6STA39
Name- Rajesh Kumar
Qualification- M. A. Hindi, B. Ed
Designation- Ett
Teaching Level - 1to 5 Grade
School Name - Govt Primary School Manwal Pathankot
School Postal Address - Govt Primary School Manwal Vill-Manwal  Pathankot
Experience - 10 Years In Govt School And 4 Years In Private School

6STA40
Name:- Dhruw Kumar Mahant
Qualification:- Msc(Maths) Previous And MA English Literature,Ded.TET. And Journalism
Designation:- Assttt.Teacher
Teaching Level:- 1 To 8th
School Name:- Govt.Ps Chanwarpur
School Postal Address:- Govt Ps Chanwarpur,, Vill-Chanwarpur,,Post-Sarangarh, Disst.-Raigarh (Cg)
Pin:- 496554
Award Title:- National School Teacher Award
Experience: +10 Years

6STA41
Name ...Ms.Vandana Chaudhary
Qualifications..Ma.Educ
Designation..PGT Arts
Teaching Level... ( Grade 5 To 12th)
School Name... Modern Era Public School Bijnor
School Postal Address... Mandawar Road, Bijnor Up Pin Code 246701
Award Title...Best Teacher Award
Experience In Years...9+2= 12 Years

6STA42
Name : Alok Kumar Dixit
Qualification: M.Com. B.Ed.
Designation : Pgt Commerce
Teaching Level: Senior Secondary
Shool Name : Rajputana Public School,
School Address :Jahanganj Road,Baghar Farrukhabad.209625
Experience: 14 Years

6STA43
Name: Lokesh Kumar Meena  
Qualification: B.A, B.Ed  
Designation: Teacher  
Teaching Level: Level-2 (Hindi)  
School Name: Govt. Upper Primary School Chhoti Dudani, Bal (Pali)- Rajasthan  
School Address: Chhoti Dudani, Teh. Bali, Dist. Pali (Rajasthan)  
Experience: 1 year

6STA44  
Name: Ms. Udaya  
Qualification: Degree (B.Com)  
Designation: Teacher  
Teaching Level: 1  
School Name: Shubhodaya  
School Address: Alwal, Secunderabad  
Experience: 6

6STA45  
Name: Mr. Tanmay Batabyal  
Qualification: B.Sc, M.A, B.Ed  
Designation: Geography Teacher  
Teaching Level: 8-10  
School Name: Ramakrishna Vivekananda International English School  
School Address: Barsole, Baharagora East Singhbhum Jharkhand India 832101  
Experience: 2

6STA46  
Name: Mrs. Tanu Akshit Lamba  
Qualification: DIET-ETE, B.Ed, M.Ed (Pursuing)  
Designation: Primary Teacher  
Teaching Level: Grade 1 To Grade 5  
School Name: Suraj Bhan D.A.V. Public School  
School Address: F-10/15 VASANT VIHAR NEW DELHI  
New Delhi-57  
Experience: 7 years

6STA47  
Name: Mr. PANKAJ KUMAR  
Qualification: Bachelor Of Physical Education  
Designation: Sport Teacher (P T I)  
Teaching Level: 8 To 10  
School Name: ARK CONVENT SCHOOL RAKSRAI SARAIAKIL KAUSHAMBI  
School Address: ARK CONVENT SCHOOL RAKSRAI SARAIAKIL KAUSHAMBI  
Experience: 1

6STA48
Name: Mr. RAJESH KUMAR VERMA
Qualification: M.A, MUSIC VOCAL, M.A MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL, M.PHIL MUSIC VOCAL , PURSUING PH.D MUSIC
Designation : MUSUC TEACHER
Teaching Level : 6TH TO XII MUSIC Vocal
School Name : GOBINDGARH PUBLIC SCHOOL
School Address : GT ROAD , MANDI GOBINDGARH, DISTRICT- FATEHGARH SAHIB , PUNJAB , PINCODE- 147301.
Experience: 11 YEAR

6STA49
Name: Mrs. S.LATHA POONGOTHAI
Qualification: MSC-BOT
Designation : PG-ASSIT
Teaching Level : 11-12
School Name : SBOA METRIC AND HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL
School Address : SBOA METRIC AND HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL
NAGA MALAI,
MADURAL-19.
Experience: SBOA-13 OTERS-10 TOTAL-23 YEARS

6STA50
Name: Mr. Yogendra Chandrakant Patil
Qualification: B Music In Hindustani Music
Designation : Music Teacher
Teaching Level : Grade 1st To 5th
School Name : Datta Meghe World Academy
School Address : Sector 16 Airoli Navi Mumbai 400708
Experience: 3 Years

6STA51
Name: Babita Kumari
Qualification: M.A (Political Science) ,B.Ed
Designation: Pgt (Political Science)
Teaching Level: 9-12
School Name : Mws
School Posatl Address: Ue-1 Jalandhar
Award Title : National School Teacher Award
Experience In Years : 18+

6STA52
Name: Deepak Kumar
Qualification: Ba, B. Ed, Ma, M. Phil, Ph. D
Designation: Pgt
Department: Music
College Address: Vidya Devi Jindal School, Hisar Haryana
6STA53
Name: Mr. Hilal Ahmad Bhat
Qualification: B.Sc + Pg (English) + Pgdjmc + B.Ed
Designation : Teacher
Department : Department Of School Education J & K (Kashmir)
Institute Name : Govt. High School Brakpora (Zone Achabal) Anantnag J & K.
College Address : Govt. High School Brakpora (Zone Achabal) Anantnag Jammu & Kashmir.
Awardtitle:Best Teacher Award
Experience: 6 Years In Govt. Sector + 10 Years In Private Sector

6STA54
Name: Mrs. Varsha Badoniya
Qualification: M.Sc Biotech, M. A Eng Lit., M. Ed
Designation : TGT Teacher
Teaching Level : 6 To 8
School Name : St. Paul Higher Secondary School Indore
School Address : 7, Boundary Road Indore
Experience: 10 Years

6STA55
Name: Mr. Deepak Bhardwaj
Qualification: M.Sc Botany And M.Sc Biotechnology
Designation : TGT Science L
Teaching Level : 8 To 10
School Name : VIVEK TECHNO SCHOOL JAIPUR
School Address : 1/528 Malviya Nagar Jaipur Rajasthan
Experience: 8year

6STA56
Name: Mr. Ghulam Abass
Qualification: 10+2
Designation : Teacher
Teaching Level : 1
School Name : Govt Primary School Bagla Gunthal Zone Buffliaz
School Address : P/O Samote Surankote Pin Code 185122 Distt Poonch Jammu And Kashmir
Experience: 12 Years

6STA57
Name: Mr. Amit Sharma
Qualification: M.Sc(Mathematics) B.Ed
Designation : Tgt Mathematics
Teaching Level : 8 To 10
School Name : Aryan Public Sr Sec School
School Address : Amit Sharma Village Mandi Teh Israna Distt Panipat Haryana 132107
Experience: 3

6STA58
Name: Mr. Anayet Ullah
Qualification: M. A, B. Ed
Designation : Teacher
Teaching Level : 1 To 8
School Name : M/S Kalsan Shiendara
School Address : M/S Kalsan R/O Shiendara Teh. Haveli Distt. Poonch-185101
Experience: 8 Years

6STA59
Name: Mrs. Kavita Sharma
Qualification: M.Sc Computer Science
Designation : Computer Science Teacher
Teaching Level : Grade 1 To 8
School Name : National Academy Day Boarding School, Alwar
School Address : 8 Km. Stone Vijay Mandir Road, Alwar
Experience: 1 Year

6STA60
Name: Mr. Angarag Kumar Bhuyan
Qualification: M.A, B.Ed
Designation : Post Graduate Teacher
Teaching Level : Grade 9 To 12
School Name : Rangadaria Higher Secondary School
School Address : P.O Habibarangabari, Morigaon, Assam, India, 782106
Experience: 11 Years

6STA61
Name: Mr. Rajat Mahajan
Qualification: B.Sc., D. El. Ed.
Designation : Teacher
Teaching Level : 8 To 10
School Name : BCM School Dewas
School Address : 54 ,Akhada Road Subhash Chowk, Dewas(M.P.)
Experience: 4 Years

6STA62
Name: Abinabh Baral
Qualification: B.F.A /M.V.A
Designation: Art Instructor
Institution-K.P.Govt High School
College-B.K. College Of Art And Craft
6STA63
Name: Dr. Khalid Mehmood Khan
Qualification: Ph.D, B.Ed.
Designation: Teacher
Teaching Level: 8-10
School Name: Middle School, Tehsil Boniyar, Baramulla
Postal Address: 193122 Pehlipora
Experience: 15

6STA64
Name: Mrs. Suhas Tohgaonkar
Qualification: M.Sc, M.Ed
Designation: Principal
Teaching Level: Grade 8 To 10
School Name: New Pune Public School, Pune
School Postal Address: Near Ganganagar Bus Stop, Se Tor 28, Nigdi Pradhikaran, Pune
Award Title: Principal Of The Year
Experience In Years: 18 Years

6STA65
Name: Mr. Karunaídooss
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil., M.A., B.Ed.,
Designation: Teacher
Teaching Level: 8 To 10
School Name: Government Higher Secondary School, Naranapuram
School Address: Government Higher Secondary School, Naranapuram, Sivakasi Education District, Virudhunagar District,
Tamilnadu-626189
Experience: 22

6STA66
Name: Bibha Rani
Qualification: Ma Bed
Designation: Senior Tgt
Teaching Level: Secondary Classes
School Name: Davpschool Bariatu
School Address: Davps Bariatu Behind Sai Hospital Ranchi, Jharkhand

6STA67
Name: Mr. Pankaj Pal
Qualification: M. Sc
Designation: Teacher
Teaching Level: 8 To 10
School Name: Kiaan International Public School
School Address: Kiaan International Public School, Madanpur, Aurangabad (Bihar) — 824103
Experience: 3

6STA68
Name: Mansoor Ahmed
Qualification: M.Sc : M.Phil : B.Ed
Designation: (10+2) Contractual Lecturer
Teaching Level (Grade 1 To 10 Or Grade 8 To 10) : Grade 8 To 12
School Name: Faridia Model Higher Secondary School Doda
School Postal Address: Astan Mohallah Faridabad Doda
Award Title: Best Teacher
Experience In Years: 3 Years

6STA69
Name: Rani Padia
Qualification: B.C.A , PGDBA
Designation: PRT
Teaching Level (Grade 1 To 10 Or Grade 8 To 10) Gr 3 To 5
School Name: Mount Litera Zee School
School Postal Address: Rampura Phul
Award Title: Best Teacher
Experience In Years: 2.5 Years

6STA70
Name: Mr. Anjuman Singh
Qualification: B.Sc B.Ed Triple P.G
Designation: Master
Teaching Level: 8 To 10
School Name: Govt. Higher Secondary School Kanthi Ramban (J&K)
School Address: BPO Chanderkote 182148
Experience: 17

6STA71
Name: Mini Nair
Qualification: M.A , B.Ed
Designation: Asst Teacher
Teaching Level: 6th Std
School Name: Vpms Gajananrao Bhatkande English Medium School
Postal Address: S.P.M Road, Belgaum, Karnataka
Award Title: National School Teacher Award
Experience: 8 Years

6STA72
Name: Dr. Satay Narain
Qualification: Net Phd Dlitt
Designation- Head Of School  
Teaching Level- 6 To 10  
School Name- Gghs Badopal Fatehabad Haryana  
Award Title- National Award For Teacher  
Experience- 18 Year Expereance As Teacher, 01 Year As Head Of School

6STA73  
Name: Kiranmoy Nandi  
Qualification: (Hons) Graduate In Chemistry From Burdwan University. 2 Years Dled Course.  
Designation: Assistant Teacher Of Primary School(Under West Bengal Govt)  
Teaching Level: Pre-Primary To Class Five.  
School Name: Ranjitbati Paschimpara Primary School (Ke-11)  
School Address: Ranjitbati, Khanakul, Hooghly, West Bengal  
Experience: 10 Years And 3 Months

6STA74  
Name: Dr. Sankar Prasad Dutta  
Qualification: Ph.D; M.Com; M.Ed; M.Sc ( EE)  
Designation: Principal  
Teaching Level: Classes IX to XII  
School Name: Krishnagar Public School  
School Address: NH-34, Palpara More, Krishnagar, Nadia-741102, West Bengal  
Experience: More than 26 years

6STA75  
Name: Mrs. S.LATHA POONKOTHAI  
Qualification: M.Sc.B.Ed.  
Designation: PG BOTANY ASST  
teaching level: STD XI &XII  
School name: S.B.O.A.MATRIC.& HR.SEC.SCHOOL _MADURAI_19  
School address: S.B.O.A.MATRIC.& HR.SEC.SCHOOL _NAGAMALAI  
MADURAI _19  
Experience: 23 years( 10 years in other schools/13 years in SBOA MADURAI)

6STA76  
Name: Mr. R. THIRUMARAN  
Qualification: BA, BPED, D YOGA  
Designation: Physical education teacher  
teaching level : 1 to 12  
School name: Srimathy padmavathi vidyalaya matric hr sec school  
School address : 31 Ramanaicken street  
Velipalayam  
Nagapattinam. 611001
Experience: 8 years

6STA77
Name: Mr. ASHAQ HUSSIAN DAR
Qualification: MA ENGLISH, B.ED, DOCTOOOORATE RESEXACHER( rÉGISTYERED)
Designation : TEACHER
Department : EDUCATION
institute name : GOVT PRIMARY SCHOOL GABIE MOHALLA KUTPORA
College address : GANIE MOHALLA
KUTPORA SHOPIAN
JAMMU AND KASHMIR 192303
awardtitle:Best Teacher Award

6STA78
Name: Dr. Amb.Mahendran.G
Qualification:
Designation : P.G.ASST COMPUTER SCIENCE CUM LIBRARIAN
teaching level : 8 - 12
School name : CLUNY MATRICULATION HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL
School address : 5 - KAMATCHI AMMAL ROAD,
PERAMANOOR,
SALEM - 636 007
Experience: 8

6STA79
Name: Mr. BIKRAM KUMAR RAJAK
Qualification: GRADUATE IN GEOGRAPHY (HONS)
Designation : CUB MASTER UNDER THE BHARAT SCOUTS AND GUIDE
Teaching level : 1 to 4
School name : DAYANAND VIDYALAYA SCOUTS GROUP
School address : BUDHA DAV SCHOOL ROAD, NEAR RAMDHANI MORE, PO-ASANSOL, DISTRICT - PASCHIM BARDHAMAN, STATE WEST BENGAL  PIN - 713301
(Same as my Home address) BUDHA SUKANTA PALLY NEAR SHIV MANDIR PO-ASANSOL, DISTRICT -PASCHIM BARDHAMAN, STATE - WEST BENGAL  PIN-713301
Experience: 7 Years

6STA80
Name: Mr. HANUMANT PRAKASH DESHMUKH
Qualification: M.A.B.Ed. DSM CPCT
Designation : PGT- ENGLISH
Department : ENGLISH
institute name : JSPM'S PRODIGY PUBLIC SCHOOL
College address : JSPM'S PRODIGY PUBLIC SCHOOL
Gat No. 720 1 & 2, Bakori Road, Pune – Ahmednagar Highway, Wagholi, Tal. Haveli Dist- Pune.
Maharashtra- 412207
Experience: 13.5 YEARS

6STA81
Name: Mr. Mubarak T B
Qualification: MSc BEd
Designation: High school teacher
Department: Science
institute name: Zain public school Alipur
College address: Zain public school Alipur.
Gauribidanur tq Chikkaballapur dis
Karnataka-561213
award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 1year

6STA82
Name: Mr. Vaddi Sudhakar
Qualification: B. Sc, ttc(drawing )
Designation: Art teacher
teaching level: 6 to 10
School name: S.A.R Z.P.HSCHOOL
School address: S. A. R. Z. P. H SCHOOL
DIRUSUMARRU
BHIMAVARAM MANDAL
BHIMAVARAM
WEST GODAVARI
ANDHRA PRADESH
INDIA
Experience: In this school 4 years completed

6STA83
Name: Mr. B N LokeshA
Qualification: MA. MED
Designation: TEACHER
teaching level: 1TO7
School name: GOVT URDU HIGHER PRIMARY SCHOOL PENSION MOHALLA HASSAN
School address: GOVT URDU HIGHER PRIMARY SCHOOL PENSION MOHALLA HASSAN
Experience: 24

6STA84
Name: Mr. DEBASHISH BARIK  
Qualification: M.A in History with B.Ed  
Designation : Teacher  
teaching level : 8 to 10  
School name : Ideal Public school, Sonepur (Odisha)  
School address : www.idealpublicschoolsonapur.COM  
Experience: 4  

6STA85  
Name: Pranauti Vishal Girme  
Qualification: D.Pharm, D.El.Ed  
Designation: Primary Teacher  
Department: English & Social Science  
Institute name: Gulmohar English Medium School, Malinagar  
School address: A/p- Malinagar, Tal- Malshiras, Dist- Solapur  
Award title: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 5 years  

6STA86  
Name: Ajad Amar  
Designation-TGT (Social Studies)  
Qualification-M.A(Political Science)  
Department-Social Science  
School Name- Delhi Public School Jind  
Area- Northern India  
City-Jind  
State- Haryana  
Pincode-126102  
Experience in Years- 3 yrs.  

6STA87  
Name Kuldeep Singh  
Qualification M.sc. Sc and B.Ed  
Designation Lecture in Physics  
Teaching level(Grade 1 to 10 or Grade 8 to 10) 10th to 10+2  
School NAME GSSS DRANG  
School Postal Address- GSSS DRANG, P.O -DRANG TEHSIL-SADAR, DISTRICT - MANDI ( HP ) PIN -175001  
Award title INSC Best Teacher Award  
Experience in years18 year's  

6STA88  
Name: Mrs. SAYYADA  
Qualification: B.T.C. & M.A. (English)  
Designation : Headmistress
teaching level : 1 to 5  
School name : Primary School Pipariya Agru , Block - Marori , District – Pilibhit  
School address : Gram & Post Pipariya Agru , Marori , Tanakpur road , Pilibhit - U.P.  
Experience: 11 years  

6STA89  
Name: Mrs. Dolly Chopra  
Qualification: Postgraduate, B.ed, Diploma in Computer Science, IB certified teacher  
Designation : PGT  
Department : Education  
institute name : Cambridge International School for girls  
College address : Urban Estate-II  
Jalandhar City  
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 14ys  

6STA90  
Name: Mrs. Shilpa Patil  
Qualification: M. Sc. (math) B. ed  
Designation : TGT  
teaching level : 8 to 10  
School name : Jayawant public school  
School address : Jayawant public school and Jr. College  
Sr no 27/7 Uruli devachi  
Tal - Haveli, Pune - 411028  
Experience: 10 years
HOD of the Year Awardees
6HOD1
Name: Ms. ranjana sharma
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation : Faculty of law/ hod
Department : Law
Institute name : Libra college of law
College address : B-301,Awho,Amy Colony, Dhoolkot, Selaqui, Dehradun
Experience: 10

6HOD2
Name: Dr. P Geetha
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Associate Professor & Head of the Department
Department : Mathematics
Institute name : Bannari Amman Institute of Technology
College address : Alathukombai, Sathyamangalam, Erode District
Experience: 23

6HOD3
Name: Dr. Arun Maity
Qualification: Ph.D in Education
Designation : HOD
Department : B.Ed.
Institute name : Khagaragur Vision Academy
College address : Kharagpur local,Sdatpur. Paschim Medinipur,Pin-721301,
West Bengal,
Experience: 7 years
Principal of the Year Awardees

(Higher Education)
6BPA1
Name: Mr. Praneta Ravindra Desale
Qualification: M.Pharmacy
Designation: Principal
Department: Pharmacognosy
Institute name: SSPM’s College of Pharmacy.
College address: At Diwanmala, Post- Laling, Taluka & District- Dhule, State- Maharashtra, India
Award title: InSc Principal of the Year
Experience: 12 years

6BPA2
Name: Dr. P. P. Bhattacharya
Qualification: M. Tech, PhD (Engg)
Designation: Principal
Department: Administration
Institute name: Asansol Engineering College
College address: Asansol Engineering College, Kanyapur, Vivekananda Sarani, Asansol 713305, West Bengal
Experience: 23 Years
collegeurl: www.aecwb.edu.in
Area of research = Mobile Communication, Wireless Sensor Networks

6BPA3
Name: Dr. Sanjeev Reddy K Hudgikar
Qualification: B.E, M.Tech, Ph.D
Designation: Principal and Professor
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute name: Lingaraj Appa Engineering College Bidar
College address: Lingaraj Appa Engineering College Bidar 585401
Experience: 26
collegeurl: lingaraj-appaec.in
Area of research = Mechanical Engineering- Production

6BPA4
Name: Dr. S.M. SHASHIDHAR
Qualification: • PhD in Power Electronics • Master of Engg in Power Electronics • B.E. in Electrical & Electronics Engg Diploma in Journalism & Mass Communication
Designation: PRINCIPAL
Department: ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGG
Institute name: PROUDHADEVERAYA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (PDIT)
College address: PROUDHADEVERAYA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (PDIT) TB DAM ROAD, HOSAPETE – 583225
Experience: 36 years
collegeurl: http://pdit.ac.in
Area of research = Power Electronics FPGA VLSI Fault Diagnosis in Motors
6BPA5
Name: Dr. Esther Rakel
Qualification: Phd Nursing
Designation : Dean cum Principal
Department : Nursing
Institute name : Ganga Institute of Health Sciences
College address : Ganga Institute of Health Sciences,
Ganga School of Nursing / Ganga College of Nursing,
S.F No:442, Vattamalaipalayam NGGO Colony Post,
Coimbatore - 641022.
Experience: 28 Years
College url: [www.gangahealthsciences.com](http://www.gangahealthsciences.com)
Area of Research = Obstetrics & Gynaecological Nursing,
Effectiveness Of Expectant Father’s Presence During First Stage Of Labour, International Journal Of Nursing Education Volume 5 Number 1 January-June 2013

6BPA6
Name – LINGARAJU M J
Qualification – MSc, BEd, (got Doctorate award from American university)
Designation – Principal
Department - Education
Institute name – Adichunchanagiri P U College, Arsikere
College / Institute Postal Address – Adichunchanagiri P U College, Srinivasanagara,
Arsikere (T)-573103, Hassan (dist).Karnataka (state)
Award title – Principal of the year
Experience in years – 13 years
Area of Research – Physics
College website Url – bgsask.in

6BPA7
Name: Dr. VIVEKKUMAR K REDASANI
Qualification: M. Pharm, Ph.D.
Designation : Principal
Department : Pharmacy
Institute name : YSPMs Yashoda Technical Campus, Faculty of Pharmacy
College address : Wadhe Phata
NH-4,
SATARA (MS)
[415011]
Experience: 21
College url: [www.yes.edu.in](http://www.yes.edu.in)
Area of Research = Prodrugs, Synthesis of drug intermediates, drug design, molecular modeling, analytical and bioanalytical techniques, stability indicating method validations and nanoparticles formulations
Principal of the Year Awardees

(School Level)
6SPA1
Name: Mr. Suresh Kumar
Qualification: M.A.B.ed
Designation: Vice principal
teaching level: 12th
School name: Dalamwala Public school
School address: Dalamwala Public school, Dalamwala, Jind.
Experience: 8 years

6SPA2
Name: Dr. Rinku Gupta
Qualification: Doctorate in Law
Designation: Principal
teaching level: Assistant Professor
School name: Cinosural International School
School address: 1A/1, Gandhi Nagar, behind Apsara Multiplex, Gandhi Nagar 180004 - Jammu, J&K
Experience: 8 years plus

6SPA3
Name: Mr. Avtar Singh
Qualification: B.com, M.com, M.Ed, MBA
Designation: Principal
teaching level: 12
School name: Govt. self smart sen.sec.schol, Chand purana, moga, (punjab)
School address: Principal
GSSS Chand purna moga, punjab
Experience: 32

6SPA4
Name: Ms. Manju choudhary
Qualification: M.A English
Designation: Vice principal
teaching level: Pgt
School name: British public school
School address: Sheikhupura manchuri karnal
Experience: 10 years

6SPA5
Name: Ms. Mansi verma
Qualification: M.pharm
Designation: Pharmacist
teaching level: 5
School name: S d college of pharmacy
School address: 365 Bakra Market Muzaffarnagar
InSc Awards 2020

Experience: 0

6SPA6
Name: Dr. Rajeev Ranjan Singh
Qualification: Doctorate
Designation: Principal
teaching level: 12th
School name: Mount Columbus International School
School address: Himmatpur Road, Simbhaoli, Hapur
Uttar Pradesh 245207
Experience: 15

6SPA7
Name: Dr. Jayanthi.S
Qualification: Doctorate in education phycology, MA Bed, LibSc
Designation: Principal
teaching level: Senior secondary school
School name: BFM English Medium School
School address: Mount Sinai, Parasuvakkal, Trivandrum
Experience: 33

6SPA8
Name: Dr. Peer mahammad shaik
Qualification: PhD MPhil.MSC BEd
Designation: Gazetted Headmaster, (principal in school level)
Department: Education
Institute name: Zilla Parishad High school pathipaka
College address: Zilla Parishad High school pathipaka, Dist peddapalli Telangana state 505416
Experience: 26 years

6SPA9
Name: Mr. Shailendra Kumar Giri
Qualification: M.A. In Yoga, M.A. In Political Science, Level-2
Designation: Deputy Director And Principal
Department: Yoga And Naturopath
Institute Name: Bapudham Anandotsav Yog Evam Prakritik Chikitsa Shikshan Prashikshan Sansthan Motihari
College address: Maharshi Nagar Chhota Bariyarpur Motihari (Near Ved Vidyalay 845401)
Experience: 5 Years
area of research = Yoga And Naturopath

6SPA10
Name: Sandeep Anigol
Quality: D.Ed, MBA  
Designation: Principal  
teaching level: School Principal  
School name: Shepherd Mission School  
School address: 156/A Main Road, Bhagya Nagar, Gokak - 591307  
Experience: 12 years

6SPA11  
Name: Dr. Bastin Kumar  
Designation: Principal  
teaching level: Grade 8 - 12  
School name: Aachi International School  
School address: Sri Aachi Nagar, Theni Main Road, Thottappanayakkanur, Usilampatti, Madurai - Dt. Tamilnadu 625532.  
Experience: 15

6SPA12  
Name: Ms. Bhawna  
Qualification: M.tech in Computer Science Engineering.  
Designation: Principal  
teaching level: 8 to 10  
School name: Shiv Shakti Senior Secondary School  
School address: Shiv Shakti Senior Secondary School, Mehlana Road, Sonepat - 131001  
Experience: 8

6SPA13  
Name: Dr. Mohan S  
Qualification: M.Sc., M.A., M.Ed., M.Phil., CFN., RBV.,  
Designation: The Headmaster  
teaching level: 10, 11 AND 12  
School name: Kongu Higher Secondary School  
School address: Dheeran Chinnamalai Nagar, Vennaimalai Post, Karur - 639 006.  
Experience: 26

6SPA14  
Name: Mrs. Shubhangi Machindra Taras  
Designation: Principal  
Teaching level (Grade 1 to 10 or Grade 8 to 10): Grade 8 to 10  
School name: Angels public School Kiwale
School Postal Address: - At. Post sandbhorwasti near Runal Gateway kiwale Tal-Haveli Dist -Pune Pin
code 412101
Experience in years- 11 years

6SPA15
Name – Sunil Chacko
Qualification – M.com , M.Ed
Designation – Principal
Teaching Level – Classes 10,11 & 12 (CBSE Curriculam)
School Name – Bharatiya Vidyabavan Senior Secondary School
Address – Kodunganoor, Vattiyoorkavu
Thiruvananthapuram -695013
Experience - 25 years of experience in the field of education (India and abroad)

6SPA16
Name: Mr. Satya prakash mishra
Qualification: BA
Designation : Principal
teaching level : 1to 7
School name : Lalita indrashan saraswati shishu mandir
School address : Satha, maguraha paharpur, are raj purvi champran
Experience: 3 years

6SPA17
Name: Mr. Atulesh Kumar
Qualification: M.A., B.Ed., M.Ed.(Pursuing)
Designation : Principal
teaching level : Grade-1 to 10
School name : Paramount Academy, Thikri Barwani Road Thikri, Barwani,M.P.,451660
School address : Mr.Atulesh Kumar (Principal) Paramount Academy Thikri Barwani Road Thikri, Barwani, M.P.-451660
Experience: 16

6SPA18
Name: Sadananda Hotta
Qualification: M.A.(English), PGCTE, PGDTE (CIEFL), B.Ed., Cert. In CCE (E.I., Ahmedabad)
Designation : Principal
Teaching Level : IX-XII
School Name : Dav Vedanta International School, Lanjigarh
School Address : Vedanta Township, Lanjigarh, Kalahandi, Odisha-766027
Experience: 23 Years
6SPA19
Name: Mrs. P. Ragini
Qualification: M.A. B.Ed., M.Phil.
Designation: Vice Principal
Teaching Level: Grade 9 and 10 Social Science
School Name: Krishna International School
School Address: Krishna International School, ECR, Devipattinam, Ramanathapuram-623514
Experience: 20 years

6SPA20
Name: Shaikh Ishtiyaque Ahmed
Qualification: M.A. (Eng) B.Ed. (Eng, Geog), M.P.Ed. M.B.A.
Designation: Principal
Teaching Level (Grade 1 to 10 or Grade 8 to 10)
Grade 1 to IX
School Name: Vishwakarma Empros International School,
School Postal Address: Ahead of ABC Petrol Pump, Adjacent to Parshwa Pragyalaya Jain Temple, Talegaon Dabhade, Taluka Maval, Dist: Pune – 410506 State: Maharashtra
Experience in years: 23 Years

6SPA21
Name: Dr. Ravikanth Vajapeyajula
Qualification: BTech MBA EMBA IEMBA LLB MA (Math) MA (Psychology) BEd MEd MPhil PhD
Designation: Principal
Teaching level: 8-10
School Name: Edify School Cuddalore
School Address: Edify School Vazhapattu Nellikuppam Main Road Tamilnadu 607104
Experience: 17

6SPA22
Name: Mr. Denzil Charles
Qualification: M.A. B.Ed
Designation: Principally teaching level: 8 to 10
School Name: Siddhartha International Academy
Experience: 28

6SPA23
Name: Dr. Pradeep Paliwal
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Ed., D.Lit., PGDCA, M.S.(in Counselling and psychotherapy)
Designation : Principal
Teaching level : 10 to 12
School name : Government Senior Secondary School, Bhabrana, Block: Jhallara
School address : Government Senior Secondary School, Bhabrana, Block: Jhallara, Tehsil: Salumbar, District: Udaipur, PIN: 313038, Rajasthan
Experience: 24

6SPA24
Name- Aasif imran shah
Qualification- B. tech Civil Engineering
Designation- Vice principal
Teaching level- 1 to 10th
School name- Imamia public school
School address- sofipora pahalgam Anantnag, 192401
Award title- NATIONAL SCHOOL PRINCIPAL AWARD
Experience in years- 02

6SPA25
Name- Mousumi mohapatra Singh
Qualification- MBA in Human Resource Management B.Ed, PGDCA PGDSLM
Designation- school principal
Teaching level- Upto 10th
School name- PRAKRITIK SCHOOL
School address- Near Shiwala chowk,Neora,Patna, Bihar .801113
Award title- NATIONAL SCHOOL PRINCIPAL AWARD
EXPERIENCE- 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE

6SPA26
Name: JAINA PAUL
Designation: PRINCIPAL
Qualification: MA,BEd,MEd Pursuing
Department : Administration
School Name: St. George Public School
Area : Kottappady,Kothamangalam
City : Ernakulam
State : Kerala
Experience in Years:10 Years(7years HM,3 years Principal)

6SPA27
NAME: ANIL MUKHIJA
QUALIFICATION: M.A., M.ED.
DESIGNATION: PRINCIPAL
TEACHING LEVEL: SENIOR SECONDARY
SCHOOL NAME: RAJ INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL REWARI
SCHOOL ADDRESS: LEO CHOWK, SECTOR-5, REWARI, HARYANA
EXPERIENCE: 24 YEARS (12 YRS AS PRINCIPAL)

6SPA28
Name-Ajad Amar
Designation-TGT (Social Studies)
Qualification-M.A(Political Science)
Department-Social Science
School Name- Delhi Public School Jind
Area- Northern India
City-Jind
State- Haryana
Experience in Years- 3 yrs.
InSc Awards 2020

Student Project Program (SPP)
6SPP1
Project Title: Effect of Zn and S interaction on soil properties and yield of Rice
********** Guide Details********
Guide Name: Dr. R.p singh
Qualification: MSc ag
Department: Department of agriculture chemistry and soil science
Institute name: Udaipur college Varanasi
College address: Udaipur college pincode 221002
********** Student Details********
Project Team Leader Name: Satish Kumar maurya
Team Members list: Vibha Singh, op pandey, SK Patel, R.p singh

6SPP2
Project Title: Vis-NIR Hyperspectral Imaging Protocols for Estimation of Nitrate in Harvested Leafy Vegetables
********** Guide Details********
Guide Name: Dr. Subir Kumar Chakraborty
Qualification: Senior Scientist
Department: Agro produce Processing Division
Institute name: ICAR-Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering
College address: ICAR-Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Nabi Bagh, Berasia Road, Bhopal - 462038 (Madhya Pradesh) INDIA
********** Student Details********
Project Team Leader Name: Mahanti Naveen Kumar
Team Members list: This is my Ph.D. project no other students are involved.

6SPP3
Project Title: Awareness about mental health risk factors and management among the students
********** Guide Details********
Guide Name: Dr. Ajay Trivedi
Qualification: MPhil, PhD assistant professor MSW department
Department: Master of Social Work (MSW)
Institute name: Mahatma Jyotiba Phule Rohilkhand University
College address: Mahatma Jyotiba Phule Rohilkhand University Pilibhit bypass road Bareilly pincode-243006
********** Student Details********
Project Team Leader Name: Anubhav Mathur
Team Members list: Individual project by Anubhav Mathur

6SPP4
Project Title: Isolation, Production, Optimization And Characterization Of Thermo Stable Extracellular Protease From Natural Hot Spring, Tuwa, India
********** Guide Details********
Guide Name: Kiransinh Rajput
Qualification: P.hd
Department : Department of Microbiology and Biotechnology
institute name : School of science, Gujarat university, India, Ahmedabad
College address : Department of Microbiology and Biotechnology, Gujarat university, Navarangpura, Ahmedabad

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Nisha Ramani
Team Members list : Nisha Ramani

6SPP5
Project Title : Screening of plant growth promoting bacteria from fermented panchagavya and studying the effect of Indole acetic acid producing bacteria on Trigonella foenum-graecum

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Dr. Kiransinh Rajput
Qualification : Bachelors of Sciences
Department : Department of Microbiology and Biotechnology
institute name : Department of Microbiology and Biotechnology, School of Sciences, Gujarat University, Ahmedabad
College address : Department of Microbiology and Biotechnology, School of Sciences, Gujarat University, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad - 380009

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Hitarthi Shah
Team Members list : Rinkal Gohil

6SPP6
Project Title : Screening Of Plant Growth Promoting Bacteria Isolated From Fermented Panchagavya And Studying The Effect Of Gibberellic Acid Producing Bacteria On Vigna Radiata. Vigna radiata.

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Dr. Kiransinh Rajput
Qualification : PhD
Department : Department of microbiology and biotechnology
institute name : School of Sciences, Gujarat University
College address : The Department Of Microbiology And Biotechnology School Of Sciences, Gujarat University, Ahmedabad-380009

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Khushboo Patel
Team Members list : Rinkal Gohil

6SPP7
Project Title : Screening of plant growth promoting bacteria isolated from fermented panchagavya and studying the effect of phosphate solubilizing bacteria on the growth of Vigna radiata

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Dr. Kiransinh Rajput
Qualification : professor
Department: Department of Microbiology and Biotechnology
Institute Name: Gujarat University
College Address: Department of Microbiology and Biotechnology, School of Sciences, Gujarat University, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009

********** Student Details **********
Project Team Leader Name: Saloni Vyas
Team Members List: Rinkal Gohil

6SPP8
Project Title: Isolation, Optimization, Characterization and Applications of Manganese dependent thermostable protease from thermotolerant bacteria of Hot springs

********** Guide Details **********
Guide Name: Kiransinh Rajput
Qualification: Ph.D.
Department: Department of Microbiology and Biotechnology
Institute Name: University School of Sciences, Gujarat University
College Address: Department of Microbiology and Biotechnology, University of School of Sciences, Gujarat University, Ahmedabad-380009

********** Student Details **********
Project Team Leader Name: Trivedi Manshi
Team Members List: Arya Prashant

6SPP9
Project Title: Antioxidant Protection of Escherichia coli against UV Radiation.

********** Guide Details **********
Guide Name: Dr. N. Sharadamma (Dr. Narayanaswamy Sharadamma)
Qualification: Ph.D. and Postdoc(IISc, Bengaluru), Asst. Professor in Mount Carmel College, Bengaluru.
Department: Dept. of Life Science
Institute Name: Mount Carmel College, Autonomous, Bengaluru.
College Address: Mount Carmel College, Autonomous 58, Palace Road, Bengaluru-560052

********** Student Details **********
Project Team Leader Name: Debashmita Chakraborty
Team Members List: Debashmita Chakraborty, Manosi Banerjee, Varsha Biswas

6SPP10
Project Title: Farm Tiller With Charge Battery

********** Guide Details **********
Guide Name: Dr. Jeeot Singh Associate professor MED
Qualification: Phd
Department: Mechanical Engineering Department
Institute Name: Madan Mohan Malviya University of technology Gorakhpur 273010 Uttar
Pradesh India
College address : Madan Mohan Malviya University of technology Gorakhpur 273010Uttar Pradesh India

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Rahul singh
Team Members list : Bal vaigyanik Rahul singh

6SPP11
Project Title : Mechanical Behaviour Of Glass Fibre Reinforced Composites (GFRPs)

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Dr. Krishna Kishore Mugada
Qualification : M.Tech.,Ph.D(NIT Warangal)
Department : Mechanical Engineering
institute name : Gayatri Vidya Parishad College of Engineering(Autonomous)
College address : Madhurawada,Visakhapatnam-530048,Andhra Pradesh,India

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Kurma Naga Chandini
Team Members list : K Naga Chandini
V Prasanna
Subarna Chaudhary
S Naveen

6SPP12
Project Title : Effect of Spiral Coil on Heat Transfer in Double Pipe Heat Exchanger

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Mr. Riddheshwar R. Bilawane
Qualification : M.Tech. (Heat Power Engineering)
Department : Mechanical Engineering Department
institute name : Nagpur Institute of Technology , Nagpur
College address : Survey No. 13/2, Katol Road, Near Fetri, Mahurzari, Nagpur, Maharashtra 441501.

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Sahil S. Pabbewar
Team Members list : Harshal A. Bhure , Suraj B. Vishwakarma , Lokesh S. Godewar

6SPP13
Project Title : A Novel Approach For Communication Among Blind, Deaf And Dumb People

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Dr.V.Vasan Prabhu
Qualification : PhD
Department : EEE
institute name : St.Joseph's College of Engineering
College address : Old Mahaballipuram Road, Chennai - 119

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Haritha
Team Members list: T. Swathi

6SPP14
Project Title: Design And Analysis Of Autonomous Robot For Pandemic Diseases

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Alaaudeen
Qualification: M.E.,(Ph.D)
Department: Electronics and Communication Engineering
Institute Name: Mohamed Sathak Engineering College
College Address: East Coast Road, kilakarai, Ramanathapuram

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Deepak Raj D
Team Members list: Deepak Raj Lingmoorthi Deepan Raj Tamil

6SPP15
Project Title: Indication and Monitoring of Fuel Flow in Automobiles

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Dr. Ananth Rajkumar
Qualification: M.S., Ph.D.
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute Name: St.Xavier's Catholic College of Engineering
College Address: Chunkankadai, Kanyakumari District, Tamilnadu, India.
Pin Code: 629 003.

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Devarenjan J
Team Members list: Aswanth G.S.

6SPP16
Project Title: A Study On Bacteriological Analysis Of Drinking Water Of Tumkur City

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: SHILPA K M
Qualification: M.Sc., B.Ed., PGDBA
Department: Department of Microbiology
Institute Name: University College of Science
College Address: University College of Science, Tumkur University
B.H. Road, Tumkur,
Karnataka, 572103

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: SANGEETHA K S
Team Members list: SANGEETHA K S, BHAVANA R
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6SPP17
Project Title: Effect of extraction temperature and different carrier agents on the physicochemical properties of Murraya koenigii (Linn.) leaf extract

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Prof. S.J.D Bosco
Qualification: PH.D
Department: Food Science & Technology
Institute Name: Pondicherry University
College Address: Pondicherry University, Pondicherry, India 605014

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Shubham Rohilla
Team Members List:
1. SJD Bosco
2. Vandana sablania
3. Shubham Rohilla

6SPP18
Project Title: Prevention Of Reinforced Concrete Structural Failure Due To Coastal Erosion Using Geo Textile Tube Technology In Sangudurai Beach At Kanyakumari District

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: AMIRTHA GOKUL G
Qualification: ME - STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
Department: CIVIL ENGINEERING
Institute Name: STELLA MARY'S COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
College Address: Aruthenganvilai, Kalluketti Junction, Azhikal, Kanyakumari, Tamil Nadu 629202

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: NITHISH NELSON B
Team Members List:
SAHAYA ABITH AHASH J
AJAY KUMAR R